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Chronicles of darkness core rulebook pdf free online free game

However, weaker or stronger objects When a vehicle hits a character or another vehicle, a crashmay be lower or higher. Reproduction prohibitions do not apply to the character sheets contained in this book when reproduced for personal use. • The player rolls a dramatic failure on an attempt to Mechanically, this can be represented by certain Merit
open a Door (the player takes a Beat as usual).dots. Use this book as an introductionunfamiliar sky through to both storytelling games and the unique setting of the Chronicles of Darkness. If you’re not sure whether to use resistance or a contestedaction, use this guideline: Resistance applies in situationswhere the number of successes on the roll is an
importantfactor. Striking Looks (• or ••)Instead, apply a -1 penalty for each relevant Tainted Clue.Using a Tainted Clue only levies a total -2 penalty with this Effect: Your character is stunning, alarming, command-Merit, which includes the -1 taken in lieu of ignoring successes. Drawback: Declare that you’re using this maneuver at the start of the turn
before taking any other attacks. Well, scrambling really, searchingfor the safety exit Ximena had been so certain wasdown this stretch of hallway.“Well, you were the one who shined the flashlight inits eyes. • Dramatic Failure: A faux pas reveals that you don’t • Dramatic Failure: They don’t take you seriously, even belong…and maybe even hints at
your supernatural nature. Papi said hewas a real estate investor.”“Nonsense words. The element is removed from the clue as usual. She might live in an upscale condo, but if her incomeis tied up in the mortgage and child support payments, she Retainer (• to •••••)might have little money to throw around. a Virtue or Vice that is covered by an
Attribute or Skill. Colorful graphics further add to the appeal of the game. Check out White Wolf online at Check out the Onyx Path at Book originally titled The World of Darkness Second Edition8 chronicles of DarknessChronicles of DarknessPrologue: Apt. your character excel at? A player can chooseto bring a relevant Condition into play whenever
herolls an exceptional success. A character at this level is extremely adept at finding the information she needs, even ••• Experienced: Someone with an excellent general when someone skilled has taken steps to hide it. This game requires Adobe Flash Player to play, and it’s available as a mobile app as well as an online game. for a while. modifiers —
Dice pools are often modified by a numberof factors, from bonuses (adding dice) for equipment or idealconditions to penalties (subtracting dice) for poor conditions. A character might, with time and proper tactics, • The culprit has a viable escape plan. Pursue the new Merit during the course of the chapterif possible, and make the new tie something
less superficial Effect: Your character recalls events and details withthan a dot or two on a sheet. If you have a culprit in mind, that’s fine. His muscles contract, 1 Example Environswhich can prevent him from pulling away. Initiative they mean for your character, and in terms of everyone being Modifier is Dexterity + Composure. Any overpower- ing
maneuvers require additional Willpower points. As a rule of thumb, if by agreeing to the tempta-tion the target character stands to gain Willpower, then the This doesn’t require follow through, but it does require atemptation is a valid form of influence. She can move without thinking, in aZenlike state. If a player goes to great lengthsof Darkness also
uses six units of dramatic time. Your character can speak, read, andbut could not with a general strike. Usually it’s tied in with the cult’s history and In addition to standing, a Mystery Cult Initiation Merit of-recent background. -2 to Physical dice pools per foot of flooding. Make a Dexterity + Subterfuge roll as fight, his opponent’s weapon suits him
just fine. Stacy still has to overcome three Doors. •• Professional: At this level, a character has spent a great deal of time out in the elements. This means you must have two dots in Martial Arts before buying dots in Iron Skin. a solid understanding of major stories, and can identify and disregard many false claims. This tendsinvisible ‘weapon’ strikes
an opponent, the character may to happen during wildly inconvenient moments, and in waysspend an additional point of Willpower to lash out at the that usually cause more trouble than they solve. 10 Again — A result of 10 on any die is re-rolled in anattempt to achieve more successes. their Defense. If his opponent capes unless he wants to press the
combat.wants to attack him, she’s got to spend a point of Willpowerto do so, and probably suffers a breaking point. “Geeze, whoeverbroke these doors sure didn’t know what they weredoing. Torture? The Hangry Wolf was supposedto live in the basement, and it didn’t have any food or toys or friends of its own, so it wouldcome out at night to take
whatever I had neglected. instead of eight. If the attacker is reduced to zero successes, the attack does nothing. Maybe you want to get into a place undetected. If you wish your character to begin play Prerequisite: Presence ••• in a cult, work with your Storyteller to develop the details. Sounds kind of like a chase, doesn’t it? The chase rules can be
used for scenes besides traditionalfoot pursuits or car chases. She blocking.eschews identification. pinpoint accuracy. He speaks a mile a minute, and often leaves his targets reeling, but nod- ding in agreement.50 the face in the mirror-CharactersAlways Be Closing (•): With the right leading phrases, a -3. •••• Expert: The character can fit in
anywhere. that capability, while two dots represent someone average. Sample contacts: Shady Pawn Shop Owner, ParoleOfficer, Three-Card Monte Dealer. she is angry, and she can scare most people into doing what she wants. Weather changes. •••• Expert: The character can train animals to perform ••• Experienced: A character with three dots in
well beyond their normal behaviors. She’s well over six feet tall, and crowds part when she approaches. A one-dot Retainer is barely able to docharacter can procure an item at her Resources level or lower, anything of use, such as a pet that knows one useful trick,without issue. Precision Shot (••): With this level of training, yourLight Weapons (• to
•••••; Style) character knows how to effectively disable a victim instead of focusing on the kill. against some attacks. They’d finally found a door. Once you’ve declared your character’s goal, the next step • The crime in question was a smokescreen for a greater is to determine the scope of the challenge. To resist the damage, make a reflexive Stamina
+ Resolve – Toxicity roll. • Add High Acceleration tag to vehicle. accomplish. picking an old and damaged lock — might be worth a bonus die, while a stressful situation — trying to pick a lock while Every die that comes up as a 10 is a success. This being the case, During her research into the professor’s personality, she one Door is removed. He does
not suffer it onturns where he has the Edge or otherwise uses the dictateddice pool, but it continues to amass if he decides not to ona future turn. ••••• The Routine: With such extensive experience in With the two-dot version, when the character has suc- her field, her Asset Skills have been honed to a finecessfully meditated, she gains a +3 bonus on
any Resolve edge, and she’s almost guaranteed at least a marginal+ Composure rolls during the same day, as she’s steeled success. seeing something odd in an aura. Each dot of thisflexively once per turn. Alternatively, take +1 on Social rolls against the • How should one best appreciate this piece? They make youron a Vice reinforces the character’s
sense of herself, even if it character feel more real, give the Storyteller hooks to get himis self-destructive. We need your help to maintenance this website. • Success: They accept the truth (or apparent truth) ofResistance your words. the sunlight was upon If you’re playing one of these starring characters, this should be your first stop. Pilots at this
level rank. Failure means the vehicle takes half the(or five turns). An extended action is an attempt to complete a complex Supernatural Tolerance is a number added to poolstask. Sometimes, that’s what you want; pulling a gun Armor provides protection against attacks, includingshows you’re serious about killing people. Maybe your blogger has two
points 1 Handheld object or tool, Rodent in Athletics because he is a marathoner, or your med student 2 Infant, Cat, Sword, Shotgun, Skateboard has a point in Animal Ken from volunteering at a local shelter. Work with the Storyteller to determine what (See also Social Maneuvering, p.81.)steps your character has taken towards his goal. If firing at
more than one target, subtract ceeded at a Control Weapon move. Hard Surfaces (••): Bouncing someone’s head off a Firefight (• to •••; Style)urinal, computer monitor, or brick wall is a handy way toincrease the amount of hurt inflicted while not breaking the Prerequisites: Composure •••, Dexterity •••, Athleticsaforementioned hand bones. He acts
on your character’s behalf, often in the background, and sometimes without your Salting (••••): Your character can position himself so character’s knowledge. an Intelligence + Crafts roll to form it into a detailed or intricate shape. Prerequisite: Contacts ••, Wits ••• Choose three Skills the Mentor possesses. Virtuous (••) • Networking: At the first
level of Professional Effect: Your character is a light of good in the Chronicles Training, your character builds connections within of Darkness. Each success Prerequisites: Wits •••, a Specialty in the weapon or on rolls to accelerate a vehicle (see p.98) raises the vehicle’sfighting style chosen Speed by 10 instead of 5. into the open. 80) unless it
achieves exceptional success. Ximena LuisaSalazar, there is something made of skin and oldclothes that is chasing us. Chapter Four: Wonders and Horrors provides systems for creating monsters and other characters controlled by the Storyteller. If you accomplish an Aspiration, for character creation, it might be advisable for the Storytellerexample,
you should replace it with a new Aspiration after that to come up with several hypothetical situations, so that thesession. In addition A character can move his Speed in a single turn and still to ignoring armor (see “Armor,” p. Character is protecting a loved one +2 • The character is the victim of a supernatural attack, whether physical, emotional, or
mental. Find out a character’s goals, wants, and needs, and they can help move If your character knows her subject’s Vice, she can use interactions forward. BBecause the Chronicles of Darkness depict a world where even the most ir- rational of fears is justified and things that never should have been are real anyway, characters resort to all kinds of
extremes to solve problems and get what they want. Additional Durability can be added for re-inforced items. You have seven dots you can use to pick Merits. When the mark does ally important to him, and it should reflect on the dotparticularly well, it’s because your character was there to set rating chosen. Armed, you can treat the Structure of your
character’s weapon as general armor against a single Brawl or Weaponry attack. Murderous Stare, Torture, Veiled ThreatsExpression Sample contacts: Barroom Tough Guy, High-powered Executive, Police Interrogator Expression is the character’s ability to communicate histhoughts and emotions. The character has a solid grasp of programming
principles and can •• Professional: A character at this level can produce perform more elaborate computer tasks easily. If using Occult, this successful die — and keep rolling as long as your dice could mean dangerously false assumptions. She’d taken inventory of this hallway a half dozen timesalready; and there wasn’t much to do until the
appraiserscame tomorrow anyway. • Failure: They’re unimpressed with your threats. a character’s full attention, it is performed as a contested action, but more often it is a reflexive action, allowing the equipment — Characters can improve their chances of suc- target to also perform an action that turn.ceeding in a task by using the right equipment.
Players are rewarded 8 Again — A result of 8 or higher on any die is re-rolled with Beats when they act on or resolve (end) a Condition.in an attempt to achieve more successes. StrengthAttributes Strength is a character’s muscular power and ability to use the force of her body. It coversCasing a building, for example, uses Wits + Larceny throwing
punches and kicks, but also things like grappling, throws, head butts, and blocking in hand-to-hand combat.Athletics Brawl is generally rolled with Strength in a hand-to-hand fight. Thank you for interesting in our services. — but I find her jewelrybox on the dresser, surrounded by photos. you, you’ve got a significant chance of success. This is usually
determined with relative ease. Health Boxes Marked Penalty When shooting at an object — or a person in cover — Third-to-last -1subtract the piercing quality from the object’s Durability. If you fail on an attack roll, you don’t deal anydamage. Use this ability when defendingStoryteller gives you a Condition such as Spooked or Shaken. For example,
demons can sometimesnumber of times you can roll before the action fails. worsen the impression level by one. Weaponry • Focused Attack (•): Your character has trained exten-sively in striking specific parts of an opponent’s body. If the characters perform particularly a week old (-3), over a year old (-5), tenacious questioningwell in these efforts,
consider offering bonuses to the effort (+1), thorough canvassing (+2), personal grudge (-2), relevantto find the Clue. lems. something that organization could accomplish.Small-Framed (••) The Storyteller assigns a rating between one and five to any favor asked. It’s always better to job. Itis used for sustained effort, as well as determining how much
A character who has no dots in a Skill can generally stillphysical punishment your body can take. At that point, Find out why my sister hasn’t called me back. Larry’s wallet.” Even “I want to get away from this gun-A street gang wants to stake its claim to a neighborhood, toting psycho” is a valid intent. This is a breaking point that Resolve represents
your character’s patience, concentra- already occurred, but it helps set a benchmark for tion, and determination. • Barely Concealed: -1 (hiding behind an office chair) • Medium Burst: 10 bullets, which can hit one to three targets standing close together. She excels at finding a solid argument, and knows how to pursue it to get what Intimidation is
the art of using fear to convince others to he wants.do what you want. TheMostly, these relate to how easy the object is to destroy. Three could offer considerable influence, such as the Prerequisite: Larceny ••• police overlooking a misdemeanor charge. • Failure: You end up a wallflower, with a drink in your hand that you don’t even want. • What’s
its weakest point? When the •• Professional: At this level, a character can pull character leaves his Safe Place, you can replace those two of a good bluff or short con, often getting away dots with something else. reflexive Stamina roll each turn for him to remain conscious. A weapon’s modifier, or damage rating, adds bonus successesto a successful
attack roll. Thelight flickered and something howled.And they ran.AND THEN...A figure peeled away from the shadows, close enoughfor Dawn to feel its breath, cold and rotten smelling,on her neck. Willpower • Turn — The smallest increment of time, a turn lasts for about three seconds. However, it wouldn’t affect someone looking at her aura, since
she cannot manipulateAlternate Identity (•, ••, or •••) her spiritual resonance. This could cause further Takes One to Know One (•)complications. They generally don’t represent formal or uncertainty, as well as discern her target’s mood. greater than -2) or two Doors (if the modifier is -3 or less). He must your own unique horror stories, how to
adjudicate the results of their actions, and have looked up at an how to play a storytelling game with your friends. A Safe Place gives an Initiative bonus equal to Status only allows advantages within the confines ofthe Merit dots. Speed A character’s speed is equal to Strength + Dexterity + 5. ViolenceA character who is concealed and wants to fire at
some- Going Proneone else takes a penalty to his Firearms attack that’s oneless than the penalty afforded by the character’s protection When a character can’t find cover, the next best thing— so if he’s substantially concealed, he can fire back with when bullets are flying is to drop flat to the ground. This is not an exhaustive list. This requires about a
Speed in bashing damage, plus half its Size (rounded down).minute of acceleration to reach for many vehicles (or 20 turns in The driver must make a Dexterity + Drive roll, factoring in thecombat). She knows how to handle and train • Novice: At this level, a character knows how to commonly domesticated animals like dogs and hold and swing a
weapon properly, and under- horses, and has some idea how to train many wild stands the fundamentals of defense. Can move and apply Defense. Dice pools are usually determined by adding an The amount of points available to spend is equal to the parentAttribute to a Skill, plus any relevant equipment and/or trait’s dots. Now you’re ready to go!
Virtue is difficult, however.Anchors Example Virtues All Chronicles of Darkness characters have defining per- The following are some possible Virtues for characters.sonality traits. At any reasonable time, his staff can take actionsher class. Additionally,the Storyteller cannot kill her True Friend as part of a plot • Is your character going to attack?
without your express permission. After an extensive overhaul of the concepts of the World of Darkness, the Chronicles of Darkness (sometimes “CofD”) was developed in 2004 with the release of the World of Darkness Rulebook, featuring a game of ordinary people who find themselves embroiled in the supernatural. The Storyteller should reduce his
characters’ available Willpower in each scene to reflect their “one shot” nature. Failure can be just as thrilling as success, and the systems that are explained here show how to make all of these possible outcomes work in a game. If the attack roll succeeds, the attackcharacter to parry an attack made on a higher Initiative and causes one point of
aggravated damage, in addition to thethen go on the offensive, provided that the weapon wasn’t damage rating of the weapon.destroyed. She understands how to get around a person’s defenses and persuade them of things •• Professional: At this level of Socialize, the character can that they normally wouldn’t even consider. A character can make a
killing blow when her opponent is unconscious, completely immobile, or otherwise totally Tilts do not give players Beats when they end, but the defenseless. sions left on physical objects. The oneafter that? WhileThese dice must be removed after calculating any penalties he’s wielding an improvised weapon acquired with Alwaysfrom the environment
or the opponent’s Defense. That holds true for body armor just as you get them. If the target is using a power that specifically cloaks itsthe foremost thought on the character’s mind. Of course, they get people from point A to pointTorch (second-degree burns) +1 B. Integrity Like Attributes, select a primary, secondary, and tertiary All mortal
characters start with an Integrity of 7.category for your Skills. The Initiative order determined • Thrown Weapons: Dexterity + Athletics - opponent’shere is the order in which the characters will act during each Defenseturn until something happens to change it, such as a characterdropping a weapon (see below). The last is a Doctrine. In fact, it sets
you back. They’re not forced to behave in anysupernatural.) If the character becomes a vampire, ghoul, particular way, but it could cause complications.mage, or any other supernatural character type, these Meritsdisappear. Three dots represents Composure.excellent training or experience, four is outstanding, and fivedots means you are one of the
absolute best in the world. Once you have a general idea and some goals for you Attributes are divided into the Mental, Physical, andcharacter, you can define a bit more of his personality. Determine Initiative in the second turn as normal.and supernatural powers that drain Willpower work normally. Performing a reflexive actionfailure voluntarily in
order to gain a Beat. If your story is about personal horror, a team of expert martial artists might not be the best fit. It represents training in specific sports, from may have that represented with a Fighting Style Merit (seekayaking or parkour to professional sports like basketball or Merits, later in this chapter).football. You must attendat least
monthly, informal meetings to maintain the benefits Mystery Cult Initiation reflects membership in one ofof Hobbyist Clique. This Merit cannot be run upward for some distance before having to traditionallyused to gain positive modifiers for actions, only to cancel climb. For this reason, priests are prohibited from touching other cultists.••••• The
high priestess of Mammon benefits from the tithes of her already wealthy followers. If she’s used this Merit at anytime in a given day, she gains four dice any time she spends Drawback: You must spend a point of Willpower andWillpower to increase a dice pool. Hiding behind something is a good way to not get shot. Spent points are regained over
time or throughmodifiers. Modify that with the following variables as a character in a car. If a character applies his Aerodynamic objects double each range — so an aerodynamicDefense while aiming, he loses his accumulated bonus and object’s long range is {(Strength + Dexterity + Athletics) * 8}must start over. All characters, names, places and
text herein are copyrighted by White Wolf Publishing AB. A human’s teeth have a -1 weapon modifier and deal • Break Free from the grapple. and excels at puzzles, riddles, and brainteasers.Investigation •• Professional: At this level, a character is very good at putting details together to form a larger picture. Forcing Doors often leads to burntto get
the book is 4. A high Resolve allows a character what your character would have to see in order to to focus despite distractions or discouragement. Effect: Your character has trained in wrestling, or one ofmany grappling martial arts. Contacts do nother identity with paperwork and identification. Authors: Rose Bailey, Meghan Fitzgerald, David A Hill
Jr, Matt Miller, Travis Stout, Audrey Whitman, Filamena Young The Onyx Path Developers, for all your many answers to Developer: Rose Bailey arcane questions and your contributions to brainstorming. If he takes the time to parse their words, he can interact with them verbally.Clairvoyance (•••) Your character has more than just a knack for
knowing when ephemeral beings are lurking nearby, he can reach Effect: Your character can project her senses to another out and make contact with them. rate of one point per 15 minutes. Chase turns reflect between 30 seconds and a minute Exceptional Success: In addition to a massive accumula-of game time; if you’re running an extended chase
that lasts tion of successes, your character manages to set back thehours, instead break it up into a series of incidents during opponent. The Chronicles of Darkness, on the surface, is much like ours. human?Untouchable (•) Determine how your character perceives auras. write in that language. It helps a character to navigateexist in the dark corners
of the world. reduces her effective Resources by one dot for a full month, since she has to rapidly liquidate funds. For your character’s Virtue, you’ll want to pick a trait It’s worth taking a moment to consider the Attributes andthat is difficult to act on or easy to ignore, but that makes the how they connect to your character concept. As before, these
phrases can be com- Some Merits in this section have other Merits as prerequi-municated at any time during the same scene. Grave: One point of lethal damage per turn.Sick Moderate: -1 to all actions. • Attack a victim with the force. The game allows you to play with friends in the same world, or you can make all new ones. When did it get this bad?
likely more than once. She waited for herreflection to jump away, too; for the too-slow distortion toresolve back into her own image. The next door? When two characters are competing, and you only needIf an action would take weeks to complete, she might consider to know who comes out on top, use a contested action. TheSpin Doctor (•) dots will
not be accessible until the character re-establishes her standing. This cannot be used ina turn the character is Dodging.62 the face in the mirror-Characterscan use the weapon to attack later in the same turn, but can Flurry (••••): Your character moves quickly enough toonly use this ability when applying his Defense to an attack. Once it’s taken
more damage than it hasfrom her injuries. Marksmanship (• to •••; Style)Iron Skin (•• or ••••) Prerequisites: Composure •••, Resolve •••, Firearms •• Prerequisites: Martial Arts •• or Street Fighting ••, Effect: When prepared and aimed, a gun is an ideal kill-Stamina ••• ing machine. The Storyteller shoulddetermine relevant bonusesand penalties
based on theenvironment. Why didn’t you tell me youthought there might be someone down here?”“I didn’t think they would still be here! Or that youwere going to blind the first thing we saw beforecracking it in the face with your flashlight.”“At least I’m taking initiative.” She paused for half abreath. below). Thus, an aggravated wound
isdowngraded to lethal before a lethal wound is downgraded Drugsto bashing. Erickson Condition on Erickson.is protective of his books, but he’d be willing to loan oneout under the right circumstances. a fight. It includes subjects like biology,physics, chemistry, geology, and meteorology. Unless your patient suffers wound penalties from lethal
oraggravated wounds, you do not need traditional medical equip- Prerequisites: Chosen Skill at •••+ment to stabilize and treat injuries. Violence 93Tilt Tilt Reference (Continued)BlizzardEarthquake ENVIRONMENTAL TILTSExtreme ColdExtreme Heat EffectsFlooded -1 to visual Perception and ranged attack rolls, increased by 1 per 10 yards or
meters.Heavy Rain -1 to Physical rolls per four inches of snow.Heavy Winds Penalty to Dexterity rolls depending on severity. learning, and understanding of facts or procedure. Sometimes, a Clue is an important fact, or evena series of well-connected dots. The character suffers from7–6 +1 traumatic stress. If investigation gets the Tainted tag.the
character is casing a room from which a monster fled, Failure: The character finds a Clue, but it gets theit might only take a few minutes. He may give to charity or simply lend items to friends stories you want to tell about your character.with no questions asked. For example, to get the cop off your back, you use your character’s Manipulation
Attribute of 4 and Subterfuge Skill of 3, so you roll seven68 infernal engines -dramatic systemsdice. Second-to-last -2 Last -3Injury and Healing Full Health Tracks Characters can suffer three types of damage. This character’s inves- tion. This brood- ing procedural comic follows the titular Fell, a detective in a “feral city” – a major metropolis where
law and order18 INTRODUCTIONhave collapsed but life goes on. Anyone assisting rolls the same pool before the primary actor. Your character might have been mugged, beaten as a child, in a serious car accident, been kid- Physical Attributes napped by a parent during a divorce, survived a life- threatening disease, attempted suicide, been attacked
Physical Attributes reflect a character’s body control and by a supernatural (or natural!) creature, or any number fitness. I head for Grandma’sroom, kick a stack of yellowing newspapers as high as myknee, nearly face-plant into a pile of musty, moth-eatenold scarves. resolve the event or conflict. She has a basic under- good care of himself. 100),
reduce the Availability score of the Resources. Here are some sample ways you can apply your Skills. He’s gota big mouth, and you never know who might be a…monster.”The next week was weird. yours Opponent’s Speed is ten +5Successive Efforts times yours Initiative modifier is higher -1 After opening all Doors and resolving the action’s goal,
than your opponent’syour character may wish to influence the same person or Initiative modifier is twice -2group again. Ifthing. 94).strike when she does hit. An object suffering half its Structure occurs. Each success reduces the damageInferno 3 taken by one. she’s confirmed other vampiric auras in the past. The Hangry Wolflived in the
basement,and it didn’t haveany food or toysor friends of itsown. If the world turns particularly important to note, because while characters allwhile the investigation proceeds, then real things happen and possess an Investigation Skill, many different character typestime is of the essence. Maybe he can’t see his opponent Some types of combat actions
require a character toyet, or wants to see how someone will react to the changing sacrifice his Defense for the turn. poison, with a Toxicity somewhere between 3 and 7. This should be person-advantage of his mark’s greed and zeal. This dam- in successes.age continues once per turn as long as the Speed Cuff (•••): Against an immobilized
opponent,enemy stays within range, and occurs on your character may apply handcuffs, cable ties, or similarthe enemy’s turn. Distribute 11/7/4 dots and is kind of boring, to boot. an exceptional success, increase the weapon modifier and Size by 1, but the initiative penalty increases to -2. The roll should have a narrative element, one which despite
dice and circumstance. woman is in trouble, and the church tries to help. He has diseases, and care for serious (but non-critical) injuries. By spending a Willpower point, she can activate to him at a loud concert, even though he can’t actually hearTelekinesis for the scene. ••• Experienced: At this level of Larceny, the charac- It can also be used to
survive in an urban environment when ter has probably been working as a criminal for a you have no other way of getting food or shelter. One dot means you have cursorytraining or dabble in the Skill, while two dots means that you A character’s Willpower score is equal to Resolve +can use the Skill at a professional level. Are memories reliable?
Storyteller characters abide by the intended goal,Opening Doors and follow through as stated. (The player is encouraged to work with the Storyteller to determine an appropriate item — a large, jagged Effect: Your character is trained with heavy weapons rock in the wilderness, for example, or a heavy glass ashtraywhich require strength, wide range,
and follow through more with one sharp, broken edge in a dive bar.) Regardless ofthan direct speed and accuracy. As predict their rolled successes that turn, and jot them down. Outside of combat, a character who suffers from a disease Achieving sufficient successes restores one Health point suffers damage over a period of time. ing tiny details and
digging for secrets. The Library covers that purview. If successful, they get a strange feeling that your character is These Merits require the character remain human (non- aware of their nature. Bashing, lethal, and Vehicle Hitting Light Objectaggravated damage are applied equally to Structure. how small or inappropriate for blocking it might be.
Many rolls have modifiers, either from equipment, Bringing the right equipment for a task also gives you extracircumstance, or someone working against your character. 98), triple her Craftsyour police officer might be more proficient dots instead of doubling them. Also, there are reflexive actions, which take no dice — The Storytelling System uses
10-sided dice to represent the element of chance. ••• Experienced: A character with this level in Science ••• Experienced: An athlete at this level could cer- knows about up-to-date theories and concepts, tainly play professionally, and if she does, she has and is able to explore advanced new concepts and probably made a name for herself. The sample
Conditions in this book resolution.give examples of how to resolve them, but players can alsoresolve them after other events with Storyteller approval if it • Any time you fail a roll, you may opt to make it amakes sense in the story. Free may designate one Athletics roll to run, jump, or climb as arunning is the art of moving fluidly through urban
environments rote action (reroll all failed dice once). Outside of combat, a character who is the victim of aSize of Fire Damage poison or toxin suffers lethal damage over a period of time equal to the poison’s Toxicity. She applies a(Note that even if Stacy has no intention of helping Erickson modifier for her Integrity, and then a modifier based on thein
his quest toward academic glory, as long as he reasonably severity of the action and the harm it does to her self-imagebelieves that lending her the book will help him achieve his and psyche. Vice. You give This Merit may be purchased multiple times to gain itsup your action for the turn, but your character can get to any benefit with multiple
Specialties.cover that’s within twice his Speed. Players shouldwork with the Storyteller to determine Conditionresolution. She’s not in the habit of committing violent actsAspiration, it opens the Door.) and Erickson is obviously terrified, so the Storyteller assigns a -2 modifier to the breaking point roll. “Mena, I don’t think there’s anything downhere.
Inevitably, something calls thehas to act in a certain way. Competitive: Your character always pushes herself to excel and be the best at whatever she does. A beat-up old station wagon might notdramatic failure. If successful, Numbing Touch takes effect. Think of these as the supporting cast of our them at their strongest or weakest.imagined TV
series — both ongoing characters who help oroppose the core cast, and guest stars of the week who turn …making suggestions about the story and action, whileup to cause unique kinds of trouble. Can apply Defense, attack from ground at -2.Leg Wrack One leg: half Speed, -2 to Physical rolls for movement. If you’ve already made a roll
withoutpenalty this turn, you cannot use Duck and Weave. slingshot or making black powder, for example). Durability is measured in dots. The Chronicles of Darkness isn’t just one setting, it’smany. Sample actions: Composing a poem (Wits + Expression),Dance performance (Dexterity + Expression), Reciting a ••• Experienced: The character ends
more fights withprepared speech (Presence + Expression) a look than with actual violence. Perceiving an aura takes an uninterrupted moment of star- ing, which could look suspicious even to the unaware. Secrets will be …making decisions that create drama and help keep therevealed, relationships will be tested, and blood will be spilled. When the
Pyrokinetic is locked in a factory with a hot forge. Someone with extensive down just about any irregularity in a computer’s knowledge and experience with conducting re- files. following dice pools:Time in combat is always tracked in turns, and one turn in-cludes one action for each character in the scene. Sample contacts: Gun store owner, Local law
enforce- ment, Sharpshooter Sample actions: Pursuit (Dexterity + Drive), Stunt-Flying(Dexterity + Drive), Tailing (Wits + Drive) Levels: Sample Specialties: Evasion, Motorcycles, Piloting, • Novice: A character at this level has spent timeRacing, Stunts at the range, and understands basic maintenance and safety. Merits often represent things that can
go away. that inflicts one. Or, you could use this system as an mise aren’t enough to resolve it, violence breaks out. A character can use this Skill for threats,interrogation, subtle implications, or even a direct show of •• Professional: This character could be a profes-force. Mrs. She always has the Edge in the first turn an individual. Once per game
session, you can make a Wits + Occult rollfor your character to interpret an omen in his surroundings. other martial artists, compete in tournaments, and handle just about anybody who tries to pick ••••• Master: There is no vehicle on earth that this a fight with her at the local bar. Tilts are me- Killing Blowchanically similar to Conditions, but they
affect characters andscenes in combat only. She can see connections between details that seem completely Mental Skills 33separate, make amazing intuitive leaps, and can which stories are likely to be actual supernatural events and easily see patterns in massive amounts of data. She canhide her own motivations and emotions. “The lens is cracked,
but thebulb still works. By perusing evidence, sherational mind. See “Injury and Healing,” below.how the lay of the land has changed since the last turn. For example, Iron Skin requires Martial Arts ••. Not wondering why I let youtalk me into this.”“As long as we’re clear on that.” Mena picked up ascrew from the ground next to Dawn. Can’t move or
apply Defense.Insane +1 to combat rolls, act after everyone else, -3 to Social rolls, can’t spend Willpower.Insensate No combat actions. scholarly cabals studying the magic of classical symbolism, to mystical suicide cults to the God-Machine. Photo Courtesy: @Dauntless_comm/Twitter Little Big Snake Little Big Snake is a skills game that enhances
manual dexterity and puzzle solving skills. She can handle emergency treatment, and is very good at sifting actual facts and useful administer medication and care for patients, and information from rumors and stories. Instead,events in the game apply them and they remain untilcertain resolution criteria are met. Maybe theystaying alive. Size is 5. On
a success,loses his Defense for the next turn. The attack causes bashing damage. These examples are still abstractions; a character maybe a dot level lower or higher and still hold the suggested positions. If a char- acter has access to a Tainted Clue, ignore the first success on any actions pertaining to the investigation. A Specialty should be narrower
than its Skill, but not A character stands to lose Integrity when she experiencesso narrow that it’s usually irrelevant. ing the culprit, make a roll to resist degeneration as if she’d committed the crime herself. Advantages are measured in dots and sometimes in points. Holistic Awareness (•)Direction Sense (•) Effect: Your character is skilled at nontraditional healing Effect: Your character has an innate sense of direction, methods. At one dot, the identity is superficial and unof- Effect: Contacts provide your character with information.ficial. his opponent takes two points of bashing damage.Choke Hold (••) Defensive Combat (•) Prerequisites: Brawl •• Prerequisite: Brawl • or Weaponry •;
choose one when If you can get your hands on someone, they’re putty in this Merit is selectedyour hands. You can use this hurts most. As always, consider your character and con- Size Object cept when assigning dots. with regards to the story that you are trying to tell.Aspirations Changing Aspirations Chronicles of Darkness characters start with
three When you first make your character, if you are not entirelyAspirations. Prerequisites: Dexterity •••, Weaponry ••, Defensive • What turns your character on right now? When in a foot chase, subtract your Parkour from the successes neededIron Stamina (• to •••) to pursue or evade. It even explains how Storytellers and players can work
together to figure out how to adjudicate niche situations that aren’t included here. Her Healthboxes look like this: A character heals her rightmost Health box at the rate indicated below. It is used for a large number of physical Attributes are the basic abilities that every character pos- tasks, and is important for most applications of violence.sesses,
and are the foundation for most rolls. These are some of the more common hazardsinterval is one minute. Not only does this give her an Aura Reading (•••)eye for detail, it makes her a center of attention in criticalcircles. If a Storyteller character resolves a For example, a Condition that resolves when the player Condition, she earns a point of
Willpower for use in commits any act of vengeance allows the player flexibility in the same scene, instead of a Beat. If she’s diving to a sunken Incomplete tag.ship to find a specific chipped goblet owned by the monster, Success: The character has uncovered a Clue. Fleet of Foot (• to •••) Prerequisite: Athletics •• Effect: Your character is remarkably
quick, and runs far faster than his frame suggests. I do anyways, andthere he is. At the beginning of every turn, the side with the Edge Seizing the Edgedetermines the terms of that turn. one without killing him. These glimpses into the supernatural can cause us to retreatinto comforting lies - 'There are no such things as monsters' - or stir our
morbidcuriosity. I’m debatingmounting an expedition to the bathroom tocheck for prescription meds when the creakof the door freezes me like a mouse in ahawk’s shadow. (Intelligence + Crafts) Maybe you’re trying to break out. 84). If she recently had a fight with herguide. someone when fists and crowbars are the order of the day. Their elements
may only be used to grant dice to other rolls to uncover Clues. He and patience to get into government and even can probably teach master classes on a number military systems. Let’s go already.”“Dawn, it’s just a door. Elements can be spent for +1 to a relevant dice pool, or as part of the effort to solve the in- vestigation. However, you could just as
easily call •••• Expert: This character never gets lost in her town. An socially sway them, physically grapple them or even mentallyattack’s damage must exceed Durability before the object is dominate them. “Ew, the one with the milky eyes?He gives me the creeps. Characters heal their rightmost health boxes first Characters need time to heal once
they’ve been beatenand progress left. Sacrifice your character’s Defense for the turntechnique in conjunction with In Harm’s Way, allowing your to use this maneuver. Weeks or months mightpass in the space of a few words, while a tense negotiation Whenever a Specialty applies to a player’s roll with theplays out in real time — or takes even longer.
Photo Courtesy: @__l_1_f_e__/Twitter Drag Racer V3 Like drag racing games? If successful, the Contact provides the information. Brawl •• Feint (•••): With a flourish in one direction, your char- Effect: Your character is trained in one or more formal mar-acter can distract an opponent for a cleaner, more effective tial arts styles. In other Social Your
character talks circles around listeners. fier. INVESTIGATING A SCENE FAST-TALK (Intelligence + Investigation) (Manipulation + Subterfuge – victim’s Composure) You look for clues to what’s happened in the recent past… or tidy up so that no one else can find them. Characters with theing under safe conditions, even without this Skill. beliefs that
make up a large chunk of a person’s self-identity can be questioned. Drawing or holstering that weapon is considered a re- things with her vehicle in such a way as to not hurt herselfflexive action, and can be done any time his Defense applies. If your character is extremely sheltered or Wits misanthropic, he might have a skewed view, here; he might
hang on to some lofty, cerebral notion of “dis- Wits represents quick thinking and improvisation. If that’s the case, the aggressor’s intended gains a point of Willpower from the rush of inflicting violencevictims don’t get the Beaten Down Tilt, and gain no benefits on an inferior opponent.from surrendering. Resolution criteria also serve as an
opportunity In most cases, a Storyteller character doesn’t need for daisy chains of Beat-generating events, such as allowing to gain Conditions, since the Storyteller doesn’t earn exceptional success on three successes instead of five, or re- Beats. When damaging an object, she ignoresReligious Leader Academics, Occult one point of the object’s
Durability per dot with this Merit.Scientist Investigation, ScienceSocialite Politics, Socialize Double Jointed (••)Stuntman Athletics, DriveSurvivalist Animal Ken, Survival Prerequisite: Dexterity •••Soldier Firearms, Survival Effect: Your character might have been a contortionist,Technician Crafts, Investigation or spent time practicing yoga.
professional sports. That said, there are a lot of strange things out there, and many of them defy easy categoriza- ••••• Master: Sherlock Holmes. Especially not your little brother. When combat ends, this While people who kill in combat can justify their actions based on the heat of the moment, performing a killing blow Tilt ReferenceThis quick
reference can help players and Storytellers alike remember the effects of each Tilt detailed in theAppendix. People often accuse her of being a mind reader. However, he can instead surrender, giving his attacker Failure: The opponent wins the contest. Dawn,what room is this?”Dawn looked up. “You’re a better pitcherthan me. While Skills describe a
character’s broad knowledge and Breaking Pointstraining, Skill Specialties describe particular areas of exper-tise. Photo Courtesy: @maximilian_/Twitter Golf with Your Friends If you enjoy a round or two of putt putt golf, you may be thrilled to hear you can play without braving the elements. Sometimes, fortune favors your character. You’ll find out
whether your action for a mysterious ritual, and a man risen from the dead to wreakworks, or fails and gets your character into more trouble. What’s their end game? She high quality and professional blueprints and de- can hack relatively unsecure networks and personal signs. Whenever a character leaves a location where a dramatic exceptional
success — Whenever five or more successes event has occurred, or when a combat has ended, the currentare rolled, the character achieves an exceptional success. When in a chase (see p.84), you receive the effects of an exceptional success on three Flow (•): Your character reacts instinctively to any ob-successes instead of five. It may involve
leverage, or playing to When the player fails a roll, the Storyteller may choose toa character’s Vice (see below). This is applied before Durability. without the victim even knowing they were had. A character’s Virtue or Vice isn’t simply indicative of her STEP FOUR: SKILLS morality. much. when purchasing this Merit; when making rolls to Uncover
Clues (see p. The goal is “get that better idea not to lead off with what you want), and any othercharacter to sleep with my character,” the number of Doors relevant factors.is decided as explained below, and impressions and otherfactors play into the final result. keep a character’s goals in line with their behavior and the Show myself that I’m not
cursed. Persuasion, Subterfuge, or other rolls.54 the face in the mirror-CharactersExample Status MeritsWhile Status can apply in a nigh-infinite number of organizations, here is a list of some common Status Merits,and suggested dot ratings to give a jumping off point. A pilot at this level might ber of years. The Crow’s seedy characters and revengedriven story are an example of what can While players other than the Storyteller will generally be happen when a Chronicles of Darkness chronicle goes, very, veryadvocates for their characters’ success, planning ways in which wrong. Soothing music or relaxation tapes can provide a+1 to +2 equipment bonus. Some characters are only available
through purchasing, but players can enjoy the game without buying extra characters if desired. The Storyteller must answer these • Shape the force into a specific form. He holds out a hand,inviting, and like I’m in adream, I take it. Finally, the Storyteller can bringa Condition into play whenever it would heightenthe drama of the story, or when it
would make senseas the result of a character’s actions. Once established, Effect: Your character is an expert behind the wheel, andyour character is capable of taking Athletics actions re- can push a vehicle beyond normal limits. • Control Weapon, either by drawing a weapon the Humans can only bite as part of a grapple, using the character has
holstered or turning his opponent’sDamage move (see below). a standard attack roll. Of course, the cost of playing some online games can quickly add up, particularly if you opt for the more elaborate RPGs that often require monthly fees and in-game purchases that are necessary to succeed. Willpower in combat represents the grit and adrenaline.far
surpasses the average Joe. I don’t know where she got it,some fucked-up book of Old World fairy tales, probably. If her gun is drawn, add her Firearms score to hertechnique can’t be used in conjunction with Hard Surfaces. In thealternative to Social Maneuvering, which normally reflects at- Chronicles of Darkness, violence breaks out a lot. Wielding
a crowbar(Initiative penalty -2) and a riot shield (Initiative penalty -4) A player can choose not to apply his character’s Defensethus applies a -5 to the roll. It covers many ways for characters to interact with the setting, including Social Maneuvering, investigation, building equipment, and heart-thumping chases. Also, take a Beat.1–2 -2 Failure: The
character’s worldview has been shaken and he The Storyteller can also impose modifiers based on how hei- probably questions his sense of self, his ability to relate to people,nous the breaking point is, relative to the character’s experience. for details that most would overlook, impressing even experienced detectives. However, some super- • General
armor applies to all attacks. When attacking a specified target, Prerequisites: Wits ••• or Fighting Finesse, Dexterity you may reduce your weapon’s damage rating one-for-one to•••, Athletics ••, Weaponry •• ignore penalties for shooting a specified target (see p. Whatever Sure Strike (•): Your character doesn’t always hit the your character grabs

doesn’t cause you to suffer the normalhardest or the most frequently, but she guarantees a deadly -1 penalty for wielding an improvised weapon (see p. Add the dots in this Merit to any rolls to resist disease, poison, deprivation, unconsciousness, or suffocation. Each point of damage removes ait’s taken a little over a week and two days for her to
recover point of Structure. For example, Effect: Your character is skilled with an additional lan-a doctor with a Medicine Specialty in Anatomy may be able guage, beyond her native tongue. There usually aren’t schools for this sort ofthing. arguments to change minds and influence behavior. A character with three or four dots is above average or
extremelyStep Two: Anchors talented, while five dots represents the peak of human ability. This anthol-are often the ones where everything goes wrong for the characters ogy comic follows strange events in the lives of a myriad ofuntil they find a way to turn it around. ••••• Master: A character at this level is one of the best in the world. to his
successes. These penalties do not go away after successful rolls.require further factors. You get these Beats through a variety of behav- iors; for example, you can get them through unfortunate events, from executing elaborate actions, or by pursuing character goals. He cannot redirect an attack against the same attacker. A good investigation
storyneeds to maintain momentum, lest it become frustrating. When a character is using a Subtract the character’s Defense from any unarmed,weapon, apply its Initiative penalty for as long as she’s got melee, or thrown attacks of which the character is aware.the weapon ready. This is not too different “Average impressions” call for weekly rolls,
which makesfrom how seduction and other, less carnal, forms of persua- the process very slow. • Novice: At this level, the character has a knack with ••• Experienced: With three dots in Empathy, a animals and is good with just about any common character can gain profound insights into another person’s feelings and behavior, even strangers.40 the
face in the mirror-Characters•••• Expert: This character can draw out even the most Sample actions: Show of force (Strength + Intimidation), guarded people. A slight advantage —one, since your successes add to your damage when attacking. 280): he’shad the fight knocked out of him. is taken out of the fight efficiently. In these cases, your
character can at-achieving an Aspiration, but it does work against his Virtue tempt to force a character’s Doors. So, if all not mitigate damage from a terminal velocity fall.of your character’s Health boxes are filled (which normallyimposes a -3 penalty to his actions) and he has Iron Stamina Wall Run (•••): When climbing, your character can•, those
penalties are reduced to -2. 3 Mid-size Dog, Child, Window, Two-handed Step Five: tool, Stool Pick Skill Specialties 4 Spear, Teenager, Chair 5 Adult, Door, Electric scooter Skills represent broad categories of training. Additionally, your character may healBiokinesis (• to •••••) diseases and other ailments. Shooting at targets be- yond long range
reduces the attack dice pool to a chance die. If you fail a roll When two people fight over a specific goal, they engage in ato jump between buildings with the prince’s hit-squad on your contested action. A character can ask for favors that add up to Effect: Your character is diminutive. show successes. Had to see it in the goddamn paper. Around two to
five players take on one cast member each. If you are playing in a long-running chronicle,justice. Common examples include Informedbehind a dangerous contaminant the characters have to (see p. There is some overlap between this Skill and the Crafts •• Professional: At this rank, the character knowsSkill. Monsterstempts to find vulnerabilities and
wear down social defenses. a sentry. Firearms in Close CombatTouching an Opponent Any firearm larger than Size 1 is too big to accurately shoot Sometimes, a combatant doesn’t want to do damage. So, a character with Craftswith Politics and Intimidation than Firearms and •••• could support 12 combined modifications on a vehicleStreetwise. But
when Sira called Alan, he ran over to keep her company,and was now snoring faintly along with the horror movie that wassupposed to help her relax. provides advice and guidance. These tags influence how the Clue is used. Every success heals two points of bashing Supernatural Merits 57Omen Sensitivity (•••) Spend a point of Willpower to activate
Psychokinesis, and roll Resolve + Occult. In the Chronicles of to notice details and subtle tells. Mage: The Awakening follows mystery-addicted will-workers as they seek to understand the Fallen World. However, unlike Attributes,you do not get a free dot in Skills. bullets and knives. Once per chapter, the player Spend a point of Willpower to activate
Telepathy, and roll can accept the Spooked Condition (p. Note that the side with the Edge rolls first; this means ifthey hit the required successes, they get their desired outcomefor the chase before the other side makes their roll.Pursuit and Evasion This is the basic action for pursuit andevasion in a chase scene. A character with this level can handle
himself in almost any Firearms represents a character’s familiarity and comfort situation. because it’s easier to guess successes with fewer dice; it’s a good option to mix up play if the players are trying to evade something Example: The player with the Edge determines that this turn, that would otherwise outclass them.the dice pool is Wits + Animal
Ken. She goes to Erickson and threatens him at gunpoint towhich the book is written. Penalty increases by 1 every two turns. However, the existence of a Clueisn’t always tied to an actual object with which a character Investigationcan interact. The same amount of money it happened, your character has a hold on him.means completely different
things in a game set in SiliconValley compared to one set in the Detroit slums. Two is a comfortable, loyal than an Ally. These are refinements of form and additional areas of expertise. Social Merits 49 Page 2 One additional favor a character can ask of her Allies is to actions to uncover her true feelings, motives, and position,block another character’s
Allies, Contacts, Mentor, Retainer, add her Merit dots to any contested rolls for her.or Status (if she knows the character possesses the relevantMerit). 75) on his character. Find out what was really living in the culvert near • The character performs an action that either violates my childhood home. Please join us on our forums or on Facebook!
Vampire: The Requiem Werewolf: The Forsaken Mage: The Awakening Promethean: The Created Changeling: The Lost Hunter: The Vigil Geist: The Sin-Eaters Mummy: The Curse Demon: The Descent Beast: The Primordial Deviant: The Renegades May 24, 2022May 17, 2022May 10, 2022May 4, 2022May 3, 2022April 26, 2022April 21, 2022April 14,
2022March 30, 2022March 29, 2022Next Page » Which Vampire: The Masquerade clan are you? • Any time your character risks a breaking point (p. Spending a point of Willpowerons subtracts the largest Initiative penalty from her score, increases his Defense by 2, but only against one attacker.and then reduces it by a further one. Your opponent
applies Defense as normal.60 the face in the mirror-CharactersDrawback: Spend a point of Willpower to make the Prep Work (••••): If your character has a second to lookattack. Feel free to create your own to Effect: Your character knows how to fine-tune a vehiclesuit the needs of your characters and stories. Remember, all you’ve got to do is get
herattention.”The minute that Ximena stood outside the wreckageof the door lasted six years. Sample actions: Identify fighting style (Intelligence +Weaponry), Impressive display (Dexterity + Weaponry),Size up opponent (Wits + Weaponry) Physical Skills 39Sample Specialties: Clubs, Duels, Improvised Weapons, animal. Any damage you score with
Bring the Pain counts as a penalty to all actions the victim takes dur- Secondary Target (•••): Sometimes, shooting an op- ing their next turn. This system isdesigned to allow characters to manipulate or convince other First Impressionscharacters to perform favors or undertake actions, but itdoes raise the question: Is one character dictating another’s
First (and later) impressions determine the time requiredactions, and how much of that should be allowed in a roleplay- between rolls. Effect: Choose a Skill. Ahomicide detective with 30 years of experience seeing dead Witnessing the supernatural –1bodies and hearing confessions of killers has a somewhat higher (nonviolent)tolerance for human
depravity than a sheltered 20-somethingin a middle-class liberal arts college. Why?”“Who would want to break the door to the trashcompactor? For example, it might allowthe character’s Allies. Instead, roll Defense as a dice pool, and subtract the attacker succeeds, the opponent drops his weapon. Prerequisite: Resolve ••• You may purchase this
Merit multiple times, to enhance Your character possesses an iron will. • Exceptional Success: You find some means by which • Teamwork: When two or more people work together, you can continue following the mark, such as an un- one person takes the lead. Effectivepenalty to all rolls. the Crosshairs, it’s equal to her Composure + Firearms. She
told herself it was becauseNana’s death was so sudden. This requires an Intelligence the roll fails, the subject is immune to further efforts at social+ Occult roll, plus whatever effort Stacy had to put forth to maneuvering from your character.get into the conference, but changes the impression level to“good.” Now, Stacy can make one attempt to open
Doors Hard Leverageper day. vengeance upon those who wronged him. 75). Mentors can get impatient and stop dispensing wisdom. Other times, the truth is more ambiguous, like when the “ghost” of a suicide leaves her boyfriend a mix tape. A Storytelling game is about choice, and this gives of the Investigation Skill, and those Clues are very
valuableyour players choices of what to engage. Wounds recover at the following rates: • Bashing: One point per 15 minutesWound Penalties • Lethal: One point per two days As a character takes damage, it impairs her ability to act. You can only make one attack per turn in this way. task or for a single goal. The hunt for good monster-themed games
to play free online has increased significantly since the release of the successful Monster Hunter series. He can make friends with any domesticateKnives, Swords creature, and can establish a good relationship with most nonaggressive wild animals. For these rolls, you add two“nothing happens,” just that she doesn’t get what she wants different
Attributes together to make your dice pool. If stressed or lacking sufficient tools,the Storyteller can require an Intelligence + Crafts roll foreach modification. If your combat, an instant action takes up your turn.character isn’t in a stressful situation — nobody’s activelytrying to tear his throat open, or demolish the building as he A reflexive action is
the sort of thing you don’t even needworks — you don’t need to roll. plicable. Every • A Skill Specialty or one-dot Merit, pertaining tocult is defined by its rules and traditions. Luz sped up, all pretense of human form givingway to a rolling mass of mottled flesh. Each success from a secondary actor gives the primary actor a bonus72 infernal engines dramatic systemsdie. Create Dice Pool Once characters reach the required number of Clues, By now, you should have an idea of what the character isthey’re able to Uncover the Truth if that’s their goal. Mental Skills 31level can recall details about many different topics, ••• Experienced: The character has excellent training and understands how to
find more information and talent, or has been working with computers on subjects that he does not immediately recall. It’s half off its hinges.”Dawn went pale. For most stories, one to expected, that gives you more time at the end of the arc tofive Clues should be sufficient, where five Clues indicates explore the ramifications and implications of the
truth. Damage caused by extreme environ-ments cannot be healed until the character is backin a safe environment.Falling Falling inflicts one point of damage per meter fallen.This is bashing damage, unless the character falls onsomething that would inflict lethal damage, likea sharp fence post or broken glass. By spending a point of Willpower Merit
grants access to another driving technique.on an Athletics roll in a foot chase, gain three successes Defensive Driving (•): Your character knows how to pro-instead of three dice. Sample contacts: Conspiracy Buff, Medical Examiner, Private Investigator ••••• Master: This character can repair anything, or build working devices from the scraps other
Levels: people throw out. Youadd a few numbers on your character sheet (a mini-dossier) The Crow, directed by Alex Proyas. allows you to reroll all the failed dice on the first roll. She has worked with the absolute ••••• Master: One of the top minds in academia, the cutting edge in computer technology, and can acknowledged expert in his field. •
Exceptional Success: The object works better than before. • What does your character want right now? abandon all of his wealth to the character (though it might be possible to get him to name the character as his heir, at • The characters risk legal consequences if they pursue which point the character can set about speeding up the the culprit.
Alternately, you miss a spot in your • Failure: The other party doesn’t believe you. Acting in opposition to a VirtueSocial Maneuvering also adds a Door. Only a few, however, can overcome their fear and dare to look deeper. A character with four dots in Firearms is an uncan- Stealth nily good shot, whether on the range or in the field. Once the court
gag orderwas lifted they could talk, a little, about what hadhappened. Characters who don’t realize they’re about to be on the Storyteller characters with reduced Willpower totals can receiving end of bloody violence have a chance to notice thestill regain spent points through normal means, but can’t ambush by rolling Wits + Composure, contested
by the attacker’sgo above their modified Willpower total for a scene. break down the door that’s keeping her inside a burn- ing building, her roll has a two- die penalty. Choose a Skillroll allows your character to gather all necessary supplies. For your character, consider which of thedo this by selecting Anchors. mean negative attention and scrutiny.
able to try again. “Gross, it even smells mildewy in there.”“What am I looking for again?”“Anything of Jenna’s. Wilkins, James Denton, Heather Kreiter, Aaron Acevedo Art Direction and Design: Michael Chaney Creative Director: Richard ThomasThe God-Machine Chronicle Authors: Dave Brookshaw, David A Hill Jr, Danielle Lauzon, Matthew
McFarland, John Newman, John Snead, Stew Wilson, Filamena Young, Eric Zawadzki Developer: Matthew McFarland Editor: Michelle Lyons-McFarland © 2015 White Wolf Publishing AB. Other times, Each die that shows an 8, 9, or 10 is a success. Sample contacts: Bartender in a Rough Part of Town, ••••• Master: Everyone likes and trusts this
character.Drug Dealer, Undercover Cop Everyone.Levels: Merits • Novice: This character knows his neighborhood very well, and knows who to go to get the informa- tion he needs.•• Professional: At this level of Streetwise, a character Merits represent a character’s unique abilities and assets. They cannever just be a series of rolls; you always want
to give as also be handed from character to character.much context as possible between each step, with each Clue.This is more than just explaining Clues; you want to space Relevant Traitsout the events with action scenes, social scenes, and eventsthat further the plot and maintain momentum. Thisis resolved as a separate Down and Dirty Combat
action. This altercation. It also has some overlap with ExpressionThis Skill represents a character’s ability beyond that level. The basics are simple. However, some characters are self-taught or have learned a great deal about relevant Composure is a character’s ability to keep control of her topics without actually setting foot on a college
campus.emotions and resist others’ manipulations. He probably isn’t going to convince the wealthy individual to • The culprit has a hostage. Most vehicles can reach one and a half times their struck object’s Size plus one tenth its own Speed in damage.Speed within another minute. • Success: You find a clue of exactly the sort you need, or manage to
significantly confuse future investigators.• Exceptional Success: The other party believes you so thoroughly that they’re even willing to offer a little • Exceptional Success: You find a clue and know exactly aid…though they won’t put themselves at any kind how it fits in, or you leave the scene immaculate and of risk. Sample contacts: Fencing
Instructor, Gang Member,Western Martial Arts Enthusiast •• Professional: The character can work with animals professionally. comes his way. Animals and some other creatures treat off his opponent; they’re both no longer grappling.their teeth like weapons, dealing lethal damage to mortals. If they’rehigh gear. be more than harsh words suddenly
ends up with threeAlso, you may choose to cause bashing damage equal to the people in the morgue. He deals lethal damage, then immediately Effect: Your character is comfortable with a gun. Photo Courtesy: @ArtStationHQ/Twitter Killer Instinct With the Killer Instinct game, you can play as one character for free, but if you want to expand your
character options, you have to shell out some cash. Some actions require no special expertise to perform.Achieved by having at least one success (a die showing 8, 9, Mostly, these come in the form of Wits + Composure rolls toor 10; or a chance die showing 10). She can care for himself while lost in the wilderness for a few days. Initiative. Each Skill
in Chapter 1 a breaking point. Sample contacts: Bow Hunter, Burglar, Lookout from a Former Job In addition to criminal applications, Larceny is usedby magicians and illusionists for sleight of hand. If the prey reaches the required successes, he suc-cessfully evades his pursuer, and the chase ends. On the other hand, a Retainer is a lonemiddle class
wage. He’s the primary actor, and his locked entrance into the building at which he arrived. Regardless, she knows that somethingfootball field away under quiet conditions). Once fully expended,Clue takes longer than expected, so the culprit can get away a Clue cannot offer its benefits again.with another stage of his plan. It cannot be used with a
Dodge. At any time, you can where she was shooting.sacrifice points of Defense one-for-one to add to attack pools.This cannot happen if you’ve already used Defense in the Martial Arts (• to •••••; Style)same turn. does not prevent a character from performing another action within a turn. Whenever you purchase aMerit, the character does not suffer
environmental penalties new Asset Skill dot, take a Beat.to meditation (see p. Combat: Weaponry • What’s something shameful or embarrassing about You’re able to use a weapon to stop people who are try- your character? Sources of aggravated damage ignore Durability. Dice are collected to form a character’s dice pool for an action.20
INTRODUCTIONdice pool — The number of dice rolled to determine point — A trait expended to gain certain effects, such asfailure or success (and the degree of success) for a character’s a Willpower point or a measurement of damage or Health.action. This Merit can be purchased multiple times, each timerepresenting an additional identity. page
with regards to Virtues and Vices, both in terms of what Speed equals Strength + Dexterity + 5. Perhaps she hears whispers Prerequisites: Manipulation •••, Subterfuge •• in the back of her mind, reflecting subtle truths about her subject. The Survival Skill is not limited to wilderness or rural locales. When coming up with your character, work with
the Storyteller and the other players to figure out what kinds of stories you want to tell, and what characters could best serve that narrative. overall direction of the story. It’s not my problem. That said, the Storyteller people. Note that this target number can change from turn to If you can’t easily determine who has the Edge at a giventurn. Once per
chapter, she can stop a single Merit from Effect: Your character is a proficient leader in the field. The full traits of a range of weapons are presented in theRanged and Melee Weapons Charts. Skills are divided into the Librariansame Mental, Physical, and Social categories as Attributes. A top-of-the-line or custom item might give a four or five die
bonus, but such items often cost If your pool drops below one die, you instead roll a single more than just money. While thatfriend may have specific functions covered by other Merits • Is your character telling the truth?(Allies, Contacts, Retainer, Mentor, et cetera), True Friendrepresents a deeper, truly trusting relationship that cannot • What is
your character’s attention most focused onbe breached. process data. of his Speed, or dropping prone (see “Going Prone,” below). We live here. Captain Spirit is the alter-ego of a nine-year-old named Chris, which means this is a kid-friendly game that isn’t packed with violence like some other adventure games. to achieve her goals. Always Armed (•):
Your character can always get his hands on something dangerous, and he has an instinctiveHeavy Weapons (• to •••••; Style) understanding of how to put it to good — and deadly — use. Her player rolls Dexterity + Drive – 2 (the car’s Dice moving parallel to each other, subtract the lower Speed fromModifier) and gets three successes. When taking
anextended action, you may make two additional rolls, abovewhat your Attribute + Skill allows.Professional Training (• to •••••) Vice-Ridden (••) Effect: Your character has extensive training in a particu- Effect: Your character is one of the worst examples oflar profession, which offers distinct advantages in a handful humanity in the Chronicles of
Darkness. (See“Conditions,” p. This offer exists between play- ers, it does not need to occur within the fiction of the game (though it can). If the weapon is reduced to 0 Structure, it weapon to get into an opponent’s defenses and hit where itis automatically destroyed after the attack. mindset (which usually involves intense meditation or pe- rusal of
the culprit’s crimes), she gains 8-again on all rolls to While he knows how he’ll die, this is a liberating experi- investigate, pursue, and stop the culprit. Or worse, they could getfor stories, and even for entire chronicles. Everything causes one lethal damage, and the five-dot version causesis important. out at threats. Tell him he mustn’t sellmy home to
the hollow men who have been creepingaround here at night. With the five-dot version, Fighting Meritsevery success offers a single phrase the subject hears as ifyour character said it. They doing to establish the Clue. • What is the worst thing your character can imagine someone else doing? Use her Brawl or Weaponry to calculate Defense,tim’s
Stamina, he’s unconscious for (six - Stamina) minutes. (See into the air.also Social Maneuvering, p. You roll your dice pool and the Storyteller (ortail, do you make it but fall on the other side, grab the next other player) rolls the dice pool for the other party. Characters with high Initiative Resolve the attack roll like any other action. 284). For example,
you Prerequisites: Resolve •••, Dexterity •••, Athletics ••,cannot use Thrust with an all-out attack. A Dexterity + Athletics - object’s Size) yards or meters, doubledcharacter can aim for multiple turns in a row at the same target, for medium range, and doubled again for long range.to a maximum of a three-die bonus. Doing so takes up her normal
action. Expression is generally used when trying to create a piece exactly when to bluster and when to shut up andof artwork specifically for aesthetic or emotional reasons, as op- let the silence work for her. This may have come from a personal mentor, afollow-up strike. For • Which other witness is most moved by this piece? Others deal this damage
once per turn or once per hour until purged, or until the poison has runBonfire 2 its course. Ask some simplequestions of the player. Make the offer. Combat: BrawlShe may have had some degree of formal training, but themethodology came from the real world, in dangerous circum- Your character is better at stopping people from hurtingstances.
Just like in a book, movie, or television show, your character grows as she interacts with the plot. •••• Expert: The character is a master at dealing with all sorts of political structures. the opponent’s Stamina. He must have felt that How to Use This Book he had lost the old The Chronicles of Darkness Rulebook describes how to create protagonists
forwarm world... With a success, the Storyteller must tell you if the scene has a Once per chapter as an instant action, you may ask the supernatural cause, and provide one piece of found informa-Storyteller one of the following questions about a task at hand tion that confirms the answer. The wendigo runs faster and faster, so + Composure roll to
detect surprise, per p. Exceptional successes open two.want. Other times, it’s up to the Storyteller. The Storyteller frames the scene, de- A character regains one point of spent Willpower for each scribing what’s going on, and it’s up to the players to full night’s sleep she gets. ing to kill you. Any attempts to find her by paper Fame (• to •••)trail suffer
a -1 penalty per dot purchased in this Merit. Clues established with an exceptional success gain an ad- ditional element. • Success: You make a single-serving friend, who might • Success: They’re coerced into helping you. In an abandoned factory, a savvyInitiative. He spends his nights polishing his hook. Make Behaving in accordance with Virtue
gives a character a sensesure you’ve recorded Aspirations and Advantages, and that of satisfaction and re-affirms her sense of self. Once the weapon’s Structure is reduced to 0, the object is wrecked.Weapons and Armor Armor Weapons are one of the fastest ways to turn a fight intoa murder. • Long Burst: 20 bullets at as many targets as the shooter
• Disarm the opponent, removing a weapon from the wants. Achieved by rolling five or more Muddling Throughsuccesses. Improvised Weaponry Sprawl (•): Your character can adjust his weight to defend (• to •••; Style)himself in a grapple. However, it takes a criminal to know a criminal, Effect: Your character is very good at letting others get and
your character has a deep-seated understanding of hisclose. Her Firearms score acts as a penalty on any roll to notice her vantage point, or any Thrust (••): Your character knows when to defend him- Investigation or Perception roll to investigate the area fromself, and when to move in for the kill. • What was the creator feeling during its creation?
Failure: You face a setback. The pursuerwill need to use other methods to rediscover the prey.The Edge In a plain, open space with flat ground and full visibility,the character with the higher Speed will overcome in a chase.However, this is rarely the case in the Chronicles of Darkness.Environments shift. There’s no limit to how many breaking points
a character can have. considered fulfilling his Vice.Table Turner (•) Taste (•) Prerequisites: Composure •••, Manipulation •••, Wits ••• Prerequisite: Crafts ••, and a Specialty in Crafts or Effects: Your character can turn any attempt to leverage Expressionher into an opportunity. Luz’s grasp.She caught Ximena’s eyes again and stared;
gesturingslightly to the left with her eyes. fire when water is poured on it.Fire Most armor can block its general rating in fire damage automatically for a number of turns equal to that rating. knows where to ditch a hot car and who might be They can cover anything from her wealth to her uncanny ability to knock out her opponents. “Good girl.You
will take a message from me to the man.”Dawn was shifting, very slowly, in Mrs. If your Defense reduces his attack pool to 0, he’s disarmed. The Sira-in-the-mirror followed, her fistscracking the glass of each window, each mirror, each pane ofglass. Additional supernatural nature, however, this does not work (thoughsuccesses allow you to ask the
subject’s player additional ques- the Condition remains until resolved as usual).tions from the following list. After thesense within the current context of the chase, but the player side with the Edge determines the rolls for that turn, both sidesshould have at least some say in what changes in that turn. 81), you may spend Effect: Your character has
refined tastes, and can identify minor details in fashion, food, architecture, and other forms Social Merits 55of artistry and craftsmanship. Followers of Mammon are expected toobtain material wealth and power at any cost. Any rolls to influence aTrue Friend against your character suffer a five-die penalty. Every 2 points of can affect multiple
opponents, and cannot be used in a turnStructure spent in this way adds 1 to the weapon modifier where the character is Dodging.for that one single attack. As of this writing, there are ten, that usually represents abilities derived from other traits.with more to come. Prerequisite: Persuasion •• Effect: Your character tempts and bribes as second
nature.Resources (• to •••••) Any time a mark in a Social interaction accepts his soft lever- age (see p. However, you cannot use Weaponry to cal-turns and total your successes. If I just hit Mrs. Drift (•••): Your character knows how to use her vehicle’s Effect: Choose a Specialty in Weaponry or Firearms when momentum to efficiently turn at high
speeds. She knows species, even ones that are normally aggressive or how to handle herself in a fight, and can hold her difficult to work with. This sectionvince a wealthy patron to financially back her run for Waste presents rules for resolving violent conflict.Management Commissioner. and achieves her intent. Sample contacts: Diplomat, Drinking
Buddy, Society Matron It’s an important Skill for any character that needs to avoid the law, navigate the dangers in the city, and keep from end-Levels: ing up on the bad sides of the wrong people. When determining how many modifica-you may adapt the Asset Skills as fit. Make your own Vampire: The Masquerade video game Check out our new tshirts and hoodies! Explore Prague for free with your coterie Read our latest dev blog from Justin Achilli about the upcoming Hunter: The Reckoning! Before you pre-order, read our handy guide! Download the free PDF with a sneak peek on the new edition of Hunter: The Reckoning The results of our community game development contest are here,
along with 80+ games that joined the competition! Announcement of the official digital toolset for World of Darkness brought to you by Demiplane Read more Join the Paradox and World of Darkness families to download our free Vampire: The Masquerade Companion, get up-to-date coverage on new World of Darkness projects, as well as news and
updates on other Paradox games! Sign up Photo Courtesy: CasarsaGuru/E+/Getty Images Online gaming offers a great way to pass the time (particularly when we’re all quarantined), plus it helps build manual dexterity skills and potentially enhances problem-solving abilities, depending on the games chosen. For alternative, and the initiator’s player
can impose a Conditionexample, Wits might be used to notice a lie, Strength to help (see p. The Storyteller may rulethat a fire goes out immediately under some circumstances Example VehiclesVehicle Speed Dice Modifier Size Durability/Structure SpeedMotorcycle -1 7 2/9 100 High AccelerationCompact Car -2 8 3/11 90Family Car -3 12 3/15 80
High AccelerationSports Car -1 10 2/12 140Limousine -4 20 3/18 60 Slow AccelerationVan -3 18 3/21 80 Slow AccelerationPickup Truck -2 15 4/19 80SUV -2 15 4/19 100Motorboat -2 10 2/12 60Horse* 8 12 Health 20* Animal Ken with Bonded Condition, otherwise -398 infernal engines -dramatic systemsVehicle Traits • +1 Dice Modifier (limit +5)
These rules add specific traits to vehicles, while keeping • +2 dice to a secondary equipment bonus. Attribute Tasks: Meditation (Resolve + Composure, • What is the most traumatic thing that has ever happened extended action), Staying Awake (Resolve + Stamina, instant to your character? PutStoryteller, only veto these choices if they absolutely do
not these numbers face down on the table. InMaybe she wants to plant a bug, or use some supernatural close combat, the target’s Defense against Firearms attackspower. She has two Virtues. If you what type of creature caused the problem. what it is. Continuing with the same approach offers diminishing returns. Individual gaming sessions,
generally running …deciding what actions their characters take.two to four hours, are like weekly episodes. In our previous examples, maybe the monster left benefit the search. or unusual. If the Storyteller calls for this roll and it fails, thethe event (-2), spirits pertaining to the event are nearby (+3) character activates Telekinesis in a quick,
impressive display of the power. Youcan almost always find something that you can use as ahand weapon, even if it’s just something like a screwdriveror a broom handle. Add all the bonuses first, from the things lurking in the shadows. mercial jet in a pinch. them to be. At this point, the Storyteller determines whether the goal is reasonable. Merits
are measured in dots, but are not always overcome opponents.used to determine dice pools. Smart players can manipulate their character’s circum- moment, make a contested roll. Forexample, you may choose Unseen Sense: Vampires, or Unseen Press the Advantage (•••••): You create an opening withSense: Fairies. Characters with a high Presence
domi- the rating in the Skill does not necessarily map to a certainnate a room and are adept at changing people’s thoughts level of education.and moods. won’t help if your character wants an official concealed carry firearms permit, for example. Sure, it blocks bullets and knives, but using a gun practically in a real-world situation.get in a clinch and
your character’s opponent might as wellbe wearing a straightjacket. The character must first have suc- dice pool. For example, with three instances of Tainted, you must roll four or more successes to succeed, or eight to succeed exceptionally. Suppressive Fire (••): Sometimes, the purpose of a shot is to distract, not necessarily to hit. 78 Extreme
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Obsession 290Beaten Down 280 Environmental Tilts 287 Shaken 290Blinded 281 Appendix Three: Spooked 290 Conditions Blizzard 281 288 Steadfast 291Deafened 281 Swooned 291 Amnesia (Persistent) 288 Table of Contents 13Where the Shadows Grow Long We live our days completely ignorant of the true terrors lurking around us. Both the book
and the movie switch from theperspective of Nick Dunne, who comes home one day to find Midnight Roads revs up your game with an in-depthhis wife missing, and the diary of Amy Dunne, the missing exploration of the Chronicles of Darkness through America’swife. Choose a Specialty to assign to this Merit. At the conference, Stacy’s player rolls
Manipulation+ Persuasion and succeeds; one Door opens. Wits + Composure) REPAIR You’re trying to avoid notice by someone…or multiple someones. He can break into high-end trying to calm a bear that found its way into his campsite. If is especially noticeable in direct conflict, when Storytellerthe group only has one intent but multiple player
characters characters can spend Willpower to hurt characters who have surrendered, enhance their attacks, and defend themselves with greater ability than the players’ characters. Just a bunch of spiders and broken furniture.Why hasn’t your dad cleaned this out yet? The sense manifests differently for everyone. Characters with Animal Ken
understand Lies, Motiveshow animals think and behave, whether through intuitionand respect for animals or analytical observation. ThereStep Four: is a list of Merits you can choose from later in this chapter.Select Skills Step Seven: Like Attributes, Skills are divided up into the Mental, Determine AdvantagesPhysical, and Social categories. If the
opportunity presents it- self, and your character pulls out of an offer, two Doors close.Soft Leverage (Gifts and Bribes) Failure Soft Leverage represents offers of services or payments in A social maneuvering attempt can fail utterly under theorder to lubricate social interaction. Andthe cops didn’t even look for her. categories: Find my soul mate. With
a normal roll, you may choose to can also cause things to boil over — an argument that wouldn’trender an opponent prone instead of establishing a grapple. protect against firearms.Grappling (• to •••••; Style) Rending (•••••): Your character’s cuts leave crippling, permanent wounds. Fire automatically inflicts lethal damage per turn ofexposure (no
attack roll is required). He startled slightly,surfacing slowly from a deep sleep. handled by an Attribute Task. It’s all conflict, and conflict is what stories are all about. It features hundreds of quests for players to complete to achieve this goal. She gains three dots of Resources. I don’twant to turn. Many Fighting Style Merits require a character to
sacrifice • What is your character hiding? A Shot Rings Out (•••): A master sniper, your charac- ter has no worries or lack of confidence. attempts do not apply to extended actions. TheCryokinesis, or Electrokinesis, the control of fire, cold, or successes scored on a Wits + Occult roll determine the clarityelectricity, respectively. It doestraining so
much as a combination of innate talent and ex- not inherently mean she is agreeing with or even behavingperience interacting with others. They are generally Brawllearned through practice and personal experience, ratherthan extensive schooling. This permutation mostly applies to weapons, which add their • Success: You find the basic facts you
were looking for. It had been sweet of him to comehelp her pack after Nana passed away, and she had felt more at ease once hearrived. She automatically escapes from any mundane bondsVagrant Streetwise, Survival without a roll. One-Two Punch (••••): Your character hits fast, and she Joint Strike (••••): Your character waits until the lastfollows
through with every hit. These traits not only tell a character who she is, This is not an exhaustive list, it is merely intended to helpbut also allow her to regain Willpower (for more information you in coming up with your own Anchors for your character. constitutes a breaking point. To activate Aura Reading, spend a point of Willpower and roll Wits +
Empathy minus the subject’s Composure. For eachDefense point you take, subtract a die from any attacks you Compliance Hold (•): Gain amake. enough that now it’s going to be hard to get out. When resolving a Condition, take a Beat. Second is a Relic. A character using the Crafts Skill will generally need specific tools and materials. True Detective
is an excellent show to useconfirmed, but an eerie atmosphere and macabre rituals as inspiration for a longer chronicle wherein players slowlypermeate the story. Start with the scene. Prerequisites: Athletics ••, Stamina ••• Social Merits Effect: Your character will not stop running, whetheraway from a pursuer or toward prey. For example, a
character with Resources •••• can procure as many Availability •• disposable cellphones as she needs. Retainers(Manipulation + Subterfuge) can be killed. Covering attacks made until the end of the turn automatically fire takes 10 bullets, the same as firing a medium burst. Contested actions can be instant or extended actions. Your character is your
means to engage with the world. A character may have of Darkness, supernatural or otherwise, can do it, too.any number of Specialties for a given Skill, but only oneinstance of each Specialty. •••• Expert: At this level, a character can handle a high- ••• Experienced: Extremely well-trained fighters or speed chase in downtown traffic or drive through
veterans of dozens of back-alley brawls have this a war zone without blinking. Individual members may de- than yourspart and do as they will, but a clear majority does as your Opponent’s Speed is twice +3player suggests. • The character witnesses something traumatic, terrifying, or that rattles his understanding of the world.can try to come up with
a few basic ones, such as the simple,easily-accomplished Aspirations mentioned earlier. education, and high expertise in one or two areas As a hacker, she can break her way into the files (generally represented with Skill Specialties). Durability — A trait representing an object’s hardness,based on the material from which it is made (wood has less
Resistance — Characters can resist others’ attempts toDurability than metal). Once per scene, when making a coordinated action of person’s behavior. Any means a character uses to avoid being just about any condition and have a good chance noticed by those who are looking for her will use this Skill. Go on a date with the new guy at work. White
Wolf, Vampire and Chronicles of Darkness are registered trademarks of White Wolf Publishing AB. If the worst one of these categories. He can shift one Medium (•••)dot in an Attribute per dot in this Merit. Each dot adds a die to any Social rollsWhereas most characters would require rolls to blend into among those who are impressed by your
character’s celebrity.social functions they don’t belong in, he doesn’t; he belongs.Rolls to identify him as an outsider suffer his Socialize as a Drawback: Any rolls to find or identify the characterpenalty. This roll,” it is referring to an action that uses an Attribute from doesn’t have to be anything dastardly. Clue Tags Clues can be tagged, like
equipment. Inspirational Media 19Other Chronicles time and do not prevent a character from performing anotherof Darkness action within a turn, and contested actions, in which two or more characters compete in a task or for a single goal. That adds another 15 to the Speed, the higher Speed. The Storyteller decides that the first impression is averWhen forcing Doors, state your character’s goal and herage; the two know one another (Stacy is a former student approach, then roll immediately. If this is to enter the trance. a number of extra successes added to your total. For a mortal character, these Anchors are her Virtue and her Vice. This doesn’t every given case.necessarily mean they get to
determine the culprit, but theyshould be able to influence the finer details. Whenever a Specialty applies to a character’s task, onenew traits or to boost the dots of existing traits. Or, a fire couldreducing the damage the character takes by one point. The damage inflicted Poisondepends on both the size and intensity of the flames. The window breaks
with a muffled crack, and I’m in. When choosing the Merit, define what your character is known for. Unlike normal cover, the Sometimes a character wants to beat the fight out of some-victim takes all of the damage from the attack. Two dots means regional recognition Prerequisite: Socialize •• by a wide swath of people. Alternately, once per scene,
you can one-die penalty.take a Beat in exchange for turning a normal failure into adramatic failure. These choose to use three damage for -1, or two damage to eliminatemaneuvers may only be used with one-handed weapons with the penalty entirely.a damage rating of two or less. Spending a point of Willpower adds a three-die bonus to most dice
pools, or +2 to a Resistance • Scene — Much like a scene in a play, a scene in a role- trait. When Jenna went missing,it was down here. If she chooses toDodge, the defender rolls double her Defense as a dice pool against each attack. She’s Size 6, and gains +1 Health. We’ve alreadyfought one, right? If you take a Dodge action, add your full Effect:
Your character has a “sixth sense” for a type of weapon bonus to your Defense after doubling your pool.supernatural creature, chosen when you buy the Merit. talented builder or architect. A character with this knowledgemay have run for office, worked for the government, ormay simply be a follower of local politics. Luz, and emptied a can of pepper
spray intothe folds where her face should have been. Any rolls to disable his vehicle suffer a pen-Engineer Crafts, Science alty equal to his Composure as well. Concealment penalties apply to a shooter’s dice pool. A Social Merits 53three-dot Retainer is a professional in their field, someone For every dot in this Merit, choose one type of assistant,
andcapable in his line of work. these esoteric groups. A storytelling game makes those moments happen by applying systems to key parts of the story, and this chapter details how. Sometimes, your character will draw unwantedattention in social situations. “I will, but onlyif you let her go.”“I will not. Your character may have multiple instances of this
penalty; additional instances are cumulative. • What is the worst choice? “Don’t wait toolong, I might lose interest in your answer.”Mena tried to grab Dawn’s other arm, but Mrs. Describe this scene in as much detail as you can. If you’re reduced to a chance die on a rote action, don’t reroll a dramatic failure. Characters can use automatic weapons to
provide covering • Hold the opponent in place. In this case, special- ists are characters who have 4 or more dots in the relevant Skill, or a Specialty directly relating to the Clue. for purposes of creating paintings or sculpture. Get beat up by the school bully. Her face looked canny and hungry and too sharpin the low light, and Sira jumped back. Each
such “attack” costs a point of Willpower. set broken bones and heal bullet wounds.She’s just taken one point of bashing damage. When taking this Merit, define the limitations of Effect: Your character gets deep under the skin of prob-the curse. contest powers with their Cover, but their potency is determined by their Primum. When he the loser. She
can also appraise items within her area of exper- Effect: Your character has the psychic ability to perceivetise. They won’t be doing what you want. If the character desires, the Safe Place Status provides a number of advantages:can include traps that cause intruders lethal damage equal to a First, your character can apply her Status to any Social
rollmaximum of the Merit rating (player’s choice as to how much with those over which she has authority or sway.damage a given trap inflicts). These screws are stripped, and the wood’scracked where they must have....pulled it out? supernatural origins. This is the type of sport popularized in modern action films, where Prerequisites: Athletics •••,
Wits •••, Stamina ••• characters are unhindered by fences, walls, construction equip- Effect: Your character works best when chasing or being ment, cars, or anything else the city puts in their way.chased; the hunt is in his blood. However, when operating above nor- Any damage that exceeds the vehicle’s Durability is also ap-mal Speed, apply the
vehicle’s default Dice Modifier as an additional plied to passengers and the driver as bashing damage. At the four-dot level, she only needs a single success to Tolerance for Biology (••)gain the benefits of meditation for the day, instead of thenormal four. He’s not immediately receptive to the idea, but Stacy’s in ercion. On the other hand, if Erickson is
a player-controlledExample of character, his player might decide he really doesn’t wantSocial Maneuvering to let that book out of his sight. Photo Courtesy: @FNBRLeaks/Twitter League of Legends Video game developer Riot Games created League of Legends to appeal to fans of the popular World of Warcraft online game. A Condition is resolved
when the character doessomething significant to act on it, or when she addresses • Some Conditions provide Beats for actions other thanthe original source. • The characters risk professional or personal conse- Doors quences if they pursue the culprit. Both objects suffer one half the other object’s Size Example: Suzy has a compact car. For example,
you may use a Wits + Socialize to Failed rolls impose a cumulative -1 penalty on furtherfind the right people to invite to a party. Her performances and speeches impress Impassioned plea (Presence + Persuasion), Seduction and inspire. Your24 the face in the mirror-Charactersstarting character concept can easily be someone you could character feel
proud when he does make the effort. Objects smaller than Size 1 Her rightmost wounds heal first. These maneuvers may only be used unarmed, or practice a martial art that redirects an opponent’s blows, orwith weapons capable of using the Brawl Skill, such as punch are just very good at not being where their opponent wantsdaggers, or weapons
concealed with the Shiv Merit (above). Levels:Skill Specialties • Novice: Someone with a basic knowledge of his- Skills are very broad abilities, representing whole fields of tory, a high school graduate or college student.knowledge or training. The subject chooses to abide by the desiredSome of the rolls might not even be Social. Her general theories.
Both the All-Out Attackobject and the target take any remaining damage. As long as your character has Opponents attempting to disarmher Defense available to her, and is not your character or turn his weaponDodging, any character coming into arm’s against him must exceed your character’s Weaponry scorereach takes one bashing damage. the
scarcely created grass. Entertaining online games come in many formats, ranging from colorful casino-style games and arcade-style classics to the most intricate role-playing games set in elaborate worlds. It has an introduction, rising tension, a number of If the Storyteller judges that your character’s actions dur- twists, and a climax that brings
things to a conclusion. Any damage caused by level two throughfour exposure leaves lasting marks, scars, andtissue damage. person, less capable and influential than the broader Merits.Four is moderately wealthy. This Skill can represent formal training provided to theDrive police and military. It seems to know exactly what is expected for thecovers
dealing with groups of people and behaving with the right social situation, including those times when actingbalance of sensitivity, friendliness, etiquette, and dignity for the outside the norm is the best way to fit in.setting. Physical Merits 47Greyhound (•) with complex leaps, bounds, running tricks, and vaults. At the start • Unarmed Combat:
Strength + Brawl - opponent’sof a violent conflict or other dramatic encounter in which Defenseit’s important or easier to have characters act one at a time,determine each character’s Initiative by rolling one die and • Melee Combat: Strength + Weaponry - opponent’sadding her Initiative modifier. In an attack roll, each success instant action — A
task that takes place within a single produces one point of damage.turn. gracefully blend into just about any social situation. This gives him an edge in getting what he wants. The reasoning behind this isthat the chase has moved into a junkyard full of feral dogs. Permutations RESEARCH The Storytelling System has a few variations in how dice rolls
work. A character might killestranged father,” it’s hard to accomplish if he is murdered someone in a clear-cut, unambiguous case of self-defense, butin the fourth session of the game (though certainly not the experience is probably still a breaking point, even if the player (and the character!) feels the act was entirely justified. The other dusted the
broken glass from her sweater, tucked herself innext to Alan, and put a proprietary arm around him. in her field, she’s picked up a number of particular bits of information and skill unique to her work. If successes gained exceed the amount re- quired to make the jump, your character may attempt Rolling Dice 71another instant action in the air (say,
firing a shot) or SNEAKING upon landing (maybe running up to her Speed), at the Storyteller’s discretion. Consider that moment in a horror movie where you’re at the edge -Ray Bradbury, of your seat, trying to make decisions for a character who’s about to do something Zen and dangerous. Sample contacts: Crazy Cat Lady, Rodeo Horse Trainer, ••
Professional: The character might actually be a thera-Zoo Veterinarian pist or social worker. Stage Two: Initiative• If the attacker springs an ambush or otherwise strikes when the defender isn’t able to counter, the defend- er rolls Wits + Composure contested by the attacker’s Dexterity + Stealth. 288. Mothman Sightings, Psychic Phenomena, Urban
Legends Sample actions: Diagnosis (Wits + Medicine), Perform Sample contacts: Anthropology Professor, Neo-Pagansurgery (Dexterity + Medicine), Treat disease (Intelligence Author, Weird Hermit Down the Street+ Medicine) Levels: Sample Specialties: Cardiology, First Aid, Pathology,Pharmacology, Surgery • Novice: This character is scratching
the surface of the strange and creepy stories out there. If your character presents a clear pathit to influence the interaction. want something astronomical, such as an oath to procure an ancient, cursed artifact that may or may not exist, in orderFixer (••) to prevent a prophesized death. Whena character uses Social Maneuvering (see p. Note,
Dexterity + Stealth. Books and films contain moments when the audience is on the edge of their seats, waiting to see whether the protagonists will survive or die, win or lose, save the world or watch it burn. Does the rest ofthe family know? rather than Athletics. and thrown attacks against him suffer a -2. Negatives include limited weapons and
monsters and environments that could use some work. Please help us to share our service with your friends. regardless of his roll’s outcome. Her lethal damage thenheals over the course of the next two days. When attacking someone wearingimprovised weapon does (Durability - 1) damage, with an armor, subtract the piercing quality from the
target’s armor.Initiative penalty and Strength requirement equal to theweapon’s Size.94 infernal engines -dramatic systemsSubtract from ballistic armor first, then general armor. The Hangry Wolf. “see a monster with my own eyes.” It doesn’t mean you have to change your plans completely, but you may need to tweak Greedy: Your character wants
to hoard resources, keep- the session a bit to allow for some details that fit with theing them for himself in case they are useful someday. 84) Many of these Merits use the Social rules (p. More than a decade later, it remains a fan favorite supporting an incredible ten supporting lines. Neither character can fire — firing on full auto to dissuade enemies
from coming out apply Defense against incoming attacks. a masterful paint job which offers dice to Persuasion rolls. There was something so cold and hostile about the apartment withoutNana living there. Within those depths, one eyeopened. Photos of Sira,our parents, our cousins. If you areresource or put at risk because of his Generous nature. •••
Experienced: A character with this level in Subterfuge can keep track of complex webs of lies Merits 43When replacing a Merit, consider what makes sense in the Eidetic Memory (••)story. Prerequisite: Wits ••• or Dexterity ••• • What’s the safest choice? much.’ No more than once per chapter, when first meeting a supernatural creature, the
Storyteller can roll Wits + OccultSupernatural Merits for the creature, penalized by your character’s Composure. (Manipulation + Persuasion) •••• Expert: A character at this rank of Expression Sample Specialties: Fast Talking, Inspiring, Sales Pitches, could be a best-selling author, top-20 composer, Seduction, Sermons or presidential speech
writer. For example, your character might have Pyrokinesis, Spend a Willpower point to activate Psychometry. They cover things like remembering a fact, searching for a clue,Presence or diagnosing an illness. An Aspiration can be something the character seeks out, or Promethean: The Created is about the long road to something the player wants to
see happen to the character.becoming human. She crept over to the couch, tucked the blanket around Alan, and then paddeddown the hall of her grandmother’s apartment. player can determine if, in her judgment, those situations would be breaking points. hint at bigger mysteries while sticking to very personal stakes. Luz?” Mena tentatively called
out.Her voice sounded like bedbugs and waking up in acold sweat. How did the movie end?” “Don’t worry, baby. The rating is equal to the Merit dots blocked. can pick somewhere with an inherent advantage. You can reflexively take a one-die penalty to any armed opponent and not Dodging, increase your character’sactions this turn to use the higher
of her Wits or Dexterity Defense by half of his Brawl (round down).to calculate Defense. fers a one to three die bonus. Anchors are those things that categories is most important. if you knock them around a bit. Any ranged on the Covering Fire successes + weapon modifier. An obstacle standing between a character and her goal might be a person or
a monster she must talk to, escape from, track down, or fight. • Exceptional Success: They develop a lasting fear of you, which could make them easier to coerce in the • Exceptional Success: You make a friend you can future. From far away she had looked impossiblyold. First is a Purpose. This takes an extended action, andhis biological makeup.
••••• Master: A character at this rank can actually per- Empathy form the sort of feats action movie stars pretend to be capable of. none of the given example Conditions seem to apply, or the player has an idea for a different way the momentous eventLingering Conditions has affected her character, feel free to invent a Condition. Calculate
successes,Turn-By-Turn and add them to your running total. Luz’s face rearranged into somethingthat might have been meant to be a smile. So while Merits may represent temporary facets of Sample Specialties: Detecting lies, Hidden meanings, your character, Merit points continue to exist. You (Wits + Stealth or Drive vs. When you take a Dodge
action,good fortune. You roll your dice pool multiple times. With just some rope, a car becomes a towing machine, a way to interrogate a monster, In general, if exposure to fire persists for more than a or an inefficient but highly effective lockpick.turn, it catches anything combustible. a riddle (Intelligence + Investigation) •••• Expert: This character
can build just about any Sample Specialties: Crime Scenes, Cryptography, design she can imagine. Rolls to detect the concealedlethal damage. source of the fame. It may be as simpleable funding the character has available, depending on your as a paycheck. Status (Police) •. Three is a nicer, upper middle class life. As long as characters are exposed
to theseconditions, they suffer the level of the envi-ronment as a penalty to all actions. Whirlwind Strike (•••): When engaged, your char-acter becomes a storm of threatening kicks and punches; Weapon Retention (• • ):nothing close is safe. While guns are generally more dangerous, there aredefinitely times when you do not have access to one. Vice
is a character’s short-term comfort. Each time hereads a portent, he gains the Obsession or Spooked Condition. Luz right in thecenter of the red, blistery mass where her face had been.She scrambled through the hole they’d broken in thedoor and flattened herself against the far side of thecompactor door, afraid to breathe. Characters are as-sumed
to have basic necessities without Resources. 73), take a beat.76 infernal engines -dramatic systemsExperience Costs the investigation is a means to an end. She may spend any number of elements from a Clue, however. Depending on thehis disposal. STEP SEVEN: ADVANTAGES Willpower is equal to Resolve + Composure. together. -2 Speed, -2 to
Physical actions. When facing an un-not on skill. At Storyteller discretion,the side with the Edge determines the dice pool for the chase To add a slightly deeper engagement, offer players the choicethat turn, and makes the first roll. She understands not only the official structure, but who is actually in charge, and where to apply pressure to
accomplish her goals, often without anyone being aware of her manipula- tions of the system. • Failure: Your character doesn’t achieve any significant • Failure: The informant blabs a mix of truth and false- distance at all — she jumps too early, has a false start, hood — even he may not know the difference. Future rolls will a breaking point removes
one Door (if the modifier to thehave a -1 penalty. Luz’s eyes.“What man?”“To your father, stupid child. Merits marked as Style Merits allow access to specializedSubterfuge maneuvers. For example, you may allow for one Clue per game session. the Contact. Violence 95Her Health track is the same as it was at the end of the fight. story moving. Since
she’s trying to escape If the two objects are colliding against each other head on orfrom a rampaging wendigo, that’s not enough, so she kicks it into perpendicularly, add their Speeds together for this. In these cases, the Storyteller can opt to use Down their character’s precious mental resources to come out on top.and Dirty Combat. This roll is not
contestedsimply minimizes them. The one who gets the most successes wins. The most important question Here are some books and movies that get us in the mooda Storyteller can ask is “What do you do now?” to explore the Chronicles of Darkness. For instance, no amount of social maneuvering is going Also, Doors are specifically a one-way
relationship betweento convince the chief of police in a large city to hold a press two characters. Doors may increase as the effort continues and the circumstances change. Because of his methodical planning, Drawback: Because of your character’s sensitivity to theany roll to investigate him suffers the Incomplete Clue tag supernatural, she
sometimes appears to know ‘a little too(see p. For success. disappeared. We live our days completely ignorant of the true terrors lurking around us. Use the following rules to determine the values Skills represent applications of your abilities. If you’re us- ing index cards or other visual markers for Clues, be sure to note any relevant tags. He could be
an insightful amateur blogger, or simply an exceptionally tuned in voter. Health A character’s Health is Size + Stamina.26 the face in the mirror-CharactersCharacter Creation on spending and regaining Willpower, see Chapter 2). A character can use this to • Novice: This character always wins a staringcompose a song or poem, write a book, or put
together exactly contest, and the right words from him can rattlethe right words for a rousing speech. However, if you want to tell an action-packed story of a village set upon by an undead horde brought upon by biological tests gone awry, that team could shine. ing, repulsive, threatening, charming, or otherwise worthy of attention. Then the next. go
above the normal +5 limit on dice bonuses; they’re limited only by the character’s Investigation Skill.Frame the Action Clues are best represented visually at your table. If this your pool. Add 2 to his Strength for the purposesof resisting overpowering maneuvers. The relevant Skill should relate to the context. On the second, it has 10 Speed.
79),Sympathetic (••) your character suffers a -2 penalty if the crime aligns with his Vice. The effect lasts until heplace (+1), never been there (-3), scrying for a person and spends a Willpower point, but if an Influence has been usednot a place (-3), scrying for non-specific location (-4), spent to progress the Condition further, doing so only reduces
itsignificant time there (+2), touching someone with a strong by one step.connection to the place (+1) Drawback: Speaking with ghosts can be a blessing, but your character cannot turn the sense off, any more than he Drawback: When choosing this ability, determine how can turn off his hearing. Regain Willpower have a mix of Aspirations, some of
which can be resolvedwhen the character sets her own goals aside in order to make in one session, and some which will take many sessions tocertain that justice is done. The shooter receives a three-die bonus to her grapple entirely. For example, if the goal seems Social maneuvering is a system for applying persuasion mundane at first but the
situation makes it reprehensible, thatand social pressure over time. He can make simple the average (unskilled) user. Each affords its own unique benefits. for their dice pools. Most importantly, he’s aware of Prerequisite: Empathy •••the curse. (Manipulation + Intimidation) ••••• Master: Human behavior is open book to this char- Sample
Specialties: Direct Threats, Interrogation, acter. Ideally, you shouldstick her neck out to make sure it happens. A proficient street fighter is (your choice).a remarkable survivalist. The Drive Skill is needed when the character is in Sample actions: Identifying a gun (Intelligence +a dangerous or stressful situation, is trying to do something Firearms),
Pick a good firing position (Wits + Firearms), Tricktricky, or is driving at very high speeds. While above normal Speed, all rolls to maneuver seat belts, air bags, and other safety devices halve this damage.the vehicle that fail are treated as dramatic failures. Can move at normal Speed but -4 to Physical actions. However, Firearms Skill generally
understand local gun laws, and areif a character gets involved in a high-speed chase or tries to good at obtaining Firearms when necessary.elude a tail, Drive is used to determine how well they handlethemselves. This way, playersmyriad of things across the course of the effort. A small group of listen-ers levies a -1 penalty, a small crowd a -2, and a
large crowd Social Merits 51Sample Cults Sample Cult: The Chosen of MammonMammon believes in the almighty dollar, and its inherent power. Finally, her aggra- Structure: An object’s Structure equals its Durability +vated wound heals over the course of the next week. roll. With a moment’s thought, she can weigh can determine whether

something comes from natural orpotential courses of action and outcomes. • Drop Prone, throwing both characters to the ground (see “Going Prone,” below). He defines himself by being “better” at what she wants, you as the player still get the reward forthan those around him. This may be face-to-face, viato stand up to extensive research, but it’ll
turn away private email, by telephone, or even by séance in some strange instances.investigators and internet hobbyists. STEP ONE: CONCEPT Virtue and Vice Decide on a concept and three Aspirations for When creating a character, you define her Virtue and your character. Imagine how many different characters you could describe as “paranormal
investigators,” “curious students,” or even “truck drivers.” These traits allow you to define and refine your character’s role in the story. It does not cover sneaking •• Professional: At this level, a character can followaround, hacking and digital crimes, or the social aspects of someone without tipping them off or sneak pastrunning a con or distracting a
mark. A character at this rank doesn’t just know who to go to in order to get things done Style Merits – he is the one people go to. He’s confident of the method of his death, so nothing while she sleeps, she dreams about the culprit’s crimes andelse fazes him. By spending a Willpower point and the character suffers a minor version of the
illness.concentrating for a full minute, he can shift his PhysicalAttributes, moving dots from one to another. She spends the Examplenext week doing research into Erickson and discovers thathe wants to become a respected academic. Succeeding at this move is a reflexive action, so the char-Animal bites have a weapon modifier depending on the kind
acter can take another action immediately afterwards.of animal: a wolf applies +1, while a great white shark gets +4. This could be an organization, a society, a clique, orand ready to go. Each roll requires an hour. The Inspirational MediaStoryteller narrates a situation, then the other players sayhow their characters respond. Fists and feet,along with
other kinds of low-impact trauma, deal bashing and Upgrading Damagedamage. As a rule, wood, thick glass, or hard plastic offer 1 • Remove Slow Acceleration tag from vehicle. If firing at more than car, with upper body exposed) • Substantially Concealed: -3 (crouching behind a car)90 infernal engines -dramatic systemsCombat Summary Chart 91
STAGE ONE: INTENT• The players and the Storyteller describe what their characters want out of the fight.• Decide whether characters can surrender and become Beaten Down. She can simply roleplay the appropriate be- solving a Condition on a failed roll to encourage the player havior or apply an appropriate situational modifier to choose
dramatic failure (and thus earn two Beats at once). A one-dot Safe Place might be equipped with basicsecurity systems or a booby trap at the windows and door. If a player successfully guesses theirdirect pursuit or evasion actions, but is identical for both rolled successes, that player gets the Edge during the next turn,sides. Geist: The Sin-Eaters
follows ghost-bound people given Beat — A point gained for performing certain actions.a second chance, and their efforts to put the dead to rest. Inside, you’ll find sample an- tagonists, rules for spirits and ghosts, and a complete system for creating horrors right out of urban legend, as well as several examples of the same. She can perform extensive
repairs of cars and computers. hit the opponent (see “Human Shields,” below). dead bodies and hearing confessions of killers has a some- what higher tolerance for human depravity than a sheltered A character’s Aspirations will also likely change over the 20-something in a middle-class liberal arts college. Cover the Angles (•): Whenever you take a
Dodge action,Perhaps he overhears the mad, internal ramblings of a cultist reduce the Defense penalties for multiple attackers by 1. in the world. 26 for the Size chart.damage takes 15 minutes to heal. Gain a +2 on any Resolve + Composure roll theoretical future crimes. Editor: Dixie Cochran Artists: Brian Leblanc, Sam Araya, Durwin Talon, Jeff
Holt, Ken Cliffe, Justin Achilli, and the 2004 White Wolf Andrew Trabbold, David Leri, Andrew Hepworth, Cathy Crew, because we’d never be here without you. Mena screamed; Dawnswung the flashlight wildly and heard it crack. This also may limit Status purchases, if the character sphere, for a certain skill, or because of some past action orcannot
provide sufficient identification for the roles she stroke of luck. You can take a reflexive action at any time, andthe roll fails, as well as if it succeeds. slashes into an X. She’sends the grapple. They may be housekeepers, designers, research as- particulars, this might influence Expression, Intimidation,sistants, animators, cheap thugs, or whatever else
makes sense. each point of further damage upgrades an existing point of lethal damage to aggravated. While a player has to monitor her character’s Willpower This system resolves the entire fight in a single roll. Police officers and other law enforcement agencies frequently rely on it. Also, the opponent es-Beat, but he takes no more part in the fight.
She has a basic grasp of programming, can • Novice: A character at this level can perform basic handle complicated searches, and can find and automotive repair and maintenance like replac- interpret files that were hidden or encrypted by ing brakes, oil, and belts. A pilot at this level can fly pretty much enough experience (or the right attitude) to
get any private aircraft, and could probably fly a com- the character through many violent situations. At three fourthsits Structure in damage, it levies -5 to use. Each success allows a degree of Effect: Your character sees signs and patterns in every- manipulation; choose one of the following options below. Characters who age, the character always
takes at least one point of bashinggrab lamps and pool cues still stand a chance of doing seri- damage from the shock of the blow.ous damage. The listed resolutions for each Conditionare the most common ways to end its effects; otheractions may also resolve it if they would reasonablycause the Condition’s effects to end. Both arms: Chance die on
rolls requiring manual dexterity, -3 to other Physical actions.Beaten Down Cannot take violent action in combat without spending Willpower.Blinded One eye: -3 to vision-related rolls. Taking damage ends the Tilt.Knocked Down Lose action this turn if it hasn’t been taken, knocked prone. If theBrawl contested by the opponent’s Strength + Athletics. A
character can sacrifice her Defense for the turn in orderShooting into Close Combat to gain a +2 to her attack with Brawl or Weaponry, throw- ing caution to the wind and leaving herself open to be more If a character fires or throws a ranged weapon at a target aggressive. He is an empty thing that tradedfavors for a face and a name, and the men he
speaksfor don’t even have the grace to cast a shadow. Your character knows this fact, but you must explain within the scope of your character’s backgroundArea of Expertise (•) why she knows it. character is dealing with her area of interest. A Each instance of this Merit reflects standing in a differ-five-dot could have a security crew, infrared
scanners at every ent group or organization. Sure, the characters might get closer can benefit an investigation without actually being investiga-to the murderer if they push the investigation forward. of other traumatic experiences. The current number ofof Erickson’s), but they aren’t close. Ifedge of esoteric funerary rites. •••• A three-dot Merit,
often supernatural in origin. A number of characters equal to your (Criminal Informant), you may opt to block usage by threat-character’s Presence can benefit from the +3 bonus gained ening the informant into silence.from the Willpower expenditure. 40 Large house 50 Massive airliner Step Six: Merits 60 Small apartment building 80 Large
apartment building, Big box store Merits are important facets of your character that do not 100 Skyscraper, Shopping mall, Stadium fall under other traits. Exceptional Success: The character somehow manages to not only survive the breaking point but to also find meaning in it, to reaffirm his own self-worth, or to pass through fire74 infernal engines
-dramatic systemsand be tempered by it. Lose a dot of Integrity and choose from the5–4 0 following Conditions (or create a new one with Storyteller3–2 -1 approval): Broken, Fugue, or Madness. You must succeed in a Resolve + Composure roll or gain either the Shaken or Spooked Condition.Cursed (••) Mind of a Madman (••) Effect: Your character
has run afoul of fate. Whena mark contests or resists your character’s Social interactions, Iron Will (••)apply a -1 to their Resolve or Composure. This can occur even if she’s already acted in a turn, to send her flying past him. This could mean research, foren-can do so without any additional rolls if they spend a number sics work, interviewing
witnesses, or any other action pertain-of Clue elements (divided however they like) equal to the ing to the investigation. A character can only use rolls Dexterity + Firearms. A character can move this many meters in one turn. No matter the request, it has to beto catch her. Chances are you know what a storytelling — or roleplaying …making sure that
poor dice rolls affect but don’t stop— game is already. Exceptional Success: Not only does the character uncover Don’t be afraid to add story framing to the search for a Clue with an extra element, she creates a Condition toa Clue. it fills the same niche. You,I suspect,” and she shook Dawn again, who struggledharder this time, palming something,
“will need to sit afew days before you are soft enough for my old teeth.”Mena tried to stay calm. If the attacker rollsher Defense by 1 for the next turn. For a casual, momentary don’t devote too much energy to coming up with all the po-investigation that shouldn’t play a deep role in the story, you tential Clues and answers ahead of time. Photo
Courtesy: @edouardcaplain/Twitter Starcraft II The strategy game Starcraft II drops players into different galactic environments, where they take on various challenges to conquer the galaxy. It should can see what their characters have to draw from. See p. It must make sense within the context of the book for a weekend. Howeverparticular
chronicle’s setting. He might owe your character his life. Willpower bonus. Hawking. (limit +4 per bonus) Dice Modifier: This is the amount subtracted or addedfrom the driver’s Dexterity + Drive dice pools. Luzcharging toward her, screaming so loudly it rattledMena’s teeth, she was a little relieved.“If this works, I am never going to try to solve
amystery again as long as I live.” She took a deep breathand shouted, “Hey, ugly!”Mrs. Things like Cruel or Generous work, but a physical descrip- STEP TWO: ANCHORS tion, like Clean wouldn’t. Psychokinesis is considered a two lethal With Numbing Touch, your character’s psychic gifts weapon with the five-dot version.allow her to numb a person,
rendering them sluggish andincompetent. Five Beats becomes an Experience, which can then be used to purchase new traits, such as Attributes, Skills, Merits, or Mummy: The Curse is a game of ancient servants, awo- supernatural powers.ken in the modern world to play their long games and worktheir ancient magic anew. •••• Expert: Top of his
field. Here are the basic steps for creating a character. I’m going to test your hypothesis that thisordinary door is covertly feeling the hands of teenagers.”Its surface seemed to ripple slightly, smoothing intosomething that almost looked like wood grain.“Look! It moved! Didn’t you see it move? down and start playing to the point where you pack up
your dice, you’re playing out a chapter of your story. success on minor, mundane activities. When this happens, the rather than his own weapon. CraftsComputer The Crafts Skill represents a character’s knowledge of repairing, designing, and creating things. Storytellers new and old should check out this chapter, as it’s packed with both basic advice
and explanations of how to use the Chronicles of Darkness to their best advantage.. Chapters 17An Introduction to …facilitating the actions players’ characters take, whileStorytelling Games making sure there are always complications. immune to fear; she’s just used to nature in all its nasty forms. fer great strains to their composure, as well as to
their very psyches. The only way to avoid this modifier is to Every time a character applies his Defense against an attack,sling it or drop it. character can’t drive. Size in the • +0.5 Durability (2 modifications add 1 Durability,Storytelling System is an abstract that reflects weight, mass, limit 5)bulkiness, and space. As a rough guideline, a Condition
criteria below.typically consists of a modifier between +2 and -2 dice to acertain type of action, or to any action taken with a certain • If your character fulfills an Aspiration, take a Beat. can reflect official standing, or merely informal respect. Fine manipulation is beyond the scope of noise (so a telepath can hear the thoughts of someone
nextTelekinesis. Picture a character trying to con- characters to fight, even if it’s just for survival. To keep our site running, we need your help to cover our server cost (about $400/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Then her own hands pulled her back into the dark hallway, herscreams somehow dim, as though muffled by thick layers of glass.Sirain-the-hall pried the bloody hands of Sira-in-the-mirror off her wristand out of her hair. They might be friends, Prerequisites: Wits •••, Composure ••• employees, associates, or people your character has black- Effect: Your character is always ready for a chase. The concept of the game is similar to Super Smash Bros., and players can pick up mascots
from other popular games, such as Halo and Battletoads. If successful, the subject’s player must tell you from. Characters Pulling Blowswho use human shields treat them as cover, with Durability equalto the victim’s Stamina + any armor. Failure means 2 Light snow, heavy storms; too cold toyour character is still connected to the source and suffers
its sleep safely; air pressure causes short-damage each turn until a successful roll is made. Most equipment of-then apply penalties. if circumstances demand it. He’s not five feet, her Allies rating without penalty in one chapter. -1 to all rolls, increasing by 1 per hour. If her intent includes killing her opponents, then she does so. These are the
Chronicles of Darkness, tales of a world like ours, but just slightly wrong. Bashing damage doesn’t heal. A70 infernal engines -dramatic systemsCAROUSING INTIMIDATION (Presence + Socialize or Streetwise) (Strength or Manipulation + Intimidation – victim’s Composure) You mix with a group, bringing high spirits with you andusing them to
loosen tongues. injured that he will no longer reveal information. The Terminator, directed by James Cameron. However, let • Step One: Decide the Scope of thethe players help guide the path to that culprit if at all possible. The healing time is enough for the wound to If she’s later stabbed and takes a point of lethal damage, fully recover; lethal
damage doesn’t downgrade into bashing.her Health track would be: Normally, a character can heal without medical attention, though use of the Medicine Skill helps her recover (see p. Often, this will be Athletics, Streetwise, Survival, or If the pursuer achieves the required successes, she reaches similar. a turn. from falling, your character gains one
automatic success.For example: A character with Iron Stamina •• is able to Additionally, add your Parkour rating to the threshold ofignore up to a -2 modifier brought on by fatigue. Wits + Composure) may only reroll each die once. This chapter presents an extensive system to adjudicate violence between characters, as well as systems that explore
the emotional and mental consequences of seeing and doing strange, awful things. sible outcomes. Some substances deal thisTorch 1 damage only once. Your character can learn both versionsYou must first have succeeded at a Hold move. An extended Intelligence + Medicine roll is made. Maybe failure at a given they may help in the court room
when seeking conviction.stage means the protagonists still find their Clue, but the They could even offer valuable insights which could protectantagonist realizes he’s being pursued. Investigation is a Skill that the character actively uses to find clues and information and create a more concrete ••• Experienced: A character at this level is a very
picture of the situation. ••• Experienced: At this rank, the character can easily •• Professional: A character with this rank in train any domesticated animal, and seems to have a Weaponry has excellent training or experience in sixth sense for how animals behave and what they a fight, and knows how to make sure an assailant are feeling. Luzreeled
backward, screaming, as Dawn braced herselfagainst the dress-colored flesh and pulled her armfree. trailer Pick three Skill Specialties for your character. These are for these traits.things you have learned from training, books, or teachers.Having no dots in a Skill means that you have no training with Willpowerit, and are barely capable. A character’s
intent has tobut another gang wants the same territory and isn’t willing be something he could achieve through an act of violenceto share. The Brawl Skill is the fine art of hurting another person with no weapons other than the character’s own body. That use of Telekinesis is free. His Vice,meet on the street. Prerequisites: Manipulation •••, Resolve
••• Fast-Talking (• to •••••, Style) Effect: Your character is particularly tough to crack. You are thoughtful to have brought her,and she will buy your safe escape.”“You evil old witch!” Mena threw Dawn’s flashlight atMrs. Contacts (• to •••••)The level of this Merit determines the amount of scrutiny itholds up to. Characters stranded in the woods
So, a fire the size of a bonfire (2) and with the intensity with a broken axle can use an engine block to cook dinner inof a torch (+1) inflicts three damage per turn of contact. Sometimes even our Choose three Skill Specialties. 88), both driversshe keeps pushing forward. She canstand up to a vampire’s mind control, a witch’s charms, or a Investigative
Prodigy (• to •••••)ghost’s gifts of fright. or loses her nerve. She has timecharacter in a fight gets a handful of road salt flung into his enough to line up her attack so it avoids her victim’s armor.eyes and receives the Blinded Tilt. Bashing wounds normally heal at amake it pay. It is used for maneuvering and controllingautomobiles, motorcycles, and
even boats. But if you’re new, or if you haven’t played a the story.Chronicles of Darkness game before, let’s talk about the basics. One use of a Contact is to dig dirt on another character. …highlighting their characters’ strengths and weaknesses. This goes beyond justifiable pride completing that Aspiration.in an ability. The character must
successfully meditate (see Prerequisites: Dexterity •••, Drive •••, Wits •••p. damage bonus as extra successes on your attack roll.• Exceptional Success: You find what you were looking • Rote Actions: When you’ve got plenty of training and for, as well as leads toward a much bigger score of the steps you need to follow are laid out in front of
information. be Guilty or Mesmerized. certain experiences, he might reach a breaking point. A contested action takes up the action ofthe person initiating the action; resisting it is a reflexive action. Creating characters is best done at the table with everyone participating. Currently entertaining players with its third incarnation, the game drops
players into a world filled with different cultures battling a host of angry gods for supremacy. If one side’s intent involves violence for its own sake,the other side can’t surrender — not without being killed or Exceptional Success: As a success, and the character alsoharmed anyway. If a Retainer needs to make a roll, and it’s within using that Skill. A
character with the Medicine Skillcan use it to treat wounds and diseases, diagnose illness, apply Sample Specialties: Eastern European Folktales, Ghosts,first aid, or even perform surgery. Unrelated, Mrs. He knows how to survive in the harshest environments on earth.Weaponry Weaponry is the ability to fight withhand-to-hand weapons. Can your
character imagine kill- ing someone in self-defense? This is the defining reason Make a Presence + Expression roll. Merits, on p. Effect: Your character commits crimes, and is always astep ahead of pursuers. Depending on the accelerant involved,the size of a fire can be reduced by one point per turn bymeans such as a hose or extinguisher. When you
make a roll, you can reroll any dice that do not SHADOWING A MARK show an 8, 9, or 10. exactly what actions the character takes, while a Condition that resolves when the character kills a particular person Some Conditions are marked as Persistent. Skills reflect a character’s originsand interests, and can be acquired in many ways, from institutionSample contacts: Rare Book Dealer, Law Professor, Headalized learning to hands-on experience. Effect: Your character has established an alternate identity. For example, she may not know that a pale aura means she’s seeing a vampire, unless • What is the hidden meaning in this? Due to an immersion in academia, pop culture, or a hobby obsession,
your character has col- Merits such as Ambidextrous, Eidetic Memory and the lected limitless factoids about the topic, even if she has novarious Fighting Style Merits reflect abilities and knowledge dots in the Skill.that your character has, and therefore shouldn’t be cashedin or replaced. more from their alacrity and agility than their strength. After
all, no Storyteller can scare you the way you can scare yourself. The supernatural is never overt or religious school. These glimpses into the supernatural can cause us to retreat into comforting lies — “There are no such things as monsters” — or stir our morbid curiosity. It can convince characters to back down from a con- sional salesman or trial
lawyer. Though Urban Legends is the Chronicles of Darkness treat-nominally science fiction, this classic horror-action flick is ment of all of the fears we hide behind fables and humor.the story of a woman pursued by an implacable monster as It includes several urban legends as full adventures, plus athe result of a family curse. There’sa map on the
door in my apartment, okay? She knows how use her Defense during any turn in which she uses one ofto take a strike, and can even move into a hit from a weapon these maneuvers. Medicine is a character’s knowledge of the human Sample actions: Debunk a fake (Intelligence + Occult),body and the medical techniques used to keep it healthy. He
wouldn’t have much luck without them noticing. Prerequisite: Empathy •• Effect: Your character hears the words and moans of the Also, the character heals quickly. He’d resolveeach independently. Some example complications are: over multiple rolls, reflecting different actions. Her player should work withinvolved, they should each be defined as
pursuer or prey for the Storyteller to determine what that means.these purposes. This roll is not contested but the roll is modified by the severity of the disease. A Merit can represent a knack, special training, people your character knows, or even things that hecategories is often easy (an Olympic Athlete probably has owns. She probably left it all to
Sira, but fuck her. For example, players may use these investigation rules in orderFailure doesn’t inherently mean the Clue isn’t uncovered; it to dig up blackmail material; each item of blackmail materialjust means it can’t offer a dice benefit later. This could put youcan use a single dice roll to represent the effort. Hurt Locker, coming soon, is an indepth treatment of True Detective, created by Nick Pizzolatto. 268).Ranged Combat Range These rules present special cases that come up when The firearms chart (below) lists the short, medium, andshooting at people. NoThe dot rating reflects the security of the place. Aspirations are goals that your character wishes certain what Aspirations to
pick, don’t worry about it. The Storyteller chological stress, it’s worth considering whether the actionis the ultimate arbiter of what constitutes a Specialty. It takes a perfectget what she wants without focusing on the details of the storm of skill, grit, adrenaline, and blind luck to walk out of afight. Additionally, until the culprit’s Your character’s faith
or force of devotion becomes a captured, any of her own rolls to resist degeneration fromwholesome force that heals the sick and mends injuries. In the case of a level three exposure, thedamage is lethal. For example,them relatively abstract. This often helpsyou will feast upon your doom.” It’s important to work out with the case, however, it takes her
to a dark place internally.the details with the Storyteller. He can only hear thoughts at thethe physical world with her mind. As well, the clique offers two additional ranging from secret societies couched in fraternity houses, todice on any extended actions involving that Skill. For one dot, your character gets a +1 bo- nus on any Social rolls that would
be influenced by his looks. She hasn’t established the which the character can garner information. “Wait, you’ll kill as manyof us as you must? He gains +1 Speed per dot, and anyone pursuing him suffers a -1 per dot to any foot chase rolls. These maneuvers may only be used afterto minimize harm. The alternative must be beneficial, and not a twist of
intent. Only rarely do our experiences draw back the veil of shadows and reveal thehorror in our midst. She can take one Larceny-based in- their own influence on the line for the character. Now she must overcome two more before he’ll agree. He’ll have to sell.”Mrs. Which one of you belongsto the man who owns my nest?” More soft waves ofskin
crept down Dawn’s arm and across her chest,and her struggling was getting fainter. Youin a crowd. A character’s Health track contains a number of boxes If a character’s Health track is filled with lethal damage,equal to his Health trait, determined by his Stamina + Size. Your character can speak conversationally in those do not need to make
Composure, Stamina, or Resolve rollslanguages. When starting the game, you “buy” a race car, customize it to meet your personal specifications, and then race against other cars to see who gets bragging rights. -3 to aural and visual Perception rolls. As the context changes from turn to turn, the characterinitial lead, as well as what it would take for
either the pursuer with more ability to maneuver has the Edge, and can tempo-to catch her prey, or the prey to successfully flee. Potential modifications include: Vehicles 99 It manifests a Size 1 patch of the force. INTERROGATION JUMPING (Manipulation + Empathy or (Strength + Athletics) Intimidation – victim’s Resolve) To get past an obstacle or
get out of danger, you leap You try to dig secrets out of a reluctant informant. A character can perform a single A character’s Willpower represents her determination and instant action in a turn. Do you even know how toturn it on?”“Only one way to find out! Come on, help me pull thisthing open.” The wood splintered and came apart. While someone
Takedown (••): Your character can take an opponent to pulling a knife or a gun can cool a hostile situation down, itthe ground rapidly. You can lose one combined success from your total,machinery with Dexterity + Crafts, for example. Thissuch as crawling through smaller spaces. He has the power to Levels: sway everyone who hears his work. Any
time he takes lethal damage in her further on the hunt. She has Sample contacts: Bio-Tech Company Researcher, Chronic heard of many different phenomena, and is awarePatient, EMT of many obvious fakes and debunked stories, as well as some of the more plausible tales.Levels: •• Professional: This level of Occult represents • Novice: A student or
someone with basic medical someone who has done a great deal of research training. At each interval, you may make a roll to open Doors If you allow players’ characters to be the targets of socialto move closer to your character’s goal. There’s no limit to the number of Specialties that you can assign to a single Skill. She can get out of any lock, break
into secure sec- tions of the Pentagon, and take the glasses off of •••• Expert: Snipers, sharpshooters, and highly-graded a man’s face without him noticing. Roll Intelligence + Composure. The Storyteller may rule that larger manifestations maythe deaths of his friends, or other tragedies. She heard a tinny scream and a loudsnuffle in the living room,
and smiled. At the end ofHiding emotions, Long cons, Misdirection any chapter where your character has lost Merits, you can replace them with another Merit. In the case of some drugs, this roll must be made once per hour, once per scene — or even once per turn, in the case ofObjects strong hallucinogens or narcotics. Youra scene. Each roll takes
a to resist magical powers. Allow the player some input here; there’s a goodUncovering the Truth. Prerequisites: Wits •••, Weaponry • Most people don’t walk around armed. If you score more successes, the opponent — on a failure, his opponent drops the weapon. The measure of a person’s self-image, her psyche,Skill Specialties and her soul’s
health is called Integrity. When establishing a Mentor, determine what the The Nigerian Scam (•••••): Your character can take Mentor wants from your character. Don’t be limited toovercome to case the scene. Note that you count the Rolling Dice 69total number of successes rolled when working out if you scored Supernatural Tolerancean
exceptional success — don’t subtract the other party’s suc- and Potencycesses from yours. It’s not a series of precision techniques; it’s formuch as anything else. her mind’s effective Strength for the purpose of lifting and otherwise influencing her environment. Someone opponent’sor something chases, and with it comes death or worse. The Merit’s
dot rating determines the relative competency Every item has an Availability rating. If accom-their theories rang true. crowbar (see Weapon Traits, p. Sample contacts: Shoulder to Cry On, Police Profiler, Psych Student Sample actions: Animal training (Composure + AnimalKen), Cowing an animal (Presence + Animal Ken), Soothing Levels:an animal
(Presence + Animal Ken) • Novice: A character at this rank in Empathy regu- Sample Specialties: Dogs, Exotic Pets, Horses, Training, larly gets a “vibe” from people, and is often theWild Animals source of stability or advice for her friends. A vehicle As above, effective seat belts, air bags, and other safety devicescan support a number of modifications
equal to twice the halve this damage.technician’s Craft dots; each modification requires fourhours’ work to install. Whenever a player decides that her characternot evesncetnhaerwioo.”rst-case does something — like convince the prison guard to let her out, hurt the monster John replied, “I’d still that’s about to devour her brother, or follow the trail
of an eerily inconsistent story to discover the truth — a combination of the character’s decisions, the game like to shoot a little systems, and the Storyteller’s rulings determines what happens next. Cleaning alone after the wake had left her sleepless and shaking,with an angry-looking reflection. Most of the time, the modifier from
circumstancessecond roll comes up as another 10, count the success and will be between +3 and –3, though in very rare cases — pickingroll it again, on until you roll a number other than 10. The lawyer, you mean? At the researcher or teacher. In his cornfield, a farmer has better abilityexamples, but feel free to make up your own. ••••• Master: The
character can all but speak to animals. 81), influenc-your opponents must achieve two additional successes against ing Doors and other facets of the interaction.yours to catch her or elude her. A character withthis Skill can wield knives, swords, baseballbats, or even things like a length of chain ora chainsaw. Develop these as well.grounds members’
faith. If you know that your character is going to start out hitchhiking, “Find a place to stay the night” is a perfectly Loyal: Loyalty to a person or a group is your character’s reasonable Aspiration. All characters start with one dot in each Attribute, which is below average for that Attribute. Downgrade one damage at ••, two with ••••. Italso helps
characters make excellent use of resourcesand helps with the design of and theory behind manyitems that can be made using Crafts. have seen a variety of strange things herself, or she may simply be very good at recognizing common ••• Experienced: The character can work as a doctor, patterns in various legends. This fast-moving, aggressive
game teaches both teamwork skills and logic. • Failure: You’re noticed, but still have the chance to slip away. • Head (-3): A damaging attack can inflict the Stunned Tilt if it deals at least as much damage as the target’s Size92 infernal engines -dramatic systems• Heart (-3): If the attacker does at least five points of shifts to the Blind Condition. Pay
close attention to Uncovering the Cluethe context, and ask questions based on that. Why?”Dawn gestured down to the jar of butterfly wingsrocking against the concrete. ••••• Master: The character knows all the players, what they really want, and where the bodies are buried.Science Science is a character’s understanding of the naturaland physical
sciences. As At the Storyteller’s discretion, this can apply to super-before, no roll is necessary unless the target’s Merit exceeds natural effects used against her. She got away.”The FaceinCthhaeraMcitrerrosr: “Plot is no more than As a player in the Chronicles of Darkness, you explore the story and help to footprints left in weave a tale through a
character you create. “And I’llknow when it’s here eating you because you’ll shut upfor the first time in your life.”Mena rolled her eyes.“You’d miss me so much you’d die.”“Yeah, ‘cause that thing would eat me next. red tape and requisitioning processes. This isvariety. For example, 20 Light airplane, Yacht, Semi truck a character with a Socialize
Specialty in Formal Events is very 25 Dump truck, Houseboat, Tour bus, Semi with different from one with a Specialty in Dive Bars. Occurs when you action doesn’t seem to involve any particular Skill, it can beroll no successes. Subtract this of harm’s way for now. We are a non-profit group that run this website to share documents. When suffering
from TaintedClues (see p. If the cover is transparent (bulletproof glass, for example),subtract half the cover’s Durability, rounding down. Mortals might suffer aggravated damage from a dire supernatural Werewolf: The Forsaken tells stories of spiritual threats power such as a lightning bolt summoned from the sky byand unrelenting hunters. It is the
easy wayout, the personality trait she takes comfort in to avoid con- Aspirations give your character life and direction beyondfronting her actual feelings or problems. Empathy is a character’s ability to read and understand others’ feelings and motivations. She wants everyone to get what they deserve, and will then choosing long-term goals is okay. A
vampire with a remarkable ing Clues or not uncovering Clues when investigating (see p.Manipulation + Persuasion score is just as likely to convince 79), your character discovers multiple Clues in a single action.your character to do something using mundane tricks. Obstacles pepper the84 infernal engines -dramatic systemscharacter may be able to
maneuver through labyrinthine turn. • +0.5 Size (2 modifications add 1 Size, adds Structure) Size: This is the general size of the vehicle. The only exception is if a character has all her Healthher Health boxes would look like this: boxes full of lethal damage — she’s bleeding out. Storytellers will want to make a lot of use of this chapter. This will give
them an invest- ment in the story, and will take some responsibility off your Investigation 77shoulders. hand, and understands the basics of how to open door locks, padlocks, and similar consumer-grade Survival locks or security. It reflects her ability to shoot, maintain, and identify any type of personal firearm. If you succeed, she must give you a bit
of supernatural folklore that suggeststhe Storyteller must answer to the best of her ability. Usually,any Conditions from a failure afflict the patient rather than Diseasethe caregiver, but this is at Storyteller discretion. A further result of10 on a re-rolled die is rolled yet again, over and over, until contested action — Two or more characters compete in
ano more 10’s are rolled. his personal moral code or that is considered unac- Prove that my mother isn’t crazy. Luz appeared to consider this for a moment.“Theman’s gold is his own to track. In aone roll per week. In an extended action,him get a high standing in the Initiative roster. Striking Looks could just as easily everyone knows her. A vampire
with the words “I want”: “I want to kill Johnny,” “I wantwants to drink the local bartender dry, but the bartender the book that Francesca is holding,” or “I want what’s inwants to go on with her life and raise her daughter in peace. He might offer an alterna- tive — he’ll bring the book to Stacy, and let her use it for an Stacy wants Professor Erikson to
loan her a book from afternoon. breaking point — A trigger which causes a player to have to check for losing Integrity, Humanity, or a similar trait. “Where is she searching?” “What does With the roll, the character uncovers the Clue.she hope to uncover here?” “How does she think he did it?”Those are just some basic examples. You can sacrifice your
character’s misses, it’s because her shot goes wide. If successful, proceed to resolution as normal. This means pur- Merit’s rating is limited to five, for the purposes of Allieschases must be made with cash or falsified credit cards. You can give this Condition to another Storyteller may allow you to roll your Attribute as a dicecharacter when it’s
appropriate to the story. You try to fix something that’s broken down. A character at thisdifferent in play, if they have different Specialties. It’ll go up to a potential 135 Speed if she keeps it up. This means lifting, pushing, range he can normal conversation, regardless of any ambientand pulling objects. He can still apply Defense against usually
includes the opposite of the character’s intent — ifincoming attacks, Dodge, and flee, but it takes a point of she wanted to disable the guards so she could escape, she isWillpower to swing or shoot back. “Aren’t you the onewho’s always saying we should, you know, examineour world? The character regains Willpower when he takesan opportunity to
lord his superiority over someone else. With the three-dotNumbing Touch (• to •••••) Merit, Psychokinesis is a weapon causing one lethal damage. sniper attacks — his ambush must use Brawl or Weaponry.She can look off in an odd direction and prompt her oppo-nent to do the same, or she might step on his toes to distract Turnabout (•••••): If your
character’s caught short in ahim. Effect: Your character can hear surface thoughts and read minds. • Success: You get the thing working…for now. Adding to the kid appeal, it only takes a couple of hours to play through the full game, on average. Mark the he indulges himself.two Asset Skills on your character sheet. He hears these thoughts as if they
were spoken, which means they can Effect: Your character has a psychic ability to manipulate sometimes be distracting. If you refuse or cannot agree on a Condition, (Intelligence + Expression – victim’s Resolve)you lose all accumulated successes (see “Conditions,” p. Characters may only draw from one Cluefor anything pertaining to that Clue or the
investigation at in a given action by default, or one Clue for each dot oflarge. Any time your successes on an attack another. A characterClosed Book (• to •••••) with Fame cannot have the Anonymity Merit. In any chase (see p. Without rolling, your character scales10 feet + fiveout negative ones. This Merit can be purchased multiple times, to reflect
Choose a third Asset Skill, and take two Specialtiesdifferent Skills. animals for food, build simple structures, and build a fire. With a few words, she can redouble a group’s Designing a Mystery Cult requires three things, at bareconfidence or move them to action. Doing this is definitely a breaking point fora roll. She gains armor against bashing
attacks; aiming for at least one turn.one point of armor with ••, and two points of armor with Through the Crosshairs (•): Your character is a competent••••. What horrors await you in aa seemingly-simple situation can actually possess unexpected crematorium full of puppets made from bone, or when thedepth, if only people know how to ask the
right questions. For example, a piece of the God- The following are guidelines; use them to craft your cults:Machine, an ancient text bound in human flesh, or themummified flesh of a saint. No more than one wound can be downgradedper day of treatment. …putting players’ characters in tough spots, encouraginginteresting decisions. turn lead
Opponent starts with two or +2Set the Terms more turns lead First, determine the terms of the chase. You get time to build up some protective structures before the competition battle, so get started gathering resources right away. Duringcourse of the chronicle. The ability automatically hones in on the most emotionally intense Effect: Your
character has a psychic ability to manipulate moment tied to the item.the forces of the universe. It didn’t. “See, I told you the firedoor was this way.”“Mena...are you sure this is the right door?” The doorwas damp and hot to the touch, its surface so soft thatDawn’s hand left fingerprints where she touched it.She quickly pulled her hand away.“Ew!
Mena, the door was feeling my hand. Grave: As moder- ate, but also inflicts one point of bashing damage per turn.Stunned Lose next action. Whether mailed. To her right, sheheard a slow whirr and a chunky metallic crash. Sometimes, the only reasonable response is to run away. Characters gain their Defense against close-combat attacks. Five dots
stretches Effect: Your character can pick locks and pockets without the limits of the organization’s influence, as its leaders puteven thinking about it. No matter what, a Your character knows the -1character will always have at least one Door at the outset. Character is acting in accordance +1 • The character witnesses something traumatic, terrifywith his Virtue ing, or that rattles his understanding of the world. While you cannot lower of Wits or Dexterity, plus Athletics. Notopen, but open enough for them to crawl through.Before climbing in, Dawn pressed the remains of thedoorknob into Mena’s hands. She wants advance- want to be kidnapped by the man with the gray face thatment, rank,
and authority in advance of what she actually used to be her father, but that might be a story that you arehas earned. In game terms, you make your character through a series of traits. It’s usually the samenormal — Attribute + Skill + Modifiers. Conditions can also consist solely of roleplayed the end of the game session, replace the Aspiration.effects
until resolution, such as the Shaken Condition (p.290), in which the mechanical effect is the resolution. It can also be used for things like digging a specific task, as opposed to something that is being createdinto a file system, finding hidden or encrypted files, cracking to be beautiful or convey emotion.encryption, hacking into computer systems, or
sabotagingcomputer networks. Mental Skills are often gained through formal training, and a character may have certifi- Presence is a character’s raw charisma, assertiveness, and cates, degrees, or doctorates in her area of study. This occurs when a vehicle hits something equal to or less than half its Size. They represent acts that only take a couple
of seconds. Subtract her Drive dots from any attempt to hit her vehicle while it’s mobile.Quick Draw (•) Speed Demon (••): Your character is an expert at push- ing vehicles to their potential in no time flat. People back off whenposed to making an accurate copy or model, which uses Crafts. This can mean favors and attention, it can alsowishes to take.
A walking break into pretty much any computer system in Wikipedia, with a fact for just about any occasion. Multiple Specialties may apply to a single In addition to years, nights, and hours, the Chronicles roll with Storyteller approval. Then again, if an Ambidextrous character You can make an Intelligence + Wits roll at any time yourloses his left
hand.... Physical Skills are those Skills that represent the applica-tion of force, endurance, or coordination. He could easily be a mover and shaker himself, someone who can shape political agendas behind the scenes. Siranushstaggered away from the mirror and started running backdown the hall. Pusher (•) ••••• A three-dot Merit, or a major
advantage not re- flected in game traits. This will often take multiple final reveal. Loud noises, an uncomfortable environment, orlack of sleep inflict a -1 penalty each. Is the evidence tainted? However, they are sometimes used with Physicalinstant action) or Social Attributes. Gone Girl, by Gillian Flynn, or directed by David Fincher.Gone Girl owes
much of its mystery and atmosphere to its unreli- Storytelling System Booksable narration. Even if it was your idea tocome down here in the first place.”“Yeah, well, let’s worry about how long we’re going toget grounded once we’re definitely sure we’re going tolive long enough to get grounded.”They skidded to a stop in front of a smooth metaldoor
and Mena cursed.“Swearing is vulgar,” Dawn said, breathless andbitterly disappointed. If she touches someone, this Merit takes effect if you score more successes than any attacker, you deal oneunless she spends a point of Willpower to curb the effect for point of lethal damage to the attacker per extra success. Having a Virtue like Good isn’t really
appropriate, Prioritize categories. 81) against her, Prerequisites: Manipulation •••, Subterfuge ••add her dots in this Merit as additional Doors. Declare any Structure loss beforemaking the attack; this Structure is reduced even if the attack Vital Shot (•••••): Your character can use his smallerdoes no damage. Your character has trained to take
advantage of the greatest features of a gun, usually a rifle, but this Style Through rigorous conditioning, or extensive scarring, can be used with any gun. If she spends the day without pursu-his last three health boxes, take an additional Beat. Most actions require describes it in detail.between five and twenty successes. Thisfoundation. Once thisbonus
is used or the character sleeps, it disappears,and must be regained by meditating again. Brass knuckles, knives, and speeding trucks deallethal damage. You are the child with the message, so thisone is for me. He has two Vices,of fields. action — A task that takes all of a character’s time and Defense — An advantage trait determined by taking
theattention. Twenty represents a roll doesn’t matter to the power.very difficult action that even a particularly skilled characterwill have trouble pulling off. stacles with leaps, jumps, and scaling techniques. A character with a high Socialize is the life of the party, orat least able to meet almost anyone she wishes who is at an event. Instead of simply
uncover-from a supernatural origin. If failed, or if hard leverage was Initiative modifier is three -3employed, successive influence attempts begin with two more times your opponent’sDoors. incapacitate as well as causing massive trauma to the body.Additionally, her training allows her to use Suppressive Fire Sacrifice your character’s Defense to use
Bring the Pain. Makewith a semi-automatic weapon. The dot rating dictates standing. Luz – and regretted it almost instantly when oneof the folds of skin holding Dawn in place reachedout to bat it away.Dawn, in that moment, wrenched herself forward toface Mrs. Change intended goal, his player takes a Beat (see p. Fighting Merits 63dojo, or Police
Tactics a self-defense class. Prerequisite: Resolve ••, Occult •Common Sense (•••) Effect: While your character does not necessarily possess a breadth of knowledge about the supernatural, she knows Effect: Your character has an exceptionally sound and the otherworldly when she sees it. For example, lab technicians might assist in uncoveringwhat
about the cultists threatening to tear into the fabric of Clues with Science or Medicine without even a single dotreality? • Success: You get the information you were looking • Success: Your character leaps a number of feet equal for. It covers tasks like Almost everyone in the modern day can turn on a rebuilding a car engine, laying a foundation for a
house, orcomputer, use the internet, and perform basic searches. How about robbing a store with a gun? a lock while the room is on fire — it can range from +5 to –5. 75), even from wound penalties. This Style may be used with what he picks up, the weapon has a +0 weapon modifier, -1a two-handed weapon such as a claymore, chainsaw, pike, or
initiative penalty, Size 1, Durability 2, and Structure 4. -3 to aural Perception rolls. action on the higher of the two characters’ Initiatives. member’s terminal illness. If the character has the opportunity to slow his fall, forexample by grabbing an awning, or to soften it, such as by Sources of Harm 97twisting to land on soil rather than concrete, his
player may (local oxygen is removed with a controlled explosion or yourmake a Dexterity + Athletics roll, with each success on the roll character is completely immersed in water). Your character is trained to fire off a handful of rounds with the intent to startle oppo- nents and force impulse reactions. A generous character may be takenadvantage of
sometimes, but he isn’t in it for thanks or hope Accomplishing an Aspiration is one of the main ways youof repayment. Her efforts are all about gettingthe patron in the right place at the right time, where he can’t Intentsay no. If characters shouldshell he picked up on the sidewalk, everything has meaning. Only rarely do our experiences draw back the
veil of shadows and reveal the horror in our midst. It’s typi- continue to burn despite efforts to put it out, as with a greasecally not possible to slow or soften a fall at terminal velocity. Tongue lollingstupidly between cracked andyellow teeth, belly swollen in hisfamine. When the dice hit the table, to think about doing. trait — An element on the
character sheet. • Exceptional Success: You get the information you were looking for, and the informant is willing to continue • Exceptional Success: Your character leaps an impressive cooperating. A Integrity 73breaking point simply means that what a character has done be customized. For example, an emotional state like Swooning might no
Experiencelonger be relevant to events in the game because a long timehas passed, or it might have been the result of a conflict with a A player earns Beats for his character in many ways (listedcharacter the players don’t care about anymore. Effect: By spending a Willpower point, touching the sickor wounded, and rolling Presence + Empathy, your
charactermay heal them. Doors must be opened one by one. a car — equipment bonuses indicate how far your tools areIf you roll a 1 on the chance die, your character suffers a above the baseline. In our Organized Crime example, ifthat was planned in advance, spend a point of Willpower your character knows that the chief of police has Contactsand
an instant action. A one-dot Mentor might be incapable ofhim up, and to subsequently tear him down. Every type of Psychokinetic is dif-ferent. Usually, it’s expressed in the form of a single state- lems. Maybe, can apply your full Defense against the first two attacks, sufferjust maybe, he hears the incoherent thoughts of the God- a -1 penalty against
the third, and so on.Machine. 79). Such character’s cancer could go into remission, or he can hold histreatment can occur only in a hospital or other intensive-care HIV back with medication, but time alone won’t cure them.facility. Shealmost made it back to the living room. No one goes through life with no action) trauma. Then suddenly, it stopped.
through a patch of flame, the three-dot version of the MeritThis would be far better if he could turn it off. The winner picks a move from the list below to enact immediately,Bite or two moves on an exceptional success. Once per chapter, your of the Retainer. To that you purchase this Merit. Investigation is a character’s ability to find and put toSomeone who works as a coroner or crime labgether clues and solve mysteries and puzzles. Aan aggravated wound can be downgraded to lethal. While Merits represent things within the game and about your character, they’re really an out-of-character resource, a Sample actions: Conceal emotions (Composure function of the character creation and
advancement mechan-+ Subterfuge), Disguise (Wits + Subterfuge), Lying ics. When a weapon might help out in • Ballistic armor applies to incoming firearms attacks.other ways, like using a chain to grapple someone, or a gun to Each point of ballistic armor downgrades one pointintimidate her, add the weapon’s modifier to the attack roll. player can
change the Aspiration between chapters with the Mug someone. The first thing to do when combat begins — beforeViolence worrying about who attacks first or anything like that — is to determine what each character wants to get out of Everybody wants something. “It’s pretty dark, so I’m not sure, but Ithink it’s the compactor room. ActionsWhen to
Roll Dice The majority of actions in the game are instant actions. Your character may have Statusentrance, or trained dogs. •• Professional: A PhD student, a teacher, or some- Skill Specialties allow you to personalize your character one who is well-read enough to have a solid graspmore. Can I have your flashlight?”Dawn handed it over. Skill
Specialties allow you 8 Vault door, Compact car to differentiate more, focusing on a specific area of a Skill 10 Sports car, Moose that your character is more knowledgeable or proficient in. The favor mustbut she can get them at the best possible prices. Onlyinjuries completely by himself or receive other treatment to one success is necessary for a
character to regain her senses.eliminate them. 43), these Merits Automatic Writing (••)can be reallocated. Clues cana mitigating twist? •••• Expert: Barring a disaster, a character at this rank could live off the land indefinitely. She can lie to your face withoutRumors, Undercover work a flinch or a flicker of doubt. Thisattack her there, she’s prepared
and has the upper hand. Medical treatment can offset any penalties to the Stamina + Resolve roll applied by the disease — but might inflict This kind of treatment always focuses on the worst of penalties on other rolls, as the cure is almost as bad as the disease.the patient’s injuries first. …confronting the problems the Storyteller introduces.You’ll
make decisions for your character. • Failure: You find evidence, but it’s damaged and hard to interpret. Determinereact quickly and get the jump on the others, while characters damage by adding the successes rolled to any weapon modi-with low Initiative are hesitant, indecisive, or just slow to act. The next day, Stacy emails the professor about a
related Hard Leverage that requires that the character sufferswork (Manipulation + Academics), but fails. You may not be able to win the argument with facts, but • Dramatic Failure: You find clues, but you contami-you can try to get out of trouble with a little judicious spin. The Storyteller assigns a target number of successes between one (the
common cold) and Effect: Your character has the ability to psychically alter ten (flesh-eating bacteria). You28 the face in the mirror-CharactersSample Short-Term impossible, in the Chronicles of Darkness). 92). Effect: +1 Initiative per dot Your character’s reflexes impress and astound; she’s always • Am I chasing a worthless lead? ing a scene
reflected her Virtue while posing her difficulty or risk, she regains all spent Willpower. Criminals, hunters, and gun enthusiasts are also likely to have the Firearms Skill, due to hands-on Drive is a broad Skill used for the operation of any mo- familiarity.torized vehicle. How effective it is depends on how much the cover hides. • Novice: A character at
this level knows which fork to use (or when not to use one), can avoid42 the face in the mirror-CharactersSample actions: Find a shortcut (Wits + Streetwise), Get and double-dealing. Before rolling, spend a Willpower point toherself against the things in the world that would shake her apply the rote action quality to an Asset Skill. Prerequisite:
Resolve ••• Effect: Most people turn away at the sight of blood,Multilingual (•) other bodily fluids, or exotic biology. overdose deals damage once per hour until the drug has run its course — if a character’s spent eight hours drinking, then Durability: How hard the object is to damage. A further result of 10 Condition — An ongoing effect, which may
be physical,on a re-rolled die is rolled yet again, over and over, until no mental, or supernatural. Even better, you can play in quarantine with your friends! Golf with Your Friends supports and enhances hand-eye coordination, with players banking golf balls off obstacles and around corners to reach the holes in the fewest possible shots. Objects
doMedical Care not differentiate between bashing and lethal damage. This can shift an Attribute no higher than five dots. athletic ability. or situational shifts, or for some mechanical effect that sheUsually, Chekhov’s gun applies — if you put the Condition wants to impose, such as a lingering penalty.on stage, it should cause some drama by the end. A
character witha high Science Skill can explain what chemicals andproportions are needed to make an explosive, or de-termine the best materials for making a cage to hold astrange creature. Fitting in small spaces is difficult at best.Ambidextrous (•••) Hardy (• to •••) Effect: Your character does not suffer the -2 penalty for Prerequisite: Stamina
•••using his off hand in combat or to perform other actions. If the character does as requested, and abides by the As Storyteller, be creative in selecting dice pools. Winds rated between 1 and 5, severity acts as penalty to Physical rolls and deals that much bashing damage per turn, Dexterity + Athletics to avoid. When you take an extended action, the
Storyteller deter- Don’t sweat this too much; each monster gamemines how many successes you require. She can fire into Rapidity (•): Your character moves with swiftness to find a crowd and strike a specific target without penalty. On the first turn, it has 5 (rounded down) plus one tenth the relative Speed in damage.Speed. A char- honor” or
“betrayal” as the nadir of human behavior. The Storyteller can give any infor- Telepathy (••• or •••••)mation pertaining to the event in question. Arm Wrack Tilt Personal Tilts only apply to one character and include ways in which that character can overcome the effect. These are goals that your character wantsto accomplish, or stories and events
that you, as the player, Now you set your character’s basic capabilities. extended action — A task that takes time to accomplish.Players roll to accumulate successes during phases of the Storyteller — The “director” or “editor” of the interactivetask, succeeding once they have acquired the needed total. Sometimes that’s coded it doesn’t take your turn
in combat.in the rules. If a character takes an instant action to aim carefully at anopponent with a ranged weapon, the player enjoys a one-die Thrown weapons have a short range of (Strength +bonus to the attack roll when he fires on the next turn. 10-again quality. damage equal to the weapon’s modifier — if she’s strugglingDodging only works
when Defense can apply. Searching for a Clue is technically an instant Action: Instantaction, but can take a span of time. If she has no Willpower points to lose,additional points become levels of lethal damage. If one of the secondary actors rolls a dramatic failure, character’s background and define her go-to solutions to prob- the primary actor takes a
four-die penalty. Despite its character limitations, it has an 8.4 rating on IGN, partially due to the fluidity of the fighting moves. It will also help to cater the story to their specific Investigationinterests and biases. At -5, further hours deal one point of lethal damage. Durability between 3 (beer or wine) to 5 (rubbing alcohol). Featuring game play for up
to 12 simultaneous players and various game modes that even let players change the size and shape of their balls, GWYF offers a fun solution to boredom. Additionally, any relevant Crafts Specialties add one more potential modification to the total.Profession Asset SkillsAcademic Academics, Science Crack Driver (•• or •••)Artist Crafts,
ExpressionAthlete Athletics, Medicine Prerequisite: Drive •••Cop Streetwise, Firearms Effect: Your character’s an ace at the wheel, and nothingCriminal Larceny, Streetwise shakes his concentration. tion of interlinked stories that involve your characters. Added to an Attribute to determine a character’sallay the target’s suspicions enough that he
believes anything basic dice pool for a task.the character says for the remaining scene. The Storyteller can also invent Conditions whenever she Conditions are designed as reminders that events that wants to offer Beats for roleplaying significant behavioralhappened earlier in the story have repercussions later. She may be a very good shot on the
Sample contacts: Bush Pilot, Mechanic, Street Racer range, but is unused to shooting in the chaos of an actual conflict.Levels: •• Professional: This character is a decent shot, and • Novice: A character with this level of the Skill shoots on a regular basis. The Academics Skill often represents the amountComposure of schooling a character has. Shit,
Sira couldn’t be herealready, could she? Regain Willpower when your character honestly competes with someone who outclasses them, for stakes that she will feel if she loses. You determine your dice pool for the action as dangerous the monster is. superstitions (+ or – 1 to 3), too emotionally invested (-2), unrestricted access to the scene (+2),
someone tampered with Investigation 79evidence (-1 to -5), crime aligns with investigator’s Virtue (+1), crime aligns with investigator’s Vice (-2), lone investigator (-1), rushed for time (-1 to -3) Clue Elements Most Clues start with a single element. They gain a modified version of the Encyclopedic Knowledge Merit relating directly to the GodMachine.the cult exists. Take over the company. Additionally, any time against another attacker of your choice.your character is close enough to strike when an opponentattempts to get up from a prone position, she can reflexively Drawback: Your character may only redirect one attack incause two bashing damage. For example, goal, or offer a
beneficial alternative.if your character is trying to win someone’s favor, fixinghis computer with an Intelligence + Computer roll could Go With the Flowopen a Door. character during the same scene, due to the character’s un- derstanding of their emotional state.True Friend (•••) • What’s your character’s most prominent emotion? 133 for more on
Suggested Modifiers: Has an object important to the Conditions as they relate to spirits). This chapter gives players and Storytellers everything they need to play through most scenarios that crop up over the course of the chronicle, from fighting and seduction to solving crimes and modifying guns. Each point ofnatural creatures don’t take lethal
damage from weapons. Your character topples opponents, by multiple opponents, he can direct their blows against oneand keeps them down. shooting (Dexterity + Firearms) If you want your character to be capable of piloting air- Sample Specialties: Fast-Draw, Handguns, Rifles,craft as well, you need to take the Skill Specialty in Piloting. For
instance, rightmost Health boxes, take a Beat. Effect: Your character’s body goes further than it right-Available only at character creation. However, a Storyteller character can gain Conditions occasionally, such as It’s best to keep the resolution criteria for a new Condition when a player character uses a supernatural power somewhat general, rather
than requiring one specific action. InvestigationNo Binary Rolls • Step Two: Determine the Potential Clue If your chronicle’s integrity or pacing would be negatively • Step Three: Establish Intervalimpacted by a failure, don’t let that failure act as binarystakes in an investigation. A character can perform only one instant action perturn, unless he has a
Merit or power that lets him do otherwise. Successive • Success: You follow the mark to his destination. When resolving the influence, most members Opponent’s Speed is higher +1will abide by the stated goal. ••• Experienced: A character at this rank regularly wins sales awards. These resources, called elements, can be used them practically. In the
Chronicles of Darkness, combat isn’t glorioussurrender without penalty and don’t have the fight beaten or romantic. A character can use this Skill to train ani-mals, calm frightened or injured animals, or cow violent and Sample Specialties: Buried Feelings, Calming, Emotions,aggressive creatures. I dunno, earrings or a schoolbook or her stupid pony
pen case.”There was a clink and a roll and Dawn’s flashlightskidded to a halt. How strangeness, and hints at a greater purpose to it all.well can you ever really know a person, whether a neighbor or aspouse? And together they teetered, half in and half out of themirror. Turn the leftmost X into anMarking Damage asterisk. In popular fiction,
particularly the • Step Four: Create the Dice Poolkind the Chronicles of Darkness emulate, the protagonistswill generally end up figuring out the mystery. (Intelligence + Academics or Occult) • 9-Again: You reroll dice that show 9 or 10, as opposed Using your existing knowledge, you look for information to just 10. Joint Lock (•••): Once in a grapple,
your character can Your character is good at making do with what he’s got.administer joint locks and other immobilizing tactics. Why did Nana have so many mirrors? If everyone Success: The character wins the contest. For Some weapons have an armor piercing quality, usuallyexample, a pool cue might count as a baton. “Well, maybe we should
lookfor them. If using a gun larger thantap an opponent with a weapon. If a target’s entirely hidden by something substantial, he’sin cover. If what matters is just whether the roll succeeds or not,use a contested action. A Contact can find another character’s Social Merits, and anyAnonymity (• to •••••) relevant Conditions (Embarrassing Secret is a
prime example.) Prerequisites: Cannot have Fame A character can have more than five Contacts, but the Effect: Your character lives off the grid. She fights dirty. Remember to apply the vehicle’s Dice Vehicle Hitting Heavy ObjectModifier to this roll. This is a good thing to work on in between sessions. Any time a vehicle • +5 Speedwould take
damage, subtract its Durability from the amountsuffered. They huddled against each other and waiteduntil the screaming stopped. However, there is a penalty due to the character’s complete unfamiliarity with the Skill. You try to sway someone with a rational argument. Once you have picked a primary cat-For a mortal character in the Chronicles of
Darkness, his egory, decide out of the remaining two which is your charac-Anchors are his Virtue and his Vice. It provides tools for investigation, violence, setting-building, and more, but layers them on top of a framework that lets you dial back the complexity and improvise at any time. The traps may be avoided with funding. He fills out crossword
Using this Skill is different than the Perception Attribute puzzles in pen and solves riddles without breakingtask that can be found under Wits and Composure. They gain the Language Merit (•, Aramaic) free of charge.••• As a cultist delves into the mysteries of Mammon, she gains access to greater cult resources. For example, a character mightmore
10’s are rolled. knowledge of arts and humanities. If she has already applied her Defense against anwho is involved in close combat with other characters she attack before her action occurs, she can’t do an all-out attack.doesn’t want to hit, like allies or bystanders, the player takesa -2 to her attack for each combatant she wants to avoid, or Offhand
Attack-4 for a combatant who is currently in a grapple. • What does your character know about [relevant topic Armed Defense (• to •••••; Style) at hand]? Luz with a flashlight yourmom is going to kill me. This only applies to a character with dots the group reflected in the Merit. The target fills this many Health boxes with whicheverEach turn, the
Storyteller should take a moment to describe type of damage was dealt. Photo Courtesy: @RuneScape/Twitter The Awesome Adventures of Captain Spirit The Awesome Adventures of Captain Spirit is a sequel to the popular game Life Is Strange. Only one success is necessary to avoid Round-the-clock, intensive care diminishes a patient’s damage
each time.injuries, downgrading the nature of wounds by one degree.Thus, a lethal wound can be downgraded to bashing, and Some diseases are the kind that people don’t heal from. She will never hit anweapon damage rating to add his Weaponry score to his unintended target.Initiative for the turn. the number of successes required (accumulated
over a series of rolls) depends on the task. He of the visions. For Mental Skills, thisResolve, reflexive action) penalty is -3.Social Attributes Mental Skills Social Attributes reflect your character’s ability to navigate Mental Skills generally represent knowledge, booksocial situations and deal with others. goal, give it a different name. The Storyteller
decides that the impression roll — not considering the character’s breaking points — islevel slips to average. ••• Experienced: At this rank, a character can care for a small group of people in the wilderness, keeping them fed, healthy, and safe until they are found or they have a chance to return to civilization. With Subterfuge, and a four-dot
maneuver, you must purchase the three-dota character can lie convincingly, recognize when she is being version before accessing the four-dot.lied to, or convey hidden meaning in what she says. Sometimes there’s a supernatural element, like ashould make sure characters have a chance to bounce back rather young woman who can barely control
her psychic powers.than constantly dumping suffering on them. no question of the Storyteller, or one of the following ques-With the three-dot version, some of the given force must be tions. The two-dot version can concealit the daunting power of causing lethal a one damage rating weapon. Thinking are fundamental traits, defining how strong a
character is,about your Aspirations early on, as part of your character how well she can keep her temper when provoked, or howconcept, helps to make sure that your character is active, and quickly she can improvise a solution to a problem.that there are story hooks to get your character involved im-mediately. You have eleven dots to assign for your
Size All adult human characters are Size 5, unless modified by a Merit. Sometimes, an action is resisted. If a character nent to ward off the blow; the defender gains +1 to Defense.needs to load bullets separately, she cannot apply her Defenseon the same turn. A place we recognize, but where our fears take on lives of their own. Character Creation
The system for creating a character is a simple, step-by-step process to take an initial idea for a character, and flesh her out with goals, personality, and the game traits that determine what she is capable of. Additionally, theStoryteller can impose one Condition relevant to the event. For example, your on the goal and shifts to another, any Doors
currently opencharacter may shout at another and demand he gets out of remain so, but assess Aspirations, Virtues, and Integrity inthe way, or your character may subtly offer clues suggesting case of a potential increase.someone needs to vote for her. Your characterduring your turn, any character moving into your character’sproximity suffers one
lethal damage and a penalty to theirDefense equal to your character’s weapon damage rating.This penalty only lasts for one turn. STEP SIX: MERITS When a character acts in accordance with their Virtue or Select seven dots of Merits. Packed with odd traveling companions, small-townand news stories, or is everything just tabloid journalism? +
Brawl instead of Defense. to a pulp. Though the series of trying to kill another human being. Lose a dot of Integrity andThe chart below gives some suggestions, but again, the Storyteller choose one of the following Conditions (or create a new oneand the player are encouraged to develop the character’s moral with Storyteller approval): Guilty,
Shaken, or Spooked.framework and life experience to the point that modifiers can Success: The character has come through the break- ing point intact. This only works with the five-dotEmpathy + Numbing Touch, contested by Stamina + Blood version. Conditions 75Conditions and a Condition that resolves when the character deals lethal Storyteller
Characters damage to someone clearly reflects the violent nature of that story point. “Don’t you live here? However, a bullet opponent is at -4 on their next attack.can knock objects off balance, or cause ricochets. Each time a character your character takes possession of his opponent’s weapon. In the same day, any failures the subject makes are
weapon bonus doesn’t apply to this extra damage.considered dramatic failures. The character takes a Beatand regains a point of Willpower.Meditation A character can improve her chances of resistinga breaking point by meditating. Spend two dots between Contacts, Allies, Resources, or Retainers reflecting this relationship.•••• The self-centered
and power-obsessed priests of Mammon gain the Thief of Fate (•••) Merit. Vampires suffer aggravatedalongside ours. If the problem wasfail, you get no answer. These actions automatically garner a singleher field, double the dot rating and use it as a dice pool. The character can try againPerfect One Turn during the next story.Excellent One

HourGood One Day ResolutionAverage One WeekHostile Cannot roll Once your character opens the final Door, the subject must act. Note, too, that the character may experience breaking points that do not stem from his own Characters begin play with three Specialties, and players actions. For example, an Electrokinetic may use his ability to power
an electronic device briefly Effect: This Merit has two effects. If theattacker has successes remaining, add any weapon modifier to the number of successes to determine howmany points of Health the target loses. “As good a name as any other. It means maneuvering into the right venue, when justthe right witnesses are around, and all before he has a
chance Most people don’t resort to violence unless they wantto back her rival. It allows characters to tie Clues together, and to utilizebe expended. She can hide in an open field or walk up behind an alert guard without being • Novice: A character at this level knows sleight of noticed. Your character may use theinjury with a touch. As your story
progresses, the players and Human characters encountering the supernatural suf- Storyteller work together to create an ongoing chronicle. This penalty increases every time he uses a dicepool aside from the one dictated. At this level, a character can perform first into folklore, myth, and urban legends, and can aid and stabilize injured people,
identify common find slivers of truth in what he has read. It’s not liable provide services, only information. Luz. If you don’t of this Merit, allowing you to use any of the three Skills toscore enough successes at first, you can Choke on future calculate Defense. Alternately, you may ask the Storyteller to have the Mentor act on your character’s behalf,
without her Prerequisite: Membership in a clique. Demon: The Descent tells stories of the fallen servantsof a monstrous God, and their struggle to find their own chance roll — Whenever modifiers reduce your dice poolpersonal Hells. If your character’s Defense reduces his opponent’sWhen your character makes a successful unarmed attack, the
attack pool to zero, his further attacks against you lose theopponent suffers a -1 to his next roll. Otherwise, the only way toGeneral Combat Factors avoid dealing lethal damage is to stop using a lump of metal or wood to inflict trauma. A successful roll deals no a pistol to bludgeon the opponent, treat it as an improviseddamage. the same, but it’s up to
you which Virtue she uses each time.46 the face in the mirror-CharactersProfessions Automotive Genius (•)Here is a list of the most common Professions, and Prerequisites: Crafts •••, Drive •, Science •their Asset Skills. The Storyteller sets the first impression baseding game? It could be almost sweet, except that the trouble is demonic posses- …
deciding where scenes start and what’s going on. Mena was sweet, but… well, a lot pushier these lastfew years. He can give up his action to move at and head can have added effects, represented by Tilts (seedouble his normal Speed. certain amount of assurance. officers. See below for more on that action. Violence is brutal; there’s no way around it.
The official word was that a homelesswoman had snuck into the basement and attackedthe girls while they were cleaning. With access to woodlands, a Effect: Your character has one particular knack that cangreenhouse, or other source of diverse flora, a Wits + Survival contribute amazingly to an investigation. Consider renaming Merits to •••••
Master: There isn’t a secret in town that this char- help further define your character. within that ability. something badly, more than they care about other people’s safety. If a character used a combat pool, he deals damage equal to the differencegives in, he gains a point of Willpower and his player takes a in successes plus weapon modifier. You
may apply one relevant Specialty spending Willpower to contest or resist in a Social interac-to any Social roll you make, even if the Specialty isn’t tied tion, you may substitute your character’s Resolve for the usualto the Skill in use. Atmotivation. Specialty — An area of Skill expertise in which a character Experiences — A collection of five Beats, used
to purchase excels. Always mark the most severe injuries at the left of a Healingcharacter’s health track, and push any less severe injuries tothe right. Maybe finding that potential victims from the perpetrator. Social actions within this system may increase the number of Doors. Each dot represents a layer of influence in the group.Sleight of Hand (••)
One dot would constitute small favors and passing influ- ence. Usually, a Condition modifies a character's dice pools for certain actions. These Quick Reference traits are called Anchors. Regain can earn Beats to improve your character. Each question provides a breaking point for the character. Lack of foodinflicts a -1 to -3 penalty.Conditions
Conditions represent ways in which the story hasaffected a character, and what he can do to move pastthose events. It couldn’t be touching you back.”She stepped back toward the door. Sometime Aspirations are no longer relevant to a charac-ter, even if they haven’t actually been achieved. Additionally, the opponent criminal organizations, unions,
local politicians, or the aca-must make a successful Wits + Composure roll, as if being demic community. He can design and build a house from the ground up, completely Sample actions: Examine a crime scene (Wits + rebuild a car, and handle industrial electrical and Investigation), Identify a pattern (Wits + Investigation), Solve plumbing for office
complexes. However,ability to command. Scienceis useful for understanding how the world works. when handed off to a principle investigator.What is a Clue? driver and passengers. A five-dot is one of the best in one Skill. 26 for guidelines. Fourth level environmentscause lethal damage each turn after a numberof turns equal to the character’s
Stamina. • Who remembers this moment the most? able to handle a specific minor favor. Additionally, any successful However, he’s got something like a sixth sense, and can findoverpowering maneuvers your character uses cause one lethal a weapon almost anywhere.damage in addition to their normal effects. Players and Storytellersreal, where
poor ghosts, alike should be familiar with this section, since it’s where you’ll turn when the breathing dreams like characters are in trouble and you don’t know what happens next.air, drifted fortuitously Chapter Three: Black Threads looks at the game from the perspective of the about... PERSONAL TILTSTilt EffectsArm Wrack One arm: Drop
anything held, suffer off-hand penalties for most rolls. For example, if Feinting with a two damageweapon with three successes, the attack causes no damage.However, your next attack ignores five points of Defense, andcauses three extra points of damage. With the one-dot version of this dot in an Asset Skill. It may be a book (• to •••••)club, a
coven, a political party, or any group brought togetherby a common interest. Survival represents a character’s experience and ability •• Professional: A character at this level knows how to “live off the land.” He knows how to find shelter, gather to bypass electronic security or alarm systems and food, and endure harsh elements and environments.
Riot Games also organizes various Esports tournaments, including League of Legends tournaments with prizes in excess of $1 million for skilled players to compete to win. Some Merits or other variables can influence the number of ele- ments a Clue receives. She can evade people ac-Larceny) tively searching for her and ditch a tail in seconds. We
imagine ourselves in various scenarios to test our own self-image against a hypothetical situation. Your character has trained in that to make a maneuvering roll to turn at high speeds.weapon or style enough that pulling the weapon is his first Clipping (••••): Your character has experience hittingreflex. The faster she moved, the further out of sync
herreflection became. When a character resolves a Condition,the player takes a Beat. Violence 87Mooks, thugs, and similar nameless characters don’t have any turn entirely — he may act at any time during the next turn,Willpower available to spend. isn’t right when she is in the immediate proximity of the ap- propriate supernatural being.
Attributeswant to see happen during your character’s story. With your character, you can choose to step back away from the cellar door, or to lash out at the monster instead of standing and screaming. The Storyteller creates the plot and roleplays the characters, both allies and enemies, with which failure — A dice roll that yields no successes is a
failure the players’ characters interact.— the character does not succeed at his task. The dice pool to attack is Telekinesis + Occult, penalized by • Where was this object during the event? thing your character ever did was steal money from his mother’s purse and lie to cover it up, that’s fine. higher than that, Freddy.” Game systems provide rules for
situations where the outcome is uncertain, and David Wong, it’s exciting to roll dice to see what befalls the characters and what their struggles accomplish. Onany extended roll involving the Skill in question, add the ••• Breadth of Knowledge: Due to her advancementdots in this Merit. Drawback: Buying clothing is a nightmare. Whoeverbuilding by
your fingertips, or plummet to the alley below? Empty Room stalks and abducts you? Dropping a weapon is a reflexive action, reduce his Defense by 1 against subsequent attacks until thebut picking it back up takes an instant action, as does just start of the next turn, when the character at the top of thedrawing a weapon normally. It won’t break
again any time soon. Attribute — A character trait representing innate capabili- Changeling: The Lost explores how to reclaim your stolen ties, Mental, Physical and Social. Such attacks use the Strength AttributeLexicon for their dice pools. A dedicated meditationroom, perhaps in the character’s Safe Place, provides+3. In a social chase, world’s
facade of picket fences war with each other, and thethe goal is to get a character into a social position where he ripples throw lives into chaos. Aiming is incompatible with autofire (below). Outside of this book, most of the games focus on advantage — A character trait such as Health or Willpowerplaying one type of monster. Unlike a normal dice roll,
a chance roll succeeds only on Beast: The Primordial explores what it means to discover a result of 10. Knocking the Wind Out (••): Shots to the center mass Attacks from that opponent do not reduce your character’scan shake an opponent, and your character knows this well. into his permanent Health boxes as if he had just taken it anew. turn — A
three-second period of time. Any time an element from this Clue applies, it applies a -2 penalty instead of the normal +1 bonus. If the other side wishes to use other dice pools, they losethe 10-again quality on his roll, and suffer a cumulative -1penalty. levels of fitness and ability are noticeably above average. Her reflectedhand pressed against the
glass, far from where her fingerslingered. He may be a hunter, or keeps his head when driving in dangerous weather perhaps a law enforcement officer who keeps his or treacherous road conditions, and anyone trying skills up, but has rarely fired his weapon in the to run him off the road will find it surprisingly line of duty. One dot is A Retainer is
more reliable than a Mentor, and morea little spending money here and there. A man turn into a action) wolf? or teach someone how to use their favored weapon. However, Virtue and Vice can change if the Defense is equal to the lower of your character’s Wits or character undergoes an event that alters her life or personality.Dexterity, plus his
Athletics Skill. Mena slammed thecompactor door shut, and Dawn frantically set it inmotion. Take a Skillthan for other characters. I’ll kill as many of you as I mustto drive them off, but it can all stop if he promises notto sign anything they give him.”“Hollow men? • +2 Structure Durability: Durability reflects the general toughness of thematerials, and
their ability to withstand harm. • Leg (-2): A damaging hit can inflict the Leg Wrack TiltIf she has already applied her Defense against an attack before if it deals more damage than the target’s Staminaher action occurs, she can’t Charge. She can perform near natural events and creatures. Action: Instant Dramatic Failure: Yourcharacter suffers the
termsfor failure that turn. Maybe skirmish in one piece, especially when deadly weapons are in-she’s internalized the mechanics of violence to a degree that volved. The players are responsible for… Starting with this book, you’ll play out stories following acore cast of characters as they make their way in the Chronicles …creating their own individual
characters as membersof Darkness, a distorted reflection of our own everyday world. Defense cannot be sacrificed multiple times in a turn; this prevents certain maneuvers from being used • What does your character want mine to do? Her dots in this Merit determine Supernatural Merits 59the subject talk, but cannot hear the thoughts of someone a
she has a cold chill. You Social categories. The character can track an animal, but without the Animal Ken Skill, doesn’t understand much •••• Expert: The character can pickpocket other thieves about the animal’s behavior. ••••• Master: At this level of Skill, the character is a ghost. Now, goodnight.” Siranush closed the doorgently, so as not to wake
Alan. When a task is impossible withoutchance die. He can run for cover as a reac-tion to a ranged attack instead of dropping prone. If throughout the whole story, a Storyteller character won’tmultiple player characters are involved and have separate be present in most of the scenes, so it doesn’t matter if heintents, such as one character trying to
fight past a guard blows more Willpower — he can regain it offscreen, and evenwhile another beats information out of a flunky, each intent if he doesn’t, it’s not like he’s going to spend it later. She can shrug patience required for Marksmanship, your character cannotoff shots that would topple bigger fighters. For example, anecessary paperwork to
even approach a bureaucratic back- character with Contacts ••• might have Bloggers, Drug Dealers,ground check, let alone pass one. 82), open a Door as if you’d satisfied his Vice as Effect: This Merit reflects your character’s disposable in- well as moving the impression up on the chart.come. ••••• Master: The character can convince anyone of •••
Experienced: The character is invited to all of the just about anything, at least for a short time. She never needsyou purchase this Merit. sites. As long as your character has his Defense available Breaking Point (•••): One sure way to win a fight is to to him (if it’s not been sacrificed for another maneuver, orhit the other guy so hard that he doesn’t get
back up, even denied from surprise, for example), any character coming intoif that means losing a weapon in the process. Generally, this Skill Sanctity of Meritsis used to trick others, but some characters learn it in orderto avoid being tricked themselves. • Hand (-4): On a damaging hit, the victim suffers the Tilts come in two forms: Personal and
Environmental. Your character gains a beneficial Condition. better you get at it, the more things out there will want your head.Down and Dirty Combat Players should expect that in order to win fights, they The Storyteller might decide that a player character can usually need to spend Willpower (see p. While she may have enemies that could ity,
control over, or respect from a group or organization. She tells Erickson In the example above, assume Stacy really needs that bookthat she has a colleague who can help break the cipher in now. Most resisted Offer an Alternativeactions or contested rolls use either Resolve or Composure,or a combination of the two. Or you can sit down and talk
withWillpower when you take an advantage for yourself, denying the players, and make sure that you are all on the same pageit to another character. Take one to three lethal damage per turn, Stamina + Athletics downgrades to bashing.Ice Bashing damage doesn’t heal. Aspiration like “Fail to find proof of the existence of ghosts,” or “Fail to
reconcile with Jane,” if you think that it will make Arrogant: Your character is good at something, and makes a more interesting story. Thiscan include the effectsof failure, as well as aCondition. Most rolls to resist supernatural powersthe Storyteller should have some idea of what will happen if are reflexive. The rollreflects the characters’ ability to
maneuver around the dogs withoutbeing slowed or worse, attacked. Luzwrenched her away, spinning her to the left. Covering fire is only possible with a weapon capable of fully automatic fire. Per the Sanctity of Merits (see p. Larceny is learned “on the job,” one way or another. Shooting a target at medium range imposes a -1 penalty, while shooting
a target atAiming long range increases that to -2 penalty. Try to boil this down to a simple phrase, on the other hand, is the trait that represents the easy waylike “bored medical student,” “single parent trying to get by,” out, the things that bring the character short-term comfort,or “blogger obsessed with unsolved mysteries.” It doesn’t but never
seem to drive him to actually improve.need to be particularly complex, just a good starting point. When your character opens a Door using conversation services. He knows what herbs canknows which direction she faces, and never suffers penaltiesto navigate or find her way.44 the face in the mirror-Charactersstem an infection, and what minerals
will stave off a minor sick- Investigative Aide (•)ness. A list of sample Conditions can be found onp. other vehicles, work as a professional handyman,32 the face in the mirror-Charactersor work on a construction crew for anything from searching, but could potentially see something out of place a house to a high-rise. If he misses an cause more, if the
situation calls for it.omen, it might be the wrong one. difficult. Breaking points (see p.73) can also cause Conditions as the character dealswith the ravages of a harsh and terrifying world.Spirit Numina, vampiric Disciplines, and othersupernatural powers can inflict Conditions on theirunfortunate victims. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of White Wolf Publishing AB. If you Dodge, you disarm your op-Thief of Fate (•••) ponent if your Defense roll reduces his attack successes to 0. He can get people to question even
strongly held beliefs. However, these rules discretionlet you turn the chase into the focus of the scene, and add Opponent starts with one +1granularity and depth to it. Defense The Storyteller should write down each character’s • Ranged Combat: Dexterity + FirearmsInitiative and put them in order, including both player charac-ters and Storyteller
characters. act, Persuasion is about changing their mind and how they want to act. This system allows frustrated as the puzzle pieces aren’t coming together in a wayfor more depth than the standard dice mechanics. every success, ask the subject’s player one of the following questions. Any Sometimes he’s lucky — if your character’s in a bar,
he’sattempt to overpower your character causes the other char- got a lot of glass bottles, or maybe a pool cue, to play with.acter a point of bashing damage. This doesn’t mean she’sread enough of the language to understand context. trained in restraint techniques,Additionally, you may ignore one point of armor on any often used by law
enforcementopponent. choose the same trait as both your Virtue and Vice, another character could have a trait as a Virtue that you have as aInitiative Modifier Vice, such as Ambitious. Someone 6 Large adult, Deer, Bicycle with the Science Skill is equally familiar with particle phys- 7 Alligator, Bear, Coffin ics, basic chemistry, and genetics. If the roll
succeeds, each character this move if he’s already succeeded in a Hold move. It can involve logic and reason, glib fast talking, or appealing to •• Professional: This character can work as a ses- emotions or baser instincts. Can one really believe witnesses roads. An Attribute is added tolife, while defending those around you from forces they could a
Skill (or another Attribute in certain cases) to determinenever understand. 72) on themuch her character is willing to hurt, or even kill, someone roll. From the way the leaves fall, to the spray of antifreeze you intend to cause harm with the roll, subtract the victim’swhen his radiator pops, to the ratios of circumference on the Resolve from the Resolve
+ Occult roll. Roll Strengthtwo extra points of bashing damage. The chance die only counts as a success if you roll some kind of equipment — hacking a computer, or drivinga 10, which you do not reroll. If it’s got a hundred ears it canprobably hear us everywhere. Whencomplex terminology. It felt like a stranger’sfuneral. This is intensely traumatic; it
drivesto face fear or self-doubt. When a character acts, the outcome of the action is deter- Horror and Dramamined by rolling a handful of dice. If a character attacks with her non-dominant hand, whether because her dominant hand is injured, carryingHuman Shields something, or otherwise occupied, or because she’s wield- ing two weapons at once,
the player takes a -2 to her attack. If time is not an issue and your char- acter is under no pressure to perform, you may make • Dramatic Failure: You’re caught, either by the mark successive attempts with your full dice pool. Maybe he hears a plot to hijack a plane. Onuses this maneuver in a scene, it levies a cumulative -2 penalty an exceptional
success, your character has the weapon andto further uses since the opposition gets used to the tricks. “Come on, this way!”Mena was already running.“Dawn, wait, this is the way we came!”“I know, just trust me!”Mena tailed Dawn back to the door with no knob.“No, this is a stupid plan. If you’re allowing certain write mysterious
things.Supernatural Merits in your chronicle, discuss this with yourplayers before they make their characters. Clues established by specialists gain an additional element. Aggravated wounds normally heal at a rate of one point per week. Witnessing a murder –3 Note that a breaking point is not necessarily somethingthat the character considers
wrong. This chapter lays out the basic game is, if we all die, that’s systems that glue the two together. Characters may attempt to interpret the clues with Wits + Investigation or research efforts.56 the face in the mirror-CharactersDrawback: If the roll fails, or the character does not damage, or one level of lethal damage. Mental Merits 45Library (•
to •••) •• Continuing Education: With the repeated efforts in her field of choice, your character tends toward Effect: Your character has access to a plethora of infor- greater successes. It’s to set a bar. Storyteller, the player who organizes the game and plants the seeds which become F. This does require a second Drive roll,Vehicles with the High
Acceleration tag gain 10 Speed per however, to resist taking damage.turn. A Telekinetic can use her abilities to cause harm by lashing • Am I missing something in this scene? They add unique capabilities to your character beyondPhysical as their primary category), sometimes picking a less Attributes and Skills.obvious category can make for a more
interesting character. Roll Dexterity + Brawl or Dexterity + Weaponry to is increased by the gun’s (Size +1). Choose in an Attribute has reached the peak of human potentiala breaking point based on the answer to this question. At the particular weakness. It’s also dependent on the resources the particular group has available.Small Unit Tactics (••)
Third, she has pull. be willing to pass secrets or go with you somewhere private. If a character’s intent has nothing to Storyteller’s approval. These build to justify a Specialty, it probably shouldn’t apply.on one another, from shortest to longest. We’ve got justas much of a right to be here as you.”TEN MINUTES AGO...Dawn swung her flashlight around
the room oncemore. She knows how to read a fight and handle herself against single or multiple opponents. If the character enters combat again be- with special effects for some monstrous targets fore the Condition is resolved, the Blinded Tilt applies again. Character is acting in accordance –1 with his Vice Breaking points are somewhat subjective,
obviously. If she is a hacker, then she has the knowledge search, or a self-taught polymath and genius. If this takes the impression level to hostile, the Hostile impressions come from tense first impressions, attempt cannot move forward until it improves.or threatening pitches. It was terribly dark.Dawn had thrown her jacket over the red warning
light,and was standing in front of the open compactor door.Mrs. Night Horrors: Unbidden, Vampire the Requiem, Werewolf the Forsaken, Mage the Awakening, Storytelling System, and Ancient Bloodlines are trademarks of White Wolf Publishing AB.. • Restrain the opponent with duct tape, zip ties, or a painful joint lock. Unless your character does
something egregious right now?to cause it, her True Friend will not betray her. playing game is the time spent dealing with a single, specific event. The Social Maneuvering 83Storyteller determine Doors using the highest Resolve and Chase ModifiersComposure scores in the group. Successes are added to the damage caused to the victim, but not to
the As a general rule, most vehicles gain 5 Speed per turn. Did she see a vampire take action), Catching a dropped object (Wits + Dexterity, instant the form of smoke and vanish? When they succeed, ask them, “What do Quick Referenceyou find?” and let their answers inform the direction of yourstory. they expect. Five is filthy rich. You may choose
to purchase Safe Place, to reflect your • Novice: The character has an excellent poker face, character’s choice to bunker down from the monster, and and rarely reveals what she is thinking. The weapon becomes a zero damage Ghost (••••): Your character has trained to shoot un-weapon for the turn. This serves In an investigation, characters may
use a variety of gametwo main purposes. Ignore wound penalties.Immobilized No combat actions. These modifiers are cumulative. Some actions apply to all kinds of fights. Otherwise, Dropping to the ground costs his action for the turn, as doessubtract the cover’s Durability from the attacker’s damage getting back up from a prone position.roll. He is
a da Vinci, able to draw stunningly realistic diagrams or design fantastic • Novice: The character is a good armchair detective devices. the lessons taught to initiates.52 the face in the mirror-Characters•• A one-dot Merit. Vehicles marked as Slow Accelerationcannot benefit from rolls to improve acceleration. a great example of how a horror story can
be terrifying and …involving each player and her character in the ongoing story. In our Organized Crime example, your character Prerequisites: Manipulation •••, Subterfuge •• may be expected to pay protection money, offer tribute to a Effect: Your character can fast-talk and sell bullshit stories as higher authority, or undertake felonious activities.if
they were completely flawless. a sweat.Perception is typically checked when a character is not actively •••• Expert: A character at this level of Investigation has abilities that seem almost supernatural. Street Fighting isn’t about form and grace, it’s about them than they are at hurting other people. own when sparring. The shooter receives a •
Partially Concealed: -2 (hiding behind the hood of a two-die bonus to her dice pool. All rights reserved. As you increase dot ratings, your character rises in prominence Unlike most Merits, multiple characters can contribute in the relevant group.dots to a single Safe Place, combining their points into some-thing greater. The Storyteller adjudicates.82
infernal engines -dramatic systemsThe initiator’s player chooses a Condition to impose on two Doors open, and Erickson offers to let Stacy borrow thethe subject. It While these Skills are usually paired with Physical can represent martial arts training, bar fight experience, orAttributes, they can be rolled with other Attributes as well. Additionally, she
may make a Resources ••••• purchase once per month without limitation, by drawing from the cult’s coffers. In Violence isn’t the only source of harm in the Chroniclesthe field or ER, the dice pool is Dexterity + Medicine, and the of Darkness. certain actions. close combat — Attacks that involve hand-to-hand or weapon fighting. It’s a carnal thrill,
bloody and rough, and theout of them like normal folks. For questions pertaining to specific characters, if yourpresent for him to manipulate. Each maneuver is a prerequisite for the next in its sequence. If this reduces the the attacker gets an exceptional success, she takes possessionattacker’s successes to zero, the attack deals no damage.
character’s Doors. She intends to use the book’s contents to demon summoning, but she does get to put the Flatteredsummon a demon, but Erickson doesn’t know that. Contested Actions The Storyteller also determines the interval between rolls. sion and the help is a priest due for a crisis of faith. Your character has trained herself to fire first in
anuses a Damage move, ignore his opponent’s armor. While not useful in contested actions, this guaranteesanything else, use the dot rating as a dice pool. You follow someone, perhaps in the hopes of ambushing • Successive Attempts: When you fail a roll, you may bethem, or of finding out their destination. With the three-dot version, you get 8again.the time to do the job right the first time. If the roll is resisted, Effect: Your character investigates instinctively, and caninstead subtract two dice from the monster’s dice pool. The opponent suffers the The player states the general area at which he is firing, and Immobilized Tilt (p. If the opponentwhat she wants according to her declared intent.
Remember, you can invent your own at any time. Stories about characters with ties, whether they be social or simply thematic, will work much better than a bunch of strangers designed with different types of stories in mind. As Storyteller,tagonists are driven to uncover them. With the one-dot version, he can conceal a weaponcharacter’s mastery has
brought with with a zero damage rating. Pay attention to the neon-lit neo- chapter that covers everything from tainted Halloween candynoir Los Angeles setting, and the way an ordinary waitress to the Mexican Pet.becomes a hardened survivor. When you’re takingHer hair stands on end, she becomes physically ill, or perhaps a Dodge action, if your
Defense roll reduces the attacker’s successes to 0, you can make an unarmed attack against that opponent at a -2 penalty. Here are some examples from the Uncovering Clues mechanics: Incomplete Incomplete Clues are useful, but not quite as much as others. STAGE THREE: ATTACK• Unarmed Combat: Strength + Brawl - opponent’s Defense•
Melee Combat: Strength + Weaponry - opponent’s Defense• Ranged Combat: Dexterity + Firearms• Thrown Weapons: Dexterity + Athletics - opponent’s DefenseA character’s Defense is normally subtracted from any attack dice pools where it applies. For example,if you have Multilingual (French, Italian), and purchase Prerequisite: Wits ••• or
Composure •••Language: Italian, you may choose to take Multilingual Effect: Your character has spent years in the field, catch-(French, Portuguese). the total number of targets from the shooter’s pool, then make one attack roll per target. is definitely a positive trait for her, she should absolutely be able to fulfill her Virtue while suffering a breaking
point at STEP FIVE: SKILL SPECIALTIES the same time (see Integrity, p. Because of the discipline andyour character has grown resistant to harm. The player can Drawback: Once per chapter, the Storyteller can force a choose to automatically fail the Resolve + Composure rollPsychometry vision any time an important place is visited, or and take a
Beat.an important item is touched. She bites, headbutts, trips, or doeswhatever it takes to prevent that last hit. Status (Organized Crime)invested in the Safe Place. bridges and missed opportunities. • Dramatic Failure: You learn something, but it doesn’t • 8-Again: You reroll dice that show 8, 9, or 10 — any help. Witness a city burningand roll that
many dice. She is almost impossible to find or followLevels: unless she allows it. Stacy arranges to find Doors apply as a penalty to the dice roll. If you want the investigation to be the they’re moving quickly, you can offer side stories and personalthrust of an extended chronicle, the target number should exploration stories.be at least half the number
of planned chapters to allow fordeviation in the plot, or up to twice the total number in a Step Four:highly-focused chronicle. I didn’tthink I’d need to memorize it.”Dawn digested that for a moment, looking thoughtful.“But, if you had to guess? 76).them up with each step to keep the interactions dynamic.Similarly, consider contested and resisted rolls.
Sample contacts: Club Bouncer, Self-defense Teacher, Sparring Partner36 the face in the mirror-CharactersLevels: •• Professional: A character at this level could easily work as a truck driver or cabby. Outside combat, use Conditions instead. Stacy (see p. She deals damageon one side has surrendered, the fight’s over and the other equal to the
difference in successes plus her weapon modifierside gets what they want. Drawback: His ability becomes an obsession. If you were planningmakes her angrier than losing. Once per session,can not only get in touch with the right people to do a job, the character may ask her Mentor for a favor. When a character’s rightmost Health box has lethal
damage marked in it, he takes another point of damage each When a character suffers bashing damage, mark it with a minute (upgrading existing lethal damage to aggravated) untilslash (/) in the leftmost empty box of his health track. Your character has seen enough that nothing turns her stomach. What can you can character reasonably see himself
doing, but still know that it Intelligence would be wrong? Drawback: This Merit requires upkeep. vaults and secure facilities.38 the face in the mirror-CharactersSample actions: Foraging (Wits + Survival), Hunting(Wits + Survival), Sleeping in the open (Stamina +Survival) Sample Specialties: Foraging, Hunting,Navigation, Shelter, Weather Sample
contacts: Homeless Person, Off-the-grid Survivalist, Scout MasterLevels: • Novice: A character at this level is probably a regular wilderness camper or hiker. VirtueFinishing Touches A character’s Virtue is her higher calling, the personality Check back over your character, and make sure that you trait that represents who she is when she is being her
best.have spent all of your points the way you wanted to. For a human, this means a pretty severe modifier the higher trait in her character’s attack pool — for example,(-3 or more) if the victim dies. If armor has both ballistic and general ratings, apply the ballistic armor first.Improvised Weapons When applying armor to an attack dealing lethal damThe weapons charts can only go so far. sion from nothing, to Anchor, Resonance, or Infrastructure, to Open, and finally to Controlled (see p. What a surprise. I didn’t know there were apartments down here.”The number looked like it had been carved into thedoor with a knife, exposing some red-brown interiorwood. Effect: Your character has an
assistant, sycophant, ser- vant, or follower on whom she can rely. Vampires use their Bloodcertain amount of time, and represents a step in the process Potency, while werewolves use their Primal Urge.— your character either makes significant progress or faces Supernatural Potency is an overall measure of howa setback. who injects stronger heroin
than expected takes damage for (eight minus Stamina) hours, with a Toxicity of 7.Durability Material1 Wood, hard plastic, thick glass Electricity2 Stone, aluminum3 Steel, iron Electrocution automatically causes bashing damage per+1 Per reinforced layer turn of exposure. Effect: Your character isReduce penalties for hitting specific targets by one.
Aggressive Defense (•••): Anyone dumb enough to comeWhen she’s close to someone, she unintentionally steals their near you is liable to get hurt. She has Physical Skills 37almost certainly shot someone in an actual fight, ••••• Master: A character at this level is Harry Houdini. She of companies that have solid security. On any turn during which
you use this ability, you may not apply your character’s Defense to oncoming attacks.48 the face in the mirror-CharactersFreeflow (•••••): Your character’s Parkour is now Stunt Driver (• to ••••; Style)muscle memory. The characteryour character can direct a mark to say what he wants, when may not use this Merit on herself.he wants. POSSIBLE
MODIFIERS• Aiming: +1 per turn to a +3 maximum.• All-Out Attack: +2 with Brawl or Weaponry attack; lose Defense.• Armor Piercing: Ignores amount of target’s armor equal to item’s rating.• Autofire Long Burst: 20 or so bullets, no target limit pending Storyteller approval. Look to the suggested modifiers forStep Two: Determine the some
examples of what might modify this dice pool.Potential Clue Step Five: Once the characters go digging for Clues, you have to Uncover the Cluedetermine what they find and what it means. For example, your character almost certainly doesn’tup the ladder – no matter what the cost. Prerequisite: Resolve •••• Jargon (••): Your character confuses his
mark using Effect: Your character’s resolve is unwavering. As you venture beyond this book and into the wider world of playable monsters, you’ll find thatExtended Actions those monsters have traits that help them perpe- trate and resist supernatural effects. fast to react.Danger Sense (••) Good Time Management (•) Effect: You gain a +2 modifier on
reflexive Wits + Prerequisite: Academics •• or Science ••Composure rolls for your character to detect an impending Effect: Your character has vast experience managingambush. It’s helpful to take a look at the character sheet from the back of the book. This doesn’t mean Stamina rolls to lift something. ••••• Master: At this level of Occult, the
character is ••••• Master: The character is one of the top doctors able to almost unfailingly identify actual super- or surgeons in the world. You can practitioner.add 1 or 2 points to your character’s Defense. Photo Courtesy: @StarCraft/Twitter MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Rose Bailey, Meghan Fitzgerald, David A Hill Jr, Danielle
Lauzon,Matthew McFarland, Matt Miller, John Newman, John Snead, Travis Stout, Audrey Whitman, Stew Wilson, Filamena Young, Eric ZawadzkiNOW...“This is all your fault,” Dawn whispered.They were running. At one or two dots, she gains +1 whether accessing the information is dangerous, and if theto all Subterfuge rolls to defend the identity.
When grappled, subtract her Dexterity from any rolls to overpower her, as long as she’s not taking anyPhysical Merits aggressive actions. arts, or one of the deadliest killers on Earth. The roll doesn’t have to reflect uncover those numbers. For example, a bribe may be represented by a Resources3 offer, or an offer for a particular service may be
reflected • The target realizes he is being lied to or manipulated.by Retainer 3. With the five-dot version of this Merit, he canTelekinesis (• to •••••) broadcast simple messages to others’ minds. Whatever. If, during the character creation process, additional breaking points become apparent to the player, add them to the list. Iron Guard (••••): You
and your weapon are one. When other Effect: Your character has a strong affinity for language characters must resist shock or physical repulsion from theacquisition. 80), your character does not ignore successes. ••• Experienced: At this rank, the character’s words and movements can convey feelings with astonish- Sample actions: Fast talk
(Manipulation + Persuasion), ing power. fully should. Itprobably had, like, a hundred ears. Often, violent solutions to problems are grisly, ugly, and Action: Contested; resistance is reflexiveover fast. These (• to •••; Style)maneuvers may only be used unarmed, or with weaponscapable of using the Brawl Skill, such as a punch dagger, Prerequisites:
Brawl ••,or a weapon using the Shiv Merit (see below). Grandma wasn’t exactly loaded, butshe had some jewelry she brought over with her after the war that should fix me for rent fora month or two. inflict the Knocked Down Tilt. • Failure: You’re stymied by the problem, but could come back to it in another scene. What did you do with Jenna?”“The
soft, pink one? She knows everyone, and implication is different. mean meeting in a pleasant environment, wearing appealing clothing, playing appropriate music, or otherwise making Social Maneuvering 81the situation more comfortable. contact again. while. A character wielding two weap- Initiative order acts again. Look to the chart on p. This will
notrating does not add to the damage in this case. character is trying to talk him into something, only if the target feels betrayed or conned.Impressions • The impression level reaches hostile, and remains soImpression Time Per Roll for a week of game time. 43.) On a dramatic failure, the organization resents her and seeks retribution. WhenCondition
impacts his character’s life. Resolution criteria for improvised dramatic failure and take a Beat.Conditions offer a way for the Storyteller to encourage certainkinds of dramatic action, especially when she wants a story • If your character takes lethal damage in one of herpoint to have lingering effects on the characters. The actual matter the source,
your character enjoys certain privilegeslocation, the luxury, and the size are represented by equip- within that structure.ment. Mental Skills are commonly paired with Mental Attribute Tasks: Air of authority (Presence + Intelligence, Attributes. simply a bad temper and a willingness to hurt others. She can procure items two ••• A Skill dot, or a twodot Merit (often a supernatu- Availability below her Resources without limit (within reason). sewing clothing. Keep rolling until you get a result that isn’ton a current mystery. You can sub- Effect: Your character is people that knows people. You Firing Lines (•): In some situations, your character’s best may substitute your character’s Dexterity for her
Strengthoption is a tactical retreat — especially if he’s inadvertently when making rolls with that Specialty.brought a knife to a gunfight. No information is safe from her. If Violence 89character performing the move previously succeeded one target, subtract the total number of targets from at a Control Weapon action, add the weapon modifier the
shooter’s pool, then make one attack roll per target. Each successful roll — It is not always possible to get someone to do what you not each success — opens one. They might be linked by a common theme or overarch- Integrity ing plotline, or they may only share characters and locations. How do you not knowwhere the emergency exits are?”“Not all
of us were born thirty years old, Dawn. Note that your character may have employees without requiring the Staff Merit; Staff This Merit can be purchased multiple times to represent simply adds a mechanical advantage for those groups.multiple Retainers.Safe Place (• to •••••) Status (• to •••••) Effect: Your character has somewhere she can go
where Effect: Your character has standing, membership, author-she can feel secure. This requires that the character Second, she has access to group facilities, resources, andhas at least one dot in Crafts. Studied Style (••): Your character focuses on reading one opponent, avoiding his attacks and frustrating him. The curse must take effect Once
she’s made the choice to sink into the culprit’swithin the scope of the planned chronicle. A player can also turn a failure into a dramatic out of the corner of your eye. 180), strikes to the limbstake an instant action. Also, to utter extremes. If you mark over a point of and then the effect that bestowed it ends, the damage rolls overbashing or lethal
damage, it all moves one box to the right. Social Skills 41•••• Expert: At this rank, the character knows how to insulting anyone, and can handle social situations make people want what she’s selling, no matter from formal dinners to wild parties. She has driven in • Novice: This level of Brawl represents knowledge just about every type of condition at
one time or of self-defense, a good situational awareness, and another. ••• Experienced: Insiders and true fixtures of the Renaming Merits street scene have this level of the Skill. Instead, take a +2 and the 9-again qualitybeginning of a Social maneuvering attempt, you may choose to on any investigation rolls when the crime aligns with youraccept a
Condition such as Leveraged, Swooned, or Vulnerable character’s particular Vice. A patient must heal downgraded but is modified by the potency of the drug ingested. When someone wants to kill you, theonly thing you can do is to try to stop her, whether you run Willpowerlike hell or unload a shotgun at her. Survival gear can reduce the
effectiveenvironment level. Turns normally only matter her ability to go above and beyond what should be possible in combat or other dramatic and stressful situations. Dodge If a player delays his character’s action for so long thatthe next turn begins — thus sacrificing his action for that At any point before a character’s action, she can choose to
Dodge. When he grapples an opponent, Shoot First (•): In a firefight, the person shot first is usuallyadd their general armor rating to your dice pool. While a character’s Virtue among the Skills in the appropriate category. The advantages ofProfessional Training relate directly to those Asset Skills. It can’t to see his side of things.change their minds,
but it can certainly change their behavior. comprised of several chapters or be completed in just one. Roaming the backwoods, there is a man who traded his hand to a hungry devil for immortality. It’ll never work again. For example, Skill — A character trait representing learned ability ora character who gains five successes on a fast-talk roll might
knowledge. This doesn’t • Step Five: Uncover the Clueintuitively map to the success/failure nature of Storytellingsystem dice rolls. It might also be a physical obstacle that needs smash- ing, a lack of a vital resource, or even her own inner demons and insecurities. Additionally,turning the vehicle more than 45 degrees in a turn while above If the
driver is actively trying to strike the light object,normal Speed requires an instant action maneuvering roll to keep make a Dexterity + Drive roll, penalized by Defense if ap-the vehicle stable; failure overturns it and counts as a crash. • Increase or decrease the Size of the manifestation by 1. When a character acts in accordance with his Virtue or •
Chapter — A chapter is the collection of scenes that hap- Vice during a scene, his sense of self is reinforced and his pen during one game session. Additionally, its benefits can be shared by in your character’s Asset Skills.various characters, with permission.Meditative Mind (•, ••, or ••••) •••• On the Job Training: With the resources at her disposal,
your character has access to extensive Effect: Your character’s meditation is far more fulfilling educational tools and mentorship. If the end result of an Dramatic Failure: In addition to imposing a negativeinvestigation is the focus of an extended chronicle, you might Condition at the Storyteller’s discretion, one Clue from thewant the players to stretch
out their efforts, for example. Subtract the poison takes another eight hours to fade, with a ToxicityDurability from any damage dealt to the object. If she has Quick Draw, she can use Shoot First to draw and fire with increased Initiative in the first turn of combat. experience one now. a 9 or 10. With these wildvictim’s nervous system. Because she’s
holding back, it’s easier for the oppo- Reloading a firearm is an instant action. She always basic medical care with natural means. Sample Specialties: Data Retrieval, Digital Security,Hacking, Programming, User Interface Design Sample actions: Look for flaws (Wits + Crafts), Design object (Intelligence + Crafts), Repair item (Dexterity + Crafts)
Sample contacts: AI Researcher, Hardcore ComputerGamer, White Hat Hacker Sample Specialties: Automotive, Carpentry, Jury Rigging, Sculpting, WeldingLevels: Sample contacts: Automotive Engineer, “Makerspace” • Novice: A character at this level has probably Enthusiast, Police Sketch Artist used computers more extensively than the average
person. Take three dots in Retainers, allocated as the player sees fit (that is, one three-dot Retainer, three one-dot Retainers, etc.).••••• The highest-ranking Brothers and Sisters were mostly first contact survivors. She can’t recover from that without urgent medical attention and emergency surgery. Sample Cult: Sisters of the Machine Gun, Brothers
of the BombThe Brothers and Sisters band together with their rudimentary understanding of something they call “theGod-Machine” in order to prevent its ascendancy to whatever mysterious power it strives for. Prerequisites: Street Fighting •••, Subterfuge •• Drawback: Your character can’t use this Merit to set up Effect: Your character is a master
at the bait and switch. Traits include Attributes, Skills, Merits, advantages, anchors, supernatural Integrity — A trait representing a character's mental powers, and more.stability. Alternatively, it can be used to grapple, with the Merit dots • What breaking point caused the event? This couldstant action reflexively in a given turn. Actions take a toll on
the psyche, regardless of whether the actions were righteous. With an exceptional success,or course of action. If the cover’s Durability is greater than the weapon A character can drop prone at any point before his action.modifier, the bullets can’t penetrate the cover. You can offer a different Condition if you think itmakes sense. This might mean
coming to himmay immediately roll Manipulation + Subterfuge to open a and telling stories of her exploits. The Merit damage that can be removed through this roll. No explosion of angry Armenian.Not Siranesh. In Opponent cannot be tired +2most action scenes, a character’s Speed trait determines Environment is actively +1 to +3,how much he
can move. With the first, your or to jumpstart a stalled automobile.character may numb with a single touch and a point ofWillpower. Ideally, you want to find free online games that are still a lot of fun to play. I’ll sort out the costumejunk from the real stuff later. • Success: You avoid notice and get closer to your goal. There are nineAttributes, split
between the Mental, Physical, and Social Attribute Tasks: Holding up a heavy object (Strength +categories. Every weapon deals lethal damage. This benefitis represented by modifiers to the dice pool, depending on scene — A division of time based on drama, such asthe equipment used and its quality. Even when running miracles, and has knowledge
of pretty much any into a completely new phenomenon, her instincts illness or injury she comes across. Some supernatural creatures have other ways to heal, but human characters rely on time and medical care to Example: Cassidy has seven boxes in her Health track. Any damage that exceeds an object’s Durability is also Modified Vehicles: With
mechanical knowhow, charac- applied as bashing damage to the driver and its passengers.ters can modify vehicles from their base statistics. If the block succeeds, the character her to resist a power that forces her to speak the truth, sincecannot use the Merit during the same chapter. If a characterfalls 30 meters or more, he reaches terminal
velocity,and instead takes a flat 10 lethal damage, regardless of thetotal distance he falls. A burning charactercontinues to take full damage, even if he escapes the originalsource of the flame. repairs and fix plumbing around the house. Rangeda –2 die penalty. Use yourdang head, Mena. Threat Range (••): Your character’s weapon is immense Any
damage he takes inflicts an equal amount of damage toand keeps opponents at bay. Your character’s extensive trainingend, he’s perfected the art of using the environment to hurt in that particular weapon or style has allowed them to benefitpeople. Attribute Tasks: Perception (Wits + Composure, reflexive Sample actions: Recall historical facts
(Intelligence +action) Academics), Research (Resolve + Academics), Translation (Intelligence + Academics)Skills Sample Specialties: English Literature, History, Law, Skills are learned and practiced abilities, rather than the innate Linguistics, Researchabilities that Attributes represent. It’s assumed that Depending on where you are in the world,
guns canpretty much any modern character can perform basic driv- be fairly common or highly restricted. At two dots, she’s supported and Financial Speculators for connections. A character with three dots in Streetwise knows who can make Each Merit has a name suggestive of its usage. Successes on a Dexterity + Drive roll add 5 Speed to
thenormal acceleration. Manual dexterity is also needed as you progress through the game. Stacy’s player rolls Influencing a group works in the same way, using theManipulation + Expression for Stacy to compose a letter of same system. Figure out what happened during those weeks I A breaking point can fall into one of the following can’t
remember. Didn’t even call to tell methe old lady had died. The Storyteller should give a bonus or penalty, dependent on Additionally, the Merit reflects time the character has how relevant the information is to that particular Contact,spent honing her persona. Did you think you could hide from mein my own nest?”She lunged, and Dawn leaped to the
side, lettingmomentum take its course. Reader discretion is advised. Any character who fails the roll cannot takethough, that their Resolve + Composure values are unaffected, an action in the first turn of combat, and can’t apply Defensein case the Storyteller needs to have them roll this dice pool, for that turn. Somewhere,somehow, he’s been
cursed. Fortunately, their networks help initiates quickly claim promo-tions and transfers into more prominent areas of influence.Cultists: Hedge fund manager, mailboy on a mission, outsourcer, personal assistant to the stars, talentscout, third generation CEOInitiation Benefits• All initiates learn to cut through red tape to fulfill their later duties.
When launching a surprise attack, your Dexterity + StealthCheap Shot (••) roll becomes a rote action. Second, it builds a sense of stakes. Specified TargetsMovement Attacking specific body parts has its benefits. AttackInitiative On each character’s turn, he can attack using one of the When a fight’s inevitable, it helps to know who acts first.
Characters(one to three seconds, taking place within a single turn) and can penalize a close-combat opponent’s accuracy by subtract-extended actions, taking longer (duration determined by the ing their Defense from his dice pool.Storyteller). At the start of your turn, make a reflexive Wits + Weaponry roll Prerequisites: Stamina •••, Strength •••,
Athletics ••, to grab an object suitable for use as a weapon in pretty muchWeaponry •• any environment. This degree of urgency is(Cautious), so the total number of Doors Stacy needs to open high-risk, high-reward. It seems like a bad time foryou to demonstrate a sudden interest in skepticism!”Dawn started dragging Mena back away from the
door.As she did, a tiny tendril of something wood-coloredstretched off the surface of the door toward Mena’shand. • Short Burst: Three bullets fired at the same target. An ex-con wants to turn his life around, but his in the current scene — even a gunman on the White House lawn couldn’t get away with “I want to be President of the United States.”86
infernal engines -dramatic systemsBy stating her character’s intent, a player is setting out how are participating, they can use teamwork (see p. Or, he can take an action as normal but suffer damage based • Take Cover using the opponent’s body. The skin seemed toshape her face, rather than the other way around,forming the impression of eyes and
mouth out ofshadow and flesh. Theyare hollow men and they must not be allowed to puttheir clockwork...”Mena interrupted her, angry. It also represents Also, some people with advanced degrees pay no attentionpoise, dignity, and the ability to keep a level head when under to topics outside their area of expertise, and have a lowfire (metaphorically
or literally). The Firearms Skill also covers the use of brawler, a renowned teacher of multiple martial weapons like bows and crossbows. The list isn’t a strict list anyway; the Storyteller can stipulate that a given occurrence is a breaking point regardless of whether or not it appears on the player’s list. Each point of bashing can fit entirely in a
person’s palm. Any time a supernatural creature usesa power to influence your character’s thoughts or emotions, Prerequisites: Wits •••, Investigation •••add two dice to the dice pool to contest it. It covers topics like his- tory, language, literature, law, and economics. In terms of the narrative,reflect the number of successes each party needs to
either that character has managed to manipulate the circumstancesescape or catch their quarry. From the moment you sit reserves of inner strength refreshed. It’s up to you to would count as one specific Clue, and its elements could bedetermine just why that is. If the roll is contested, roll with 8-again. They have the knowledge to Sample actions:
Hack into a computer system (Intelligence make something, but they usually cannot do it with their+ Computer), Internet and database searches (Wits + bare hands. Tainted Your character has evidence that supports a strong narrative, but that evidence features reasonable doubt or potential holes. But she was too restless to sleep.She traced the
spiderweb pattern of broken glass in Nana’sfavorite mirror, and watched her reflected hand ripple alongthe edges. Sure, armor These rules only apply to people who would incur a break- or supernatural powers can protect a combatant from theing point for committing (or attempting) “murder.” Creatures worst of it, but one lucky hit can reduce
anyone to a bag ofthat don’t have a problem killing people in general can ignore bones. Like Virtue, acting the scenario dreamed up by the Storyteller. It represents your ability to interact with people be a spy or a high ranking diplomat. This Skill cover pistols, ••••• Master: A character at this level is among the best shotguns, assault rifles, and other
weapons that can be car- in the world. Flesh bubbles and sloughs away. Any time she fails a roll for thenext week, it’s considered dramatic as the spirit intervenes Drawback: For every two points of damage healedin complicating and sometimes dangerous ways. inheritance process). He can crack safes, get past high-end security systems, and gain
entrance to buildings with active The Survival Skill does not cover dealing with animals security. Virtues can drive us to do terrible things. ceptable in society. In For many actions, you don’t need to roll dice. If her weapon’sbe nearby. Now it has me.DInrafemrnaatilcESnygsitneems:sFred nodded and said, Chronicles of Darkness games straddle the
line between telling collaborative“So what you’re saying stories and playing a game of chance and skill. She may regain • Chronicle — The big picture; a chronicle is the collec- Willpower up to twice per game session in this way. Suggested Modifiers: Character has read impressionsfrom this item before (-2), important event happened more
Drawback: Any time your character suffers injury orthan one day ago (-1), more than one week ago (-2), more intense stimuli, the Storyteller may call for a Resolve +than one month ago (-3), more than one year ago (-5), item Composure roll to resist activating Telekinesis at an inoppor-was used in a violent crime (+2), item is only vaguely tied to tune
time. A characterhas no effect against attacks that deal aggravated damage. Stealth is a character’s ability to stay hidden, unseen, and unheard. While Mentors can be highly compe-a mark pursues a non-issue or something unimportant to tent, they almost always want something in return for theirhim. The fastest sports cars reach this speed in about
15 seconds vehicle’s Dice Modifier. This removes one Door without give up the book. Stacy goes to his office in tears, saying that she is have been at least -3, which would have removed two Doors.in danger of being accused of plagiarism for copying a paper, In either case, her player rolls Presence + Intimidation plusand asks if he can help
authenticate her work. •• Professional: A character at this level knows how to work within the system, and under- stands the official organizational structure very well. Aof stress, but a tool to help you play the character that you homicide detective with 30 years of experience in seeingwant to play. Players can call for Down and Dirty Combat, with
theelse in order to get it. By spending a Willpower point, you Your character is a trained and proficient free runner. very tuned into the strange, and can remember a number of obscure and useful pieces of informa- •••• Expert: A character at this level is one of the best tion about just about any odd occurrence. Sample contacts: Con Artist, Crooked
Politician, Out-of-work Actor For example, your character has three-dot Retainer, a loyal dog, and an eldritch horror eats that dog out in the woods.Levels: At the end of that chapter, you may reallocate those Retainer dots. Or maybe you Aspirations find out that your character’s father is somehow responsible for the eyeless, grinning thing that pulled
your mother into Find a new job. Regain Aspirations a little better. It was, like,touching me back.”“3B? being used, if it’s of a lower dot rating than her Status, andShe can organize efforts and bark orders to remarkable ef- if it makes sense for her organization to obstruct that typefect. • What is the worst thing your character can imagine himself
Mental Attributes doing? be harmed without a direct attack, for example, if they runWith some consideration, he can interpret these meanings. Both ears: Chance die on Perception rolls, -2 to com- bat rolls.Drugged -2 Speed, -3 to combat rolls (including Defense and Perception). Regain Willpower when your character jockeys interested in seeing. of
their meeting, the nature of the favor being asked (if the acting character is asking right up front — sometimes it’s a Under a strict read of the rules, yes. Rape? Maybe they’re not all mean and crazy likeMrs. You have 5/4/3 dots to well as an Anchor, as Composure is already an Attribute. Take two dots of Contacts relat- many times she may refresh
Willpower using a Virtue remain ing to that field. element, plus any additional elements as needed (see below). Instead, they represent increas-ing degrees of quality or quantity concerning their subject. (3Durability, stone or aluminum offer 2 Durability, and steel or modifications)iron offer 3 Durability. Environmental • Eye (-5): On a damaging hit,
the victim suffers the Tilts affect the whole scene, and offer ways for individual Blinded Tilt characters to mitigate their effects.Tilts For a full description of each Tilt, see the Appendix (p. Apply of the opponent’s weapon. It is a very Attribute Tasks: Poker Face (Manipulation + Composure, broad Skill that covers general knowledge in all of
thesereflexive action) areas, but Skill Specialties can be used to represent a specific focus. Characters can only throw objects with a Size less than their Strength.Autofire Cover and Concealment Automatic weapons can fire a short, medium, or longburst in place of a single shot. the force in question. acter can’t access. • Aggravated: One point per
weekWhen one of her three rightmost Health boxes has dam- Example: After a scuffle with an off-duty cop, Cassidy’s outage marked, she suffers a penalty accordingly. rating in Academics. 9 Again — A result of 9 or higher on any die is re-rolledin an attempt to achieve more successes. If the action would cause a character psy-lists a few example
Specialties as a guideline. The player chooses a Using a human shield is almost certainly a breaking point maximum amount of damage for the blow that can’t exceed(see p. He must spend a point Dramatic Failure: The character’s opponent gets the up-of Willpower every time he wants to take a violent action per hand in addition to dealing damage,
as with failure. Maybe she caught a glimpse of an impossible nightmarescape through a door that should never Resolve have been propped open? With intense concentration, she can cause • Use the force creatively. One dot represents someone who is below average inabout Aspirations in their own section, later in this chapter. Storyteller’s approval.
When hir- involve one of those Skills, or be within the scope of hising a service (see p. If a target regains dealing with modern society, and want to live vicariouslyWillpower from his Vice while your character is present, you through your character. These attacks take dice penalties depending on the body part targeted, noted below.Charging • Arm
(-2): A damaging hit can inflict the Arm Wrack A character can sacrifice her Defense for the turn to move Tilt if it deals more damage than the target’s Staminaup to twice her Speed and make a Brawl or Weaponry attackin the same action, charging in heedless of incoming threats. piece together what is really happening, while still having contained
adventures in each session. Chapter Five: The God-Machine Chronicle offers a variety of Storytelling advice, scenario ideas, and characters for running a game featuring the God- Machine, a mysterious force that manipulates humans to build and extend its presence in the world. These words describe key aspects of her personality. Failure:
Yourcharacter suffers theterms for failure that Chases 85The Social Chase addictions keep dragging him back to old habits. Specialties can help flesh out the When a character performs certain actions or endures certain experiences, he might reach a breaking point. Both legs: Knocked Down, give up action to move at Speed 1, movement-based
Physical rolls reduced to chance die.Poisoned Moderate: One point of bashing damage per turn. It might be pose difficulty or risk to your character. a block, and lash out with a fist or foot. Neither of them couldwork up the nerve to open the compactor and makesure she was really dead.AND AFTER THAT...“Do… do you think she’s the only one?”Late
that night, they were crammed head to tail intoDawn’s twin bed, reminding each other that it reallyhappened.“What would you do if she wasn’t?”Ximena swallowed hard. Resisting the effects requires Note that this treatment does not eliminate wounds. They may help a principle investigator pursue a culprit; Investigation she possesses.78 infernal
engines -dramatic systemsStep One: Decide the You can use out-of-character designations if you wantScope of the Investigation to string an investigation out over an extended period. Play with stakes. A character may only contribute a given Skill or its Specialties one time in a given investigation for this purpose. 3B 2 Vice 28 Contested Actions
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Two Essential Rules of Investigation Virtue 27 Actions 69 77 Table of Contents 9What is a Clue? If she has a magazine or speed loader, she At the Storyteller’s discretion, a character can reflexivelydoesn’t lose her Defense. Roll Strength as Safe environmenta reflexive action during each turn of contact. Five reflects a reasonableaction that competent
characters can achieve with the right supernatural power that puts a victim in your thrall uses atools and knowledge. She isn’t looking for another fight. With an Intelligence + Academics roll, he may also to withstand the biologically strange. These modifiers should range from -3 to +3 in most cases. The systems in this chapter use all the traits the
player gave her character in the previous chapter to present options for how the character can try to overcome these obstacles and deal with whatever she encounters. convince a rich person to give him a large sum of money. When over time, and telling personal stories within the overallthe man with a hook for a hand comes calling late at night,
story of the game.you’ll decide whether she runs or fights. Available only at character creation. However, the better-defined your character’s outlook is, the better your Storyteller’s understanding will be of what constitutes a breaking point for that character. A youngdescription. In general,Having the Computer Skill allows the character to develop
Crafts should be used when you are trying to make some-programs, diagnose and repair major software and hardware thing that is accurate (a scale model, an eye-witness sketch,problems, and perform more carefully focused and effective or a reconstruction of a damaged manuscript) or useful forsearches for data. The character’s memory and
breadth of knowledge are astounding. It’s not about defeating others, but about the rush she gets from honest competition, and the thrill of knowing that she pushed herself further and faster to stay ahead of her rivals. He can disappear from sight in moments. So if a Style Merit has a three-dot maneuver Subterfuge is the fine art of deception. The
Storyteller provides these clues, and they may at first seem completely nonsensi- cal. that grove of trees the night she disappeared. • At the end of any game session, take a Beat. “Mystery cult” is the catch-all term for a phenomenongroup’s chosen Skill. This ability requires a unseen, and succeeding at a Wits + Occult roll, he temporarilypoint of
Willpower to activate, successful meditation, and a increases the relevant Condition one step along the progres-Wits + Occult roll. She can dislodge joints whenThug Brawl, Intimidation need be. distance. So it’s the best place to check. At this level, the character very least, he is playing sports and training regu- has an excellent grasp of science
concepts, knows larly, or performing a serious workout regimen. Dauntless Dauntless is a free online monster-hunting game. of hitting her target. Drag Racer V3 offers some fun, free online game play for all the racing fans out there. If she chooses, her Brawl Skill to use this weapon.unarmed strikes count as weapons with twodamage rating.64 the
face in the mirror-CharactersStreet Fighting (• to •••••; Style) Unarmed Defense Prerequisites: Stamina •••, Composure •••, Brawl ••, (• to •••••; Style)Streetwise •• Prerequisites: Dexterity •••, Brawl ••, Defensive Effect: Your character learned to fight on the mean streets. Or, put a different way, can one character seduce on any past history
between the characters, the circumstancesanother with this system? Size: How large the object is. You cannot combine this maneuver with Press the Drawback: Once a victim of this Merit suffers a dramatic Advantage or Weak Spot.failure, he hears your character’s name in the back of hismind. Sample contacts: Car Salesman, Speech Coach, Trial
Lawyer ••••• Master: This character’s speeches or performances could go down in history. He understands how to read and create blueprints or •• Professional: The character could be an entry level design diagrams. Your character’s dice pool suffers a penalty for being Dramatic Failure: Your character fails badly, and things untrained: if the roll
would involve a Mental Skill, you takeare about to get a whole lot worse. add any dice to a Drive roll, but a top-of-the-line sports car may add four or even five dice.Roll Results Attribute Tasks Your roll can succeed and fail in a few different ways: Success: Your character’s action goes off as planned. Luz, the longest-livedtenant of their building, died
of heart failure.She left no next of kin.Credits Special ThanksChronicles of Darkness The First Edition Authors, for opening up a bold new chapter in the history of the World of Darkness. Decide what your Attribute Tasks: Perception (Wits + Composure, reflexive character saw and forgot. He might have gone on wilderness excursions in Alaska,
worked in a national park, or have been forced to fend for himself on the streets for weeks at a time. When exposed to a harshenvironment, the Storyteller assigns a level tothe environment, using the chart below as aguideline. Her unarmed strikes cause weapons for use in a tussle. If you are using a tool (other than agun or bow) to do violence to
someone, Weaponryis the appropriate Skill to use. They took reflexivesteps toward one another, and Dawn slowly pannedthe flashlight up. If you spend a point restraints as a reflexive action.of Willpower, this damage becomes twobashing until your next turn. Torturing someone for Intelligence is your character’s book smarts and ability to

information? Created by Phantom Games, it pits you against other racers to fan the flames of competition. Defense Lining up a shot or hefting a baseball bat takes moreeffort than just swinging a fist. playing a one-shot, all of your Aspirations should be focused, short-term goals that you could potentially complete within Just: A Just character is driven
by a sense of fairness and that session. Effect: Each dot eliminates a negative modifier (on a one- When using a Dexterity + Athletics roll to mitigate damagefor-one basis) when resisting the effects of fatigue or injury. It Identify a sliver of truth (Wits + Occult), Relate similar mythsrepresents a practical and applicable knowledge of biology,
(Intelligence + Occult)anatomy, and chemistry. Scott Fitzgerald, stories in play. It can represent carefulSocial Skills observation of body language, tone, and other cues, or it could be an instinctive sense that the character isn’t even Social Skills involve the application of a character’s charm, entirely aware of. The hand on the other side of the mirror
beganpounding. If she’s investigating a crime or other phenomenon, shement, such as, “On the eve of your twenty-seventh birthday, can put herself in the mind of the culprit. She’ll default to a rifle when she can, because that’s what she does best. These heard thoughts never just occur. Butthere was no knob.“You better run and go tell your mom,
then. assign to the Attributes within each category. • Move the manifestation a number of yards equal toFor every success, ask the Storyteller a yes or no question your character’s Willpower dots times 2.about your character’s life, his surroundings, a task at hand,or the world at large. After all, if they The base number of Doors is equal to the lower
of themade hypotheses and assumptions during the investigation, character’s Resolve or Composure. Halve all healing times. • What does your character fear most right now? Any other result is a failure. You could use this for tracking When conflict is so irreconcilable that words and compro-a suspect, for example. Lexicon 21“It’s okay, it’s not like
I’m alone. his own moral worth, or his sanity. He doctors in the region, possibly even the country. When taking an extended action, halve the time required Your character’s reflexes are honed to the point where between rolls.nothing’s shocking. Examples include the police, a secret society,of a chase scene (see p. When a character’s rightmost Health
boxFoaming pustules taint the victim’s flesh. perhaps Direction Sense (one dot) so your character is less likely to get lost in those woods in the future. Two dots represents What’s important here is to consider something that your average ability, three dots is above average, and four dots ischaracter did that made him hate himself. You do not have to
make rolls for your character to remember past experiences. keeping in mind the authority of players over their characters and the responsibility of the Storyteller to occasionally make As for challenging the player characters, it’s the job of the trouble.Storyteller to come up with scenes where the players haveto make decisions fraught with conflict
and danger. Horrors that lurk behind thewith slightly different narrative framing. Some horrifying supernatural powers deal ag- each point of further bashing or lethal damage upgrades thegravated damage. This generally means that influencing athanks to him, and achieves an exceptional success. Blackened veins has bashing damage marked in it,
his player must make astreak out from the site of the injury. When Dodging, double the character’s Defense but do not subtract it from88 infernal engines -dramatic systemsattack rolls. •••• Expert: An expert in computer theory. You should aim forWillpower when your character is deprived of an important accomplishing about one Aspiration per
session. A player may not want his character to act when hisInitiative says he should. This resistance is over and above anyother modifiers applied to the dice pool. It drives home the urgency required to force open aa good place to continue. Often deployed by police officers using riot shields or telescoping batons, it’s just as effective while using
Drawback: Sometimes your character hears things he a chair leg.probably shouldn’t. Sample Long-Term Breaking Points Aspirations When a character performs certain actions or endures Become a parent. For example, for Encyclopedic Knowledge: Medicine: “Do you remember that time on that show, when Prerequisite: Resolve •• and one Skill
Specialty the doctor said it doesn’t manifest before puberty?” Effect: Your character is uncommonly specialized in onearea. For example, the penalty applies if aat a range of up to a foot from her hands or face. Success: Your character overcomes the immediate chal- lenge in the chase, and makes headway. Luz burst through the broken door,
sendingsplintery shards of wood everywhere, and saw Dawn,fully illuminated by the hallway light and lookingconvincingly terrified.“Naughty rat. However,Storytelling games are slippery things, and sometimes it’s If play would bog down in the search for the rightbetter to drop a story thread represented by a Condition for Condition, the Storyteller
should just improvise one andthe sake of the ongoing narrative. • What emotion is your character trying most to hide?In addition, once per story, your character can regain onespent Willpower by having a meaningful interaction with • Is your character supernatural or otherwise nother True Friend. An af- spread or be enlarged with further
successes.fected character suffers no wound penalties, but suffers apenalty equal to your character’s Numbing Touch dots to all Drawback: Whenever your character depletes his lastdice pools requiring manual dexterity or sensory perception. More options are usually better.Conditions typically last for a long time, and can only beresolved
permanently with a specific and impressive effort. with “Doors,” which reflect a character’s resistance to coer- cion, her social walls, skepticism, mistrust, or just a hesitance If possible, use input that came from the players dur- toward intimacy. which are just rumors. Or go • The character is the victim of a supernatural attack,ahead and leave a few
of your Aspiration slots blank for whether physical, emotional, or mental.now, and define them while you play the first few sessions.Aspirations are not meant to be a straightjacket or a source Breaking points are somewhat subjective, obviously. Index Unlike most actions in the Chronicles of Darkness, this cards are a good place to start, with ticks or
glass beads tostyle of extended investigation assumes the characters do a represent the available elements on each. ••••• Master: A character at this rank could be dropped into the middle of the des- ert with no equip- ment and walk out. The light object suffers one tenth the vehicle’s Speed: This is the vehicle’s safe Speed. If the defender fails, she
doesn’t act on the first turn of combat and cannot apply Defense against attacks.• Everyone rolls Initiative: the result of a single die roll + Dexterity + Composure. It can help the character detect deceptionpoise, and personality. Luz to you?”“I hope not. They ran away,and in her pursuit she hit her head so hard on theconcrete steps that it broke her
nose and cheekbone,accounting for the corpse’s unusually distorted andswollen face. Having a number of specialists with a variety of Skills can make for a potent series of Clues, with numerous elements Clues, in the scope of these rules, are a specialized type of which to take advantage.of equipment (see p. You can reflexively remove three In Harm’s
Way (••): Your character’s got a knack for put-dice from any attack dice pool (to a minimum of zero) to add ting his weapon in the way of an oncoming attack, no matterone to your character’s weapon damage rating for the turn. It’s not considered a party unless she is in attendance, andSocialize she can make any group of people feel at ease. 79), she
achieves exceptional success on threeIndomitable (••) successes instead of five. •• Professional: A character with two dots of Brawl ••• Experienced: Skilled race car drivers and stuntmen has been in many fights or has trained for a num- have this level of Drive. A new world, Chapter Two: Infernal Engines explains the rules of the Chronicles of
Darknessmaterial without being storytelling game, from finding clues to building bombs. There’spractically a whole new unit.”A voice from the hallway called, “Too close to thelaundry room outtake, it kept getting mildewy and noone wanted to stay there.” She poked her head throughthe doorway. PCMag gave it a “Good” rating, praising its easy
learning curve and cross-compatibility with game consoles. The opponent’s player contests with Wits attempts to Disarm his opponent, step the results up one level+ Composure. Is there used as Leverage in a Social Maneuver (see p. This rule heavily favors underdogsimplies potential stakes for failure. Some chronicles Effect: Your character must
meditate for at least one min-(including the God-Machine Chronicles in this book) suggest ute. how to perform experiments and understand the He could probably play minor league or low-level data, and can apply concepts in novel ways. The dot rating determines the Mentor’s capabilities,(Persuasion, Subterfuge, Empathy, etc.) you may spend a and
to what extent he’ll aid your character.Willpower point to immediately open another Door. stunned instead. Silently at first, then distant and building,until she saw the glass shake, and crack. He gains +2 to + Persuasion + Allies, with a penalty equal to the favor’sany rolls to hide or go unnoticed, and this bonus might rating. Ifthe character is playercontrolled, then obviously the player Enduring physical torture –2should have some input into this process Enduring mental/emotional super- –2System natural attack When a character experiences a breaking point, the player Enduring physical supernatural –2or Storyteller rolls Resolve + Composure with a modifier attackbased on the character’s
Integrity rating: Witnessing a supernatural –1 to –5, occurrence depending on severityCurrent Rating Modifiers Roll ResultsIntegrity Modifier Dramatic Failure: The character’s worldview has been8–10 +2 damaged, perhaps beyond repair. Your character can feel the emotional resonance left on an item, or can perceive impor-Psychokinesis (••• or
•••••) tant events tied to a location with this ability. The game has a 4.5-star rating on TechRadar, partially due to fun combat scenarios and the vibrant gaming environment. Today, and this close, the resemblanceto a person somewhat faltered. Witnessing the gruesome realities of the Chroniclescan purchase more with Experiences. Maybe the
fight’s not the most Characters only fight when something’s important enoughimportant thing going on with regard to the character’s to hurt someone over, so players should be willing to ante upintent. The Storytelling system measures instant actions lowest of Dexterity or Wits and adding Athletics. 75) in order to establish Freeflow. Her handflowed
towards Dawn like water, skin crashing ontoskin, lightly stretching to engulf her outflung arm.Dawn screamed and desperately yanked at her arm,now surrounded by a puddle of skin mottled andstudded with tiny blue streaks that must have lookedlike capillaries at a distance.“Mrs. What are the characters ultimately looking Every “episode” the
characters can get a little closer to thefor? Maybe she sees different hues as different emotions. Aspiration — One of a player's goals for her character. Devil’s Advocacy (•••): Your character often poses argu- Mentor (• to •••••)ments he doesn’t agree with, in order to challenge a mark’sposition and keep him from advancing the discussion. Usually,
thedowngrade some lethal damage from a successful attack into maximum bonus from aiming is three dice. Photo Courtesy: @JohanRusch2/Twitter Fortnite Battle Royale Fortnite Battle Royale drops you into a world with 99 other players, all with the goal of being the last player standing at the end of the battle. When your character has gained five
Beats, theyit’s perfectly fine to just cross off the Condition. instead represents an array of knowledge about encounters and theories that others have had, and the ability to buildMedicine on those theories herself. scene usually ends and the next one begins.This achievement sometimes provides an extra perk over andabove the effect of having
multiple successes. representing the Strength score of the psychic. Erickson has Resolve 3 Forcing Doorsand Composure 4, so the base number of Doors Stacy needsto open is 3 (the lower of the two). Occult can help a bureaucracies and play the political game to get what hecharacter separate fiction and myth from fact and determine wants. This
allows her to perceive a subject’s emotionalexample), your character can pick out obscure details about state, and potentially any supernatural nature. Sample Specialties: Alarm Systems, Breaking and •••• Expert: A character at this level can avoid being no-Entering, Lock Picking, Safecracking, Sleight of Hand ticed on security cameras in the heart
of London. She can weld just about Dreams, Forensic Accounting, Riddles anything, build a new car from scratch, or machine precision parts. For this reason, all initiates gain Contacts •, Brothers and Sisters) free of charge.••• Respected initiates that have proven they’re likely to survive more than a few years are taught the secrets of repurposing
holy artifacts into weapons. It also determines a character’s ability with thrown style (Intelligence + Brawl)weapons in a fight, and adds to Defense to determine ifthe character is hit in a fight. Sometimes, the only available cover is another person — be hea terrified member of the public or a lifelong friend. She could be an unstoppable bar room ried
by one person. If the characters aren’t looking to solve a centralized puzzle with Clues, they can be stockpiled and used at other times. She had looked frail in her casket, allthe muscle of her vigorous age melted away. An excellent impression requires a roll to influencethe situation. Nothing makes be part of. “Sira, did I fall asleep? You can only spend
one point of Willpower per action. 81.) • Dramatic Failure: The informant is so alienated or • Dramatic Failure: The task not only fails but your character loses her balance. At the start of each turn, you can choose to reduce your weaponUnseen Sense (••) bonus (down to a minimum of 0) to increase your Defense by a like amount. For example, a
character with Firearms 3 and a Specialty in Rifles is capable with all guns, but particularly good withTime rifles. Human characters always take lethal damage If a character’s Health track is filled with bashing damage,from weapons. She can train Weaponry can make a weapon out of almost any ob- horses for combat or for movie tricks, or even train
ject, and could reasonably compete in tournaments wild animals like tigers. Both fell in, and both climbed out of, but one Sira was forced backthrough. The character throwsbashing damage. If a rule refers to a “Physical action” or a “Social Stamina, extended action) Dexterity Dexterity represents hand-eye coordination, agility, and physical speed.
Resist this with a Resolve +completely. Roll Wits + Composure. As well, her Larceny include things such as massive insider trading or fouling upactions go unnoticed unless someone is trying specifically a felony investigation. Social Skills are sometimes in a friendly fashion towards her target. These traits rarily control the flow of the chase. You can
apply the +1 from Language (•)that Specialty on any Skill with at least one dot, providedit’s justifiable within the scope of the fiction. The final step in character creation is calculating Advantages. a witch. It also provides a system for creating Missing Persons scenarios that The Great Gatsby can bring a group of disparate characters together. If you
opt not to move or Dodge the improvised weapon, bypassing Durability. ••••• Master: An Athletics Skill at this level represents gold medal winners, world record holders, and thePhysical Skills absolute best, fittest, and most talented people in the world. Created by Blizzard Entertainment, the developer of the wildly popular World of Warcraft, the
game requires players to set up a Battle.net account to play, but game play is free once you complete that step. (2 modifications) Structure: Structure is the amount of punishment a vehicle Crashescan take before becoming useless. She can choose to pull her blow, not putting full force behind the attack. But if a Encyclopedic Knowledge (••)Merit’s
run its course and no longer makes sense for yourcharacter, you may use those points elsewhere. Both eyes: -5 to vision-related rolls, lose all Defense.Deafened One ear: -3 to Perception rolls. If it’s likely to take a day’s work, one roll contested action, each player rolls a pool for their characterper hour makes for a solid timeframe. She might not have
a better chance of finding things, but she has a better chancePatient (•) of finding important things. What tops your instant action) character’s list? Regain Willpower when the influence, it might be a problem if all of your players havecharacter indulges in a competition that distracts from other, chosen Aspirations like “destroy a supernatural threat,”
ormore pressing, matters. weapon against her. He gives because other people need. Note that acting on a Virtue or Vice does not need to dramatic arc of a related series of events. The colors ofthe item that other, less discerning minds would not. Note+1 bonus to any Social rolls pertaining to groups interested that your character may not know what
she’s looking at whenin the art assessed for the remainder of the scene. The character regains your Aspirations is that you want them to be active goals.Willpower when refusing to act against the group’s interests They have to be something that you need to do, rather thanputs him at risk. 12 Shark, Luxury car 15 SUV, Elephant A character’s
Specialties say a lot about her. 280). However, this generally should not cause themComputer), Programming (Intelligence + Computer) problems unless they are in a situation where the tools or materials are rare or difficult to access. Low-level bureaucrats and lobbyists generally have this level of the Politics Skill. When its Structure hits 0, the
object is destroyed. Vampire: The Requiem is a game of personal horror aggravated (damage) — A damage point that inflicts aand visceral drama set in a society of predators that exists grievous or supernatural wound. Usually, this will be basedstances in their favor. Once she exceeds 90 Speed, all her rolls can make Dexterity + Drive rolls. In a
crowded The base number of successes for a given character to street, a character on foot has better ability to maneuver thanprevail is five. breaking point simply means that what a character has done Discover what happened when my father or seen has outstripped his ability to rationalize or handle it. your basic dice pool for an action. 289) or
Inspired (see p. Sample contacts: Investigative Journalist, Political SpeechWriter, Reclusive Poet ••••• Master: A word and a glance can make drill ser- geants or mob hitmen run from her.Levels: Persuasion • Novice: A character at this level has a knack for turn of phrase, an excellent ear for music, or undeniable Persuasion is about using influence,
charm, and careful artistic talent and ability to convey emotion. 81). Determine how your character looks and howStaff (• to •••••) people react to that. If the following circumstances:recipient agrees, move the impression up once on the chart. Acting on athe character fits the concept you had. It also represents perception and the ability • What has
your character forgotten? Any rolls a Willpower point to preempt that attempt with one of yourto spot, notice, or remember your character gain the same own, or another Social action.dice bonus. Ignore Defense on this roll. The hands bled where they were cut; dark, clotting blood,swimming with the acid smell of formaldehyde. Choose one of the
following Conditions (or create a new one with Storyteller approval): Guilty, Shaken, or Spooked. The powers of the different Skills.supernatural have little bearing on her behavior. the pursuit. He knows how to follow the money and how to play34 the face in the mirror-Charactersrivals off each other. You’ll assign five dots to the Attributes in your
primary category, four dots to the Attributes in your For each of your character’s Anchors, decide on a de- secondary category, and three dots to the Attributes in yourscription of a major personality trait or motivation for your tertiary category.character: something like Ambition, Honesty, Kindness, orGreed. As you delve into the mystery, the horror,
and the drama of the Chronicles of Darkness, your character earns Beats and Experiences, which can improve her game traits. Your snake eats nectar and bugs, but if it touches another snake, then it’s game over for your slinky friend. She knows how to handle herself in work professionally flying commercial jet liners. Worse, a result of 1 causes a
dramatic failure.you’re a creature of nightmare, heir to ancient monsters likeMedusa and Fenris. However, for every Clue short of the required your character is going about making it happen. Defense is the comfortable with each other’s choices. The Storyteller should set a benchmark of how many rolls theThe number of successes required is five
for a lethal wound character has to succeed at in a row for the disease to go intoand 10 for an aggravated one. A Destroy the beast that killed my lover. Now she dodges on instinct, knowing where they’re likely to strike. attempt to use it. Effect: Your character is a magnet for fortune and fate. complex tasks, keeping schedules, and meeting deadlines.
Three dots means worldwide Effect: Your character is a natural in the bar environment, recognition to anyone that might have been exposed to theand can procure an open invitation wherever he wishes. Even though the character has failedsure everyone knows it. Players should come up with backstory When you’re playing out stories in the
Chronicles of reasons for Specialties — perhaps the character used to huntDarkness, time in the story can speed past or slow to a crawl with her grandfather as a youth.compared to time in the real world. Of course, we all know that people are Attribute Tasks: Memorizing (Intelligence + Composure, capable of some hideous atrocities. These
interactions require you ma-nipulate the impression, or to force the Doors (see below). prey on unsuspecting victims, creating vengeful survivors.These rules offer a more direct social “chase.” It doesn’t even People see things they can’t deal with and lash out againstrequire direct modification; you can simply use these rules what they don’t
understand. ••• Experienced: At this rank, a character knows a great deal about political figures, who their allies are, and what issues they care about. Stacy mentions Hard Leverage represents threats, drugging, intimidation,the book to Erickson and lets him know she’d like to borrow blackmail, kidnapping, or other heavy-handed forms of co-it. The
goal here, again, isn’t to make a traumatized character. In those cases, below). Through play, your character maysion actually work — the persuader tries to make the offer as influence the interaction for a “good impression.” This mayenticing as possible. If you have a Specialty (p. This is …portraying characters who don’t belong to other players. It
also provides ways for characters to change and grow by earning Experiences, and ways their actions affect them and those around them with Conditions that guide roleplay. A character can only spend elements from one Clue at a time, or Clues equal to her Investigation dots. A character at this level can probably teach can handle fighter jets. It
represents memory, general knowledge, and ability to solve complex and difficult problems. Raspy, ragged breaths,like a ripped-open football. The Socialize Skill is the art of small talk, polite gestures, ••••• Master: A character with this level of Skill couldand fitting in. This shift lasts forone hour. It’s a good idea to make sure that everyone is on the
same Integrity is 7. Breaking points and exceptional successes are the mostOnce per chapter, a player can gain a Beat when a Persistent common opportunities for creating new Conditions. DemoThe Storyteller is responsible for… illustrates how the uncanny can impact ordinary people. During character creation, Witnessing the supernatural (violent)
–2it is advisable for the Storyteller to come up with several hypo-thetical situations so that the player can determine if, in her Witnessing an accidental death –2judgment, those situations would be breaking points. The pile of old clothes crammedbetween the two halves of a broken couch rippledas the light moved, settling onto a perfectly still
faceunder the pale yellow light.“Dawn,” Mena whispered,“can you make it any brighter?”“I think so.”The flashlight clicked twice, deepening the shadowsin the still, wrinkly face. declare that you are using Aggressive Defense at the start of the turn. All mystical and supernatural elements are fiction and intended for entertain- ment purposes only. A
character can onlyhave one instance of a particular Condition unlesseach applies to a distinctly different circumstance — forexample, he may be Informed about both the occultsymbol he stayed up all night to research and the innerworkings of the corporation he infiltrated. Ellis’s seedy narratives and begins with the ritualistic murder of a prostitute,
it rapidlyTemplesmith’s deceptively stylized visuals reveal the kinds expands in scope to include biker gangs, drug deals, politics,of characters and crimes that would be right at home in the and a possible conspiracy involving abuse at a now-defunctChronicles of Darkness. As the dice are rolled,make sense in the moment. Minor named characters —
the but for subsequent turns his Initiative resets to what it waskind who recur but aren’t the main antagonists of a story — before he delayed his action.have one point of Willpower available. plishing the goal would prevent a character from resolving an Aspiration, add a Door. Your character can uncover Clues equal to his successes or his Merit dots
as an instant action, whichever is lower.Interdisciplinary Specialty (•) Only the first Clue benefits from additional elements; other Clues established with this Merit receive only a single Prerequisite: Skill at ••• or higher with a Specialty element each. Dawnwhimpered, then turned her head and mouthedsomething Mena couldn’t understand.“I am! It’s
me, let her go,” Mena shoutedThe folds of Mrs. One point of damage inflicts one wound. He can navigate the city, knows who to go Sample Specializations: Bar hopping, College parties, to for information or help, and knows where he will be safe.Formal events, Political fundraisers, Private clubs Streetwise characters can make use of the city’s unique
re- sources, buy and sell on the black market, or find out secrets. if there isn’t an immediate crisis in front of him.Example Vices It is also okay to select Aspirations that your character doesn’t want, but that you want to see happen to the char- Ambitious: Your character wants to get ahead, to move acter. Aspirations are one of the best ways for the
players to signal to the Storyteller what sort of stories they want to Competitive: You character needs to win. Against multiple opponents, reduce Defense by 1 for each Grappleopponent before doubling it to determine the Dodge dicepool. Each purchase has its own rating. Ifa consuming task. When he Dodges, if his Defense roll reduces anroll exceed
an opponent’s Stamina, you may choose to ap- attack’s successes to zero, his attacker rolls the same attackply the Knocked Down Tilt (p. It may be through a crystal the dead any time they’re present. If the character has Alternate Identity, she can mitigate this drawback. So long as they have the required number step is to declare your character’s
intended goal. things she’s done suffer a -1 penalty.However, she takes some of those injuries upon herself byproxy. She can resist the dreams andLaying on Hands (•••) the degeneration rolls by avoiding sleep, but she’s subject to normal deprivation effects. Tell him not to sell orI’ll collect you next.”Mena didn’t quite suppress a shudder. If these
duties are not upheld, the Status may be lost. Make a note of your trait as Supernatural Tolerance, but differs in aAttribute + Skill + Specialty (if any); that’s the maximum few places. If this sounds interesting to you, Buy Chronicles of Darkness now! CofD merchandise is available via our RedBubble store. Each time you purchase this Merit, choose
two disgusting and morbid, your character stands her ground. Storyteller characters might deal dam-do with hurting people and she ends up killing someone, she age as a result of a Down and Dirty Combat, but they can’tloses a point of Willpower, in addition to probably suffering initiate one.a breaking point (see p. • Each Condition has criteria for
resolution. He can always tell when friends are keeping secrets or when something is botheringLevels: them, and excels at figuring out what it is. She can apply her Defense against in- Bring the Pain (•••): Your character’s strikes stun andcoming Firearms attacks, in addition to any cover bonuses. Apply the modifiers plan, while a good pair of
running shoes will help her escapeto your dice pool before you roll. This book uses the supernatural for settings, characters and themes. Or for our wrecked ship, perhaps those, though.the characters have to traverse shark-infested waters to get Suggested Modifiers: Crime scene over a day old (-1), overwhere they need to be. For example, repairing
the wiring in a broken CB radio requires a Dexterity + Crafts roll.Manipulation Academics Manipulation represents your character’s ability to choosehis words, mask his intentions, and convince others to go Academics represents general higher education andalong with his ideas. You can choose Aspirations that repre-for position or tries to advance
socially instead of pursuing sent you trying and failing to do something. For each success, you may ask a single yes orcan intensify, shape, and douse his particular area of ability. Also, ignore environmental penalties to Athletics rolls equal to your Parkour rating.Prerequisites: Stamina ••• or Resolve ••• Cat Leap (••): Your character falls with
outstanding grace. What sort of endeavors doeshelp a character retain his sense of self and drive his behavior. If the character has a weapon readied, apply its Initiative Modifier. Don’tworry about me, I’ll just stay here and get eaten bysomething with a hundred ears while I’m waiting foryou to stop being a baby.”Dawn crouched on the floor and
peered through thehole where the doorknob ought to have been. disarm or immobilize an opponent. Thebuilding isn’t this big.”“Look!” Mena grabbed Dawn’s shoulder and theycareened toward a door fitted so close to the wall thatthey had almost run past it. It gets a basethat could take an hour or more. pool. The hose melted into the color ofdry skin
as she rippled rapidly toward them. Just about any Chronicles of Sample Specialties: Blocking, Boxing, Grappling, MuayDarkness character is likely to find some use for the Athletics Thai, ThrowsSkill. •• Professional: A character with two dots in Medicine can work as an EMT, nurse, or other ••• Experienced: A character with this level of Occult
practitioner with a good general knowledge of has been working with weird things for a while, Medicine. “But you’re scaring everyoneaway! If any more tenants leave we won’t be able toafford to live here. chance she has a dice pool in mind already when determining her character’s action. notice something that doesn’t seem right, or using Strength
+ Failure: Your character’s action fails. rolls to investigate the event, due to her redoubled certainty in its natural causation. When making With Storyteller permission, you may ‘cash in’ a Merit Intelligence + Composure (or relevant Skill) rolls to recallvoluntarily and replace it with Experiences. If shejust the right spot to strike. Everything could
mean the end of the world, two. territory Your character knows the -3Chases territory intimately Size is lower than -1 Chases are a common element of horror stories. against an armed attacker. “Butterflies?”“What?” Ximena started walking into the room.“Did she like butterflies?”“Yeah, I think she collected them or something. If you score more
successes than your attacker, you deal one point of bashing damage per extra Last-Ditch Effort (•••••): In a street fight, every second success, and inflict either the Arm Wrack or Leg Wrack Tiltcould mean the loss of your life. Dice Pool: Combat pool (Dexterity + Firearms, Strength +Optional Rule: Brawl, or Strength + Weaponry) versus either the
opponent’s combat pool (as above) or an attempt to escape (Strength orBeaten Down & Surrender Dexterity + Athletics). Or, you can the Art of Writing embrace that moment of horror and jump headfirst into the awfulness you know is coming. The Occult Skill doesn’t necessarily give a character tigative instincts are perfect, and no clue escapes a
line on the absolute “truth” about what’s going on, but his notice. uncomfortable.Defense A character’s Anchors will likely stay the same for most of a chronicle. Thisuntil the end of the fight. area or relating to a pertinent issue. Improvisation is your best tool in investigation. By default, these bribes give the recipient use This does not apply if the
target is aware that theof the Merit for a designated amount of time. Each success reducesthe attacker’s successes by one. the snow after your characters have run As a player, it’s your responsibility to portray your character in a way that’s ap-incbreydoibnlethdeeisrtiwnaaytiotons.” propriate to her background and context, while fostering the kind of
story you want to see her in. your character’s abilities.Improvised Conditions Beats Storytellers shouldn’t feel limited by the list of Conditions You gain Beats when your character fulfills one of thein the Appendix (p. more likely situation that time is short and the situa- tion is tense, each subsequent attempt has a cumulative • Failure: The mark senses
he’s being followed, and one-die penalty — so the third time a character tries to manages to lose you. For example, a police detective may havetwo, three, or four dots of Police Status, and the dot rating just shows her relative influence and respect withinthe precinct.• Status: Police • Status: Hellfire Club•• Paid informant •• Pledge••• Beat cop •••
Initiate•••• Detective •••• Counselor••••• Sergeant ••••• Master Chief of Police Grandmaster• ••• Status: Gang •• Status: Military••• New blood ••• Private•••• Rank and file •••• Corporal••••• Local gang leader ••••• Sergeant Regional enforcer Colonel• Cartel leader • General•• ••••• Status: Medical ••• Status: Corporate•••• Regular
candy striper •••• Contractor, new hire••••• Nurse ••••• Company man Resident doctor Middle manager Chief physician Board member Hospital president CEO Drawback: Attention is a double-edged sword. Available only dot may return at the end of the chapter (see Sanctity ofat character creation. the character uses, and the relationship between
the characters. He’s Size her influence beyond that, her player must roll Manipulation4, and thus has one fewer Health box. They alwayshappen when your character has something else, something Weak Spot (••): You swing against your opponent’s arm,important and pressing going on. If she extendsand it’s easy to walk into him without noticing.
Darkness, it’s next to impossible to grow up without any exposure to the supernatural. When a character suffers lethal damage, mark it with an If a character’s Health track is filled with aggravatedX in the leftmost box of his health track that doesn’t contain damage, he’s dead.lethal or aggravated damage. It’s been ten years, but I still remember the
layout.Grandma’s room at the end of the hall, mine next to thebathroom and across from Sira’s. This can Effect: Psychometry is the psychic ability to read impres-be employed as part of an unarmed attack. With the three-dot version,Hacker Computer, Science once per turn he may take a Drive action reflexively.Hit Man Firearms, StealthJournalist
Expression, Investigation Demolisher (• to •••)Laborer Athletics, CraftsOccultist Investigation, Occult Prerequisite: Strength ••• or Intelligence •••Politician Politics, Subterfuge Effect: Your character has an innate feel for the weakProfessional Academics, Persuasion points in objects. Even suspicious people can’tthe word on the street (Manipulation
+ Streetwise), Work tell when he is lying.the black market (Manipulation + Streetwise) •••• Expert: This character can pull off complex con Sample Specialties: Black market, Gangs, Navigation, games with style. First, it mixes up the action and offers traits, Attributes, Skills, Merits, and otherwise. A character with a high Dexterity has fast reactions,
a good sense of balance, and accurate control of physical force.30 the face in the mirror-CharactersAttribute Task: Maintain balance (Dexterity + Composure, If your character has an applicable Specialty when youreflexive action) are rolling a Skill, you gain a +1 modifier, allowing you to roll an additional die.Stamina Untrained Skills Stamina is your
character’s general fitness and health. Athletic wouldn’t really make a good Virtue or Vice (though STEP THREE: ATTRIBUTES Competitive probably would). With a Wits + Skill roll, depending on the creation in auras, the ephemeral halos of energy that surround all liv-question (Expression for poetry, Crafts for architecture, for ing things. She may
not be particularly comfortable, but she can take care of necessities. Spree killing? You also people are shooting at you — might subtract three dice fromroll the die again, potentially scoring another success. tect herself and her vehicle while driving. (Dexterity + Stealth vs. The character is not necessarily foolish or blind Another important thing to
consider when deciding onto the flaws of their chosen group. This is an item that fers benefits at each level of influence. Vampires do not gain Beats from bashing damage. Temporary Health Boxes When a character suffers aggravated damage, mark it with Some supernatural powers can bestow temporary Healtha large asterisk (*) in the leftmost box
that doesn’t already boxes. They gain a Politics Specialty in Bureaucracy.•• Full members must learn to speak, read, and write in Aramaic. Tilts are a unified way of applying circumstances to bothcharacters and scenes during violent encounters. Step Three: In addition to your concept, also consider your charac- Select Attributester’s Aspirations. The
limitations of how her chosen field. So when she saw Mrs. Such attacks use the Dexterity Attributehigher. This trips the mark into vulnerable positions. If you use this maneuver, you may not sacrificeyour full Defense for any other reason. He must choose one.that he wants to take his delayed action at any time during theturn. Once per chapter, the
Storyteller cangive your character a message of terrible things to come. If two unarmed gangbangers attack before a chainsaw-wielding lunatic, he might want to let theDelaying Actions gangbangers get their blows in, and apply his full Defense against the maniac swinging a chainsaw at his head. All weapons deal lethal damage. Athletics broadly
covers a number of different areas of A character who is well trained in a specific style of combatphysical ability. If the Storyteller judges that your character’s actions dur- ing a scene reflect his Vice, he regains one spent Willpower • Story — A story tells an entire tale, following the point. She was oily but toothsome. Similarly, you don’t want to pick
Choose a Virtue and a Vice for your character. Streetwise Sample actions: Carouse (Manipulation + Socialize), Fit A character with the Streetwise Skill understands howin (Wits + Socialize), Get attention (Presence + Socialize) life on the streets works, and is adept at surviving and thriv- ing by its rules. This is a way to regain Willpower during play.
Onyx Path Publishing is delighted to offer dozens of role-playing game, fiction, art, and clothing products for the Chronicles of Darkness, as well as helping to rerelease hundreds of original books through PDF and print-on-demand. It still helps relieve stress and allows her to involved in the story, and establish what your character doesrefresh herself,
but it’s not healthy behavior in the long term. It’s usually equal to the ob-ject’s Size plus Durability. Sample actions: Casing a building (Wits + Larceny), Lock ••• Experienced: A character at this level is rarely seenpicking (Dexterity + Larceny), Sleight of hand (Dexterity + unless she wishes to be. is taking too long to accomplish, but rather is an
option to See a ghost. Even when the desired resultAttribute: 4 Experiences per dot is simply uncovering the truth, Clues help the charactersMerit: 1 Experience per dot establish and qualify the truth, which may mean the differ-Skill Specialty: 1 Experience ence between being locked away for claiming the fantastical,Skill: 2 Experiences per dot and
having hard data which can save lives and change fates.Integrity: 2 Experiences per dot Two Essential Rules of Investigation These two rules are important for maintaining the integ- rity of investigations in your chronicle.Investigation No Hard Answers The Chronicles of Darkness are tales of mystery, and pro- Don’t settle on hard answers up front.
These traits describe her capabilities, her weaknesses, and some of what makes her unique. If he does so, his place in the Initiative order changes Defense does not apply against Firearms attacks.to the new delayed one for the rest of the fight. It’s similar to the early versions of snake games, but the graphics are vastly improved. die is added to his
player’s dice pool. In the far or some observer that’s become suspicious of you. someone and make them do something stupid. he receives medical attention, mundane or supernatural. Establish who this The dot rating determines the relative amount of dispos- companion is, and how he was acquired. Players don’t buy Conditions. Dawn….did it look
likeMrs. Yesterday, half a hallway away, Mrs. Mangy white fur,matted and filthy. This can only be used in a turn in which your char- +2 bonus to overpowering rolls toacter intends to attack. With the five-dot version, he character hasn’t met the person in question, the Storytellercan manifest it from nothingness. Next, you have to determine how long
the search takes.This is governed in part by context, and in part by the needs Dice Pool: Specialof your story. For instance, a to her full dice pool plus her weapon modifier. Shotguns, SnipingA character without the Piloting Specialty is considereduntrained if he attempts to operate a plane or other aircraft. For an aura show a person’s general
disposition, and the ebbs,each success, ask one of the following questions, or take a flows, tone, and other oddities reveal other influences. Maybe there are some nice ones who could,like, use a friend or something.”“Do you really think anything like her could actuallybe friends with us?”“Well maybe we should look anyway. Dawn shrieked and pulled
Mena so hard theyboth fell over.Mena staggered up and helped Dawn to her feet.“Okay,I’m going to tentatively confirm your hypothesis thatthis is a totally weird door and we should run.”“Thank you.”“Little rats, little rats, what are you doing in mybasement?” The voice seemed to come from the wallsthemselves, dry as old paper and matte quiet,
withouteven an echo to point to where the old woman mightalready be standing.They spun, waving the flashlight around them.“Oh, shit,” Dawn whispered.For all her shaking, Mena spoke up first. A standing at- tacker using Brawl or Weaponry to attack instead gains a +2. The Chronicles of Darkness Rulebook will help you and your friends tell tales
of thrills and chills. By destroying such an artifact, they can give one weapon the ability to hurt spirits and ghosts.•••• At higher ranks within the organization, members are assigned wards and students. So long as he’s not taking any actionsDetective Empathy, Investigation other than driving (and keeping the car safe), add his ComposureDoctor
Empathy, Medicine to any rolls to Drive. With an exceptional success, you can mundane, an exceptional success gives an ongoing +2 to allask an additional question. When hea reflexive action. The character hears the words ofyour character is able to scry. When her best …developing their characters’ personalities and abilitiesfriend betrays her,
you’ll plot her scheme for revenge. long ranges of some sample firearms. The Skill 30 Small house, Whale descriptions will have some suggested Specialties. If you mark over a point ofbashing damage, it moves one box to the right. If able to react (potentially involving a Witsso it’s now going at 25 Speed. But you can’tname me to get rid of me, little
rat.” She slowly pulledDawn closer.“This is your home too, eh? The mention of or reference to any company or product in these pages is not a challenge to the trademark or copyright concerned. The Storyteller determines and describes ciable time, such as reacting to surprise or noticing somethingthe result. This First off, you need to determine the
full scope of the would support a “season arc” like in popular television shows.investigation. However, if a Condition hasa natural time limit and then fades away, he doesn’ttake a Beat — just waiting the Condition out isn’tenough to resolve it. Unlike Intimidation, Persuasion sion musician or local reporter. Resolve this roll reduces an opponent’s
attack successes to zero, you canattack before the opponent’s action. Each success removes twobegin suffering -4 instead of -2, since she’s pushing the vehicle past damage from the amount their vehicle suffers.its safe limit. He probably even thinks it was his idea.scenario. Exceptional Success: Your character’s action succeedsbeyond her
expectations. She can break into use the Survival Skill to find clean drinking water or hunt most houses or offices easily. to the successes rolled, or a number of meters equal to the successes rolled divided by three. …bringing the Chronicles of Darkness to life through The Exorcist, directed by William Friedkin. You try to get someone to do what you
want by making them afraid of you. Most traits range from 1 to 5 dots, but some (such as some sort at a target, whether it’s a bullet from a gun or aWillpower) range from 1 to 10, and others (Health) can go knife from a hand. When presenting an offer and reasoning for how they’ll help a character achieve anthat tempts that Vice, move the interaction
one step up on Aspiration, remove a Door.the chart. He can clear a room with a look. If in the affected area must make a choice on his next action. Mental Attributes represent a characters mental resilience, When children do it, it’s called imaginative play, but intellect, and acuity. Ifeach success from the attacker’s successes. When making a roll with
hermation about a given topic. But tors. This chapter is intended mainly for Storytellers, since we wouldn’t want to spoil any surprises. The identity has been deeply Garnering information via Contacts requires aentrenched in relevant databases, with subtle flourishes and Manipulation + Social Skill roll, depending on the methoddetails to make it
seem real, even to trained professionals. This ruledoesn’t apply to autofire (see above). Ten represents a difficult action that’s contested action, because the number of successes that youstill realistic for a professional in a field. They may each have Doors to one another,conference and admit to murder, even if the player has a dice or Doors to other
characters.pool impressive enough to make it happen. Allocate any number of the rolled successes to cause harm. A character with five dots“worst” is something that the character would apply. A +3 applies to each attack roll; -1 per roll for each target after the first.• Autofire Medium Burst: 10 or so bullets at one to three targets, with a +2 to each
attack roll; -1 per roll for each target after the first.• Autofire Short Burst: Three bullets at a single target with a +1 to the roll.• Charge: Move at twice Speed and attack with Brawl or Weaponry in one action; lose Defense.• Concealment: Barely -1; partially -2; substantially -3; fully, see “Cover.”• Cover: Subtract Durability from damage; if Durability
is greater than the weapon modifier, the attack has no effect.• Dodge: Double Defense, roll as a dice pool with each success subtracting one from the attacker’s successes.• Drawing a Weapon: Requires instant action without a Merit and could negate Defense.• Firing from Concealment: Shooter’s own concealment quality (-1, -2, or -3) reduced by 1 as
a penalty to fire back (so, no modifier, -1, or -2).• Offhand Attack: -2 to attack roll.• Prone Target: -2 to hit in ranged combat; +2 to hit within close-combat distance.• Pulling Blow: Target gains 1 Defense; the attack can’t deal more than chosen maximum damage.• Range: -2 at medium range, -4 at long range.• Shooting into Close Combat: -2 per
combatant avoided in a single shot (not applicable to autofire); -4 if grappling.• Specified Target: Torso -1, leg or arm -2, head -3, hand -4, eye -5.• Surprised or Immobilized Target: Defense doesn’t apply.• Touching a Target: Dexterity + Brawl or Dexterity + Weaponry; armor may or may not apply, but Defense does apply.• Willpower: Add three dice
to a roll or +2 to a Resistance trait (Stamina, Resolve, or Composure) in one roll or instance. Hunter: The Vigil is about plain ol’ humans who don’t bashing (damage) — A damage point that inflicts a non-just encounter the supernatural… they hunt it down and life-threatening wound. specialist, or surgeon. I guess it was supposed to teach me not tobe
wasteful, but all it really did was keep me up at night, convinced that every sound of the oldbuilding settling was the Hangry Wolf nosing around, looking for something to eat. 103) to fix. minimum. Fast Reflexes (• to •••) • What do I stand to lose here? The Storyteller will offer youa choice: take a Condition of her choice or abandon the
ARGUMENTaction. programmer or IT professional. ANCHORS 27Generous: Your character feels at his best when giving to to accomplish. It covers sneaking around in the shadows, blending ••••• Master: There are only a few dozen marksmen into a crowd, using a disguise to appear as just another bystand- in the world who can match a character
with this er in the background, or taking advantage of an appropriately level of Firearms. Choose a language eachto use it when targeting a specific body part with Weaponry, time you buy this Merit. Effect: Choose a Specialty that your character possesseswhen you purchase this Merit. Drawback: Status requires upkeep, and often regular du- ties.
Shiv (• or ••) The Hand As Weapon (••••): Withthis degree of training, your character’s Prerequisites: Street Fighting ••, Weaponry •limbs are hardened to cause massive Effect: Your character carries small, concealabletrauma. If the goal would be aand their efforts were successful, that should mean most of breaking point for the character, add two
Doors. One of these top free online games may offer the perfect solution. But don’t let that stand as a If the subject’s player chooses, he may offer a beneficiallimit. It can be used with any general application of physi-cal power and coordination, such as running a marathon, Sample actions: Breaking boards (Strength + Brawl),jumping between
buildings, climbing a fence, or dodging Intimidating display (Presence + Brawl), Identifying a fightingthreats. 100). She causes bashing damage instead of lethal, but drawn, spend a point of Willpower reflexively to add herignores all cover penalties to the roll. But once per night,ence. Structuredamage requires repair rolls (see p. With
Throughbashing. enjoy a +1 bonus per dot of the Merit. keep the session going. may well have pieces of the truth about various He can diagnose and treat obscure conditions, and supernatural creatures, and is very good at putting can handle just about any medical emergency that those pieces together. A diverse, holistic approach always helps
inEstablish Interval investigations. Armor-Piercing If your improvised weapon is close enough to one ofthe weapons above, use the associated weapon profile. This should not require a a character stand up to threats, or Presence to protect androll during a first impression, but requires one if attempted maintain one’s reputation at a soiree.later. stab
opponents with numerous pricks and swipes in the blink of an eye. Any efforts to breach the Safe Place suffer a penalty equal tothe Merit dots invested. Health is Size + Stamina. The game pushes players to use memory and logic skills to protect a colony of humans from hordes of monsters. On a successful attack, the weapon takes the samewith a
killing blow is a breaking point whether the victim amount of damage as it inflicts; Durability reduces this dam-survives or not. For Physical Attribute Tasks: Resisting Interrogation (Stamina + and Social Skills, this penalty is -1. A further result of damage — The points inflicted against a character’s Health10 on a re-rolled die is rolled yet again, over
and over, until or an object’s Structure, rated as bashing, lethal or aggravated.no more 10’s are rolled. an exceptional success, he picks a move from the list below to enact immediately.Unarmed Combat During each subsequent turn, both grappling characters These rules present special cases that come up when make a contested Strength + Brawl
versus Strength + Brawlfighting without weapons. Two characters with very similar Skills can feel very on a number of academic fields. If you purchase the Language Merit for either of these Trained Observer (•, or •••)languages, replace the Multilingual language. In the suburbs, a housewife dotes on a large dog with man-like hands. This is up to
the situation andneurons to shut down. He can alert the Storyteller Charge at the same time. Jackpot! I start stuffing necklaces and broochesinto my pockets. Once water is over head, character must swim or hold breath. Usually, that makes sense for everyone. When making his immediate proximity takes one point of lethal damage.an all-out attack
with an improvised weapon acquired with This damage continues once per turn as long as the enemyAlways Armed, you can reduce the weapon’s Structure by stays within range, and occurs on the enemy’s turn. Vice during a scene, she reaffirms her sense of who she is. Your character can enter a trance of sorts, in which she’s These Merits each
have a deeply mystical bent, and may temporarily overtaken by a spirit or ghost, and compelled tonot be right for every chronicle. ••• Experienced: A character at this level knows a great deal about guns, and is an excellent shot. She sees, hears, smells, and otherwise experiences meditating, or otherwise preparing to commune with thethe other
place as if she were there. All members must character knowing or initiating the request.possess this Merit, and the chosen Skill at ••+ Mystery Cult Initiation Effect: Your character is part of a group of hobbyists thatspecialize in one area, represented by a Skill. When voluntarily hitting another character or vehicle with hers, ignore damage to her
own vehicle equal to herRelentless (•) Wits. damage from fire; werewolves suffer it from silver. Allies(• to •••••)Seizing the Edge (••) Effect: Allies help your character. Forgo the +1 Eye for the Strange (••)bonus afforded by a Specialty, in exchange for a +2. dot — The incremental measurement of a permanent ranged combat — An attack that sends
a projectile oftrait. STAGE FOUR: DESCRIPTIONThe Storyteller describes the attack and wounds in narrative terms. For example, Retainer suggests something very specific. Effect: Your character has a crew of workers or assistants at For two dots, the benefit increases to +2. Any time a character Drawback: Spend a point of Willpower to use
thiswith this level of Street Fighting is about to take a hit or get maneuver.overpowered when she’s already suffering wound penalties,she can reflexively spend a Willpower point and sacrifice her Like the Breeze (•••••): Your characters steps to oneDefense for the turn to make an attack against her would-be side as his opponent attacks, and gives
her enough of a pushassailant. the end of one plot point and the beginning of another. Keep your eyes on the depiction of Detroit in the 90s, athey can accomplish impressive deeds, a lot of drama and fun place which must look very much like the Chronicles of Darkness.comes from when things don’t go well for the protagonists.Again, think of a
television series…the most interesting episodes Demo, by Brian Wood and Becky Cloonan. If the characters uncover the truth faster thanClues before it becomes viable. remission. For example, “Don’t get drunk” wouldn’t be a very good Aspiration for a character, butVice “Go a day without taking a drink” could be, if your character would find this to
be a struggle. That makes us practically qualifiedto find – fight – monsters.”“I’ll think about it,” Dawn paused, “But you can’t tellanyone else. Defense. This Willpower point does not add to the attack roll. You woke it up.”“You were the one who screamed when it looked at us.”“I wasn’t expecting it to move! Besides, it didn’t evenhave any ears.”“Maybe
you just weren’t looking closely enough. Also, as your Vice in particular will come up repeatedly during play, you should make sure that Initiative Modifier is equal to your character’s Dexterity the Vice you select doesn’t make any of the other players+ Composure. With asmile, she lined up a pitch; and hit Mrs. It may have been for exercise,
protection, show, or tradition. success — Each die that rolls an 8, 9 or 10 yields one suc- Initiative — An advantage trait representing the charac- cess. from circumstances should not exceed +/– five dice. A character at this level can com- pete on national teams and contend with the best ••••• Master: The character is an Einstein, Curie, or in the
world. You roll your Attribute • Exceptional Success: They’re convinced, and become+ Skill, but apply a modifier of one of your opponent’s resis- a recruit to your point of view, though they mighttance Attributes (Resolve, Stamina, or Composure), or your change their minds if they find themselves at risk.opponent’s Defense. A dramatic To grab an
opponent, roll Strength + Brawl - Defense. Photo Courtesy: @GolfWYF/Twitter Runescape As the world’s most popular MMO (massively multiplayer online) role-playing game, Runescape has been around for quite some time. If Defense is reduced to 0, roll a chance die. Drawback: Your character cannot purchase the Fame Effect: Your character is
recognized within a certainMerit. As a rule ofBarfly (••) thumb, one dot means local recognition, or reputation within a confined subculture. end of someone pulling a knife, it helps to have something in his hand as well. This roll must be made every time the poison deals damage, unless the character stops fighting and gives in.Heat of Fire Damage
Modifier VehiclesCandle (first-degree burns) — In the Chronicles of Darkness, vehicles serve numerous functions. For example, combat applies Defenseas a resistance because the number of successes on the rolldetermines how badly the attacker messes up his victim. “It’s ourbasement too, you know. of the cast.It’s a lot like a TV drama, something
like Pretty Little Liars orBreaking Bad. Each place can be an apartment, (The Luck Gang) •••, Status (Drag Racing Circuit) ••, anda mansion, or a hidey-hole. Listeners gain the Inspired Condition. general armor reduces the total damage taken by one point, starting with the most severe type of damage. The superlative someone who is truly
exceptional. The Storyteller should weigh how the circumstancesget more successes, though, especially if you want to hurt some- affect a character’s chance of success. Each time the same Skill is used to uncover Clues in an investigation, the dice pool suffers a cumula-Step Three: tive -1 penalty. Instant actions Merit — A character trait representing
enhancements or are observed in turns. Rolling Dice When your character is trying to accomplish something and the outcome is in doubt, you roll a pool of ten-sided dice based on his relevant traits and read the results to determine success. military shooters are generally at this Skill rank. 73) that’s relevant to the roll, Circumstance and
Equipmentadd an extra die to your pool. • Dramatic Failure: The other party has a good idea nate them, or you leave evidence of your presence. • Dramatic Failure: You attract a lot of attention… • Dramatic Failure: The broken object’s a lost cause. In long-term hospital care, the pool is characters face.Intelligence + Medicine, and the interval is one
hour. Drama happens when the fight. may simply describe them.58 the face in the mirror-Characters• What’s the strongest emotion here? And it’s chasing usbecause you screamed at it.”“Then why are we even whispering?” Mena huffed,“It’s not like it matters. Step One: Character Concept The first step in creating a character is to develop a general
idea of who your character is. This show, violence in the Chronicles of Darkness, from action-packedwhich jumps back in forth in time, follows multiple homicide options like fighting styles to exploring the grim consequencescases and conspiracies over a 17-year period. The Chronicles of Darkness Rulebook is the key to exploring that world, a guide to
storytelling encounters with the uncanny and a foundation for tales in which the monster becomes the hero. For example, tions she can add to a vehicle (see p. At three dots, the identitycan pass a thorough inspection. Any time a character initiates a SocialManeuvering action against yours (see p. player assembles his dice pool as normal. Both the
movie and the novel (as well as Gillian Flynn’s Mysterious Places fleshes out several locales unique toother two books, Sharp Objects and Dark Places) exemplify how the Chronicles of Darkness. Yourambushed, or your character does not have to account for character might have Allies (Masons) ••, Allies (Carter Crimeher Speed or Initiative when
calculating needed successes Family) •••, and Allies (Catholic Church) •.in the first turn. Theymade that clear a long time ago. Combat (a series of instant actions)elements of a character’s background, such as his allies or is observed in consecutive turns as each combatant tries toinfluence. Dice Pool: Special, deter-mined by the side with theEdge.
dice to roll. She can shoot any gun under timed distraction. So, if you cause four lethal damage, theponent behind cover is all but impossible. No attack roll is made.96 infernal engines -dramatic systemsIf harm from electricity is more than just instantaneous, Level Environment Levelssuch as there’s a constant flow such as through power cables, 0a
victim may not be able to escape. At this level, the character is researching cutting edge concepts and working •••• Expert: Olympic athletes might have this level of with some of the best scientists in the world. dead. • Exceptional Success: You avoid notice and get away before anyone has another chance to catch you. Don’t be limited; let characters
lean on their areasthe prey and gets one instant action before moving into of expertise when possible. She stitute Resources for one of these Skills. you may not want to reconcile any more. She is on the verge of revolutionary concepts, and is at the top of her field. They’re also statements about the sort ofothers. Even parties and makes sure everyone
has a good time. She may even be willing to on a suspenseful, low-key session with little overt supernaturalcheat in order to get her victory. culate Defense unless she actually has a weapon in her hand.Close Quarters Combat Fighting Finesse (••)(• to •••••; Style) Prerequisites: Dexterity •••, a Specialty in Weaponry or Brawl Prerequisites: Wits •••,
Athletics ••, Brawl ••• Your character knows that hitting someone in the face Effect: Choose a Specialty in Weaponry or Brawl whenis an easy way to break the little bones in his hand. of damage from lethal to bashing. By spending a Willpower point before Prerequisites: Stamina •••, Strength ••, Athletics ••, making an attack roll, her successful
attacks cause one levelBrawl •• of aggravated damage in addition to her weapon’s damage rating. They’ve seen more of the God-Machine’s influence than most anyone still standing. The shooter enjoys a +1 to her dice pool. penalty from every action she performs, including rolling forArmor-piercing attacks in close combat subtract from general
Initiative, but not including Stamina rolls to stay conscious.armor only. Parkour willalso counteracts the effects of wound penalties. This should not minute facts from swaths of information, take a +2 bonus.be used as a way to purchase a Merit, take advantage of itsbenefits, and then cash it out for something else. Whenever she makes a suc- possible
second, then lashes out at his opponent’s elbow orcessful attack, you can spend a point of Willpower to cause wrist as he attacks, hoping to cripple his limbs. or your character suffers a specific narrative effect such as a Tilt, two bashing, or one lethal damage. A scene might be played out in turns, progress in real time, or skip forward, Anchors
depending on dramatic necessity. The successful investigation isin order to immediately eliminate two of the subject’s Doors. If you the proper introductions and who can actually get want to customize a Merit while still accomplishing the same things accomplished. with guns. The subject contestsErickson at a conference and impresses him with her
knowl- as normal. If successful, successive influence attempts your opponent’sbegin with one fewer Door. spend a point of Willpower when pulling her blow with a weapon to deal bashing damage. •• Professional: At this level of Athletics, the charac-•• Professional: The character could work as a ter is serious about his fitness and activity. Abandon
Hope All Who EnterIntroduction At a warehouse on 17th street, surgeries are performed in accordance with the phase of the moon. Recurring antagonistsand major Storyteller characters can spend up to half their Surprisemaximum Willpower in a scene. She also determines threeAspirations, a Virtue, Vice, and relative Integrity score for
Circumstance Modifierthe group. There are two basic scenarios for this rule:in damage levies -2 to any rolls to operate it. Even tiny details of behavior can Stare down (Presence + Intimidation), Subtle threat be the clue to figuring out what someone wants. He keeps control until his op- ponent performs a Control Weapon move.Disarm • Damage the
opponent by dealing bashing dam- To snatch an opponent’s weapon away, roll Strength + age equal to the character’s rolled successes. Alternatively, the character may focus her gift Composure roll, with a -2 penalty if his chosen force is promi-into a ‘psychic weapon’ by spending a point of Willpower, nently featured nearby. Also note that each can
influence this; if you can choose the environment, youcharacter has his own target number here. Normally, you she gives it a helping hand by packing the right tools for theonly need one success to achieve your goal. This occurs when a vehicle hits something more than half its Size. Most Levels:locksmiths will also have at least a little bit of
knowledge ofLarceny, as they understand how to open locks. been trained in stressful situations, and knows how to keep Armored Coffin (•••): The problem with protection is herself from being shot, while still shooting at her opponents.simple: the very things that protect your opponents can be This Style is about moving, strafing, and taking shots
whenturned against them. In the Storytelling system, objects such as lead pipes, walls, Characters who overdose on drugs treat the drug like aor wardrobes have three traits: Durability, Size, and Structure. When choosing this Merit, choose or create a although he may still only regain one Willpower per sceneProfession for your character (see the
sidebar). Fighting Merits 65“Finish your dinner, or the Hangry Wolf will come for the leftovers.” That was Grandma’s thing, growing up. 3 ness of breath; sweltering sun can cause 4 first-degree burnsSource Damage Heavy snow; cold causes physical pain and potential hypothermia; sun quicklyMinor; wall socket 4 (B) causes first degree burns, can
cause second degree burns with time; minorMajor; protective fence 6 (B) radiation poisoning Desert exposure; heat rapidly causingSevere; junction box 8 (B) second-degree burns; moderate radia- tion exposureFatal; main line feed/subway rail 10 (B) Desert sandstorm, severe hurricane, tor- nado, tsunami Worn armor provides no protection against
electrocution,although specialized, nonconductive clothing can reduce oreliminate the hazard.ExtremeEnvironments The human body is not conditioned towithstand extreme heat, cold, air pressure,or other extreme weather conditions. Let the players have some say in the Clues they establish, At its core, this system is about uncovering and accumuand work with them to bring together the results in a waylating Clues, which serve to benefit later actions. By conducting a ritual,location. An item one Availability above her Resources or a homeless old man that does minor errands for food. she can manipulate the wording. She may identify most conditions and disease. ral Merit). Modifiers are
cumulative, but the total modifieror seen has outstripped his ability to rationalize or handle it. This doesn’t require a roll or aWillpower point to activate. While scientific minds might scoff, he can provideand is always aware of her location in space. However, in- in a position where you’re railroading the players, and forcingvestigations can become the
foundation for extended scenes, them to go along with your plans. what the truth is. One dot is an initiate, two a respected member, three a priest orInspiring (•••) organizer, four a decision-making leader, and five is a high priest or founder. Obits are a good way to findplaces to rob, but you’d expect your own family to give you a courtesy call. Note
intuit details and connections in a scene without much time.that this only affects mental influence and manipulation He’s a veritable Sherlock Holmes. (such as an Attribute + Skill pool), and the character for whom the most successes are rolled wins the contest.Roll Results Common Actions Dramatic Failure: In addition to the effects of a failure,the
first roll on a further attempt suffers a 2-die penalty. In this system, Clues offer dice advantages for later rolls. 90), her opponents cannot benefit from Fighting Merits 61aiming against her. This reflects the need to work out the Tainted Clue fully before it no longer hurts the investigation.80 infernal engines -dramatic systemsUncovering the Truth
Goals Once characters have the requisite Clues, they may When using a Social action with this system, the firstUncover the Truth. As well, Clues that come from her use of that Skill start with one additional element. 290), in exchange forWits + Empathy, minus the subject’s Resolve if the subject which the character can pinpoint where the feeling is
comingis unwilling. Effect: Your character has a True Friend. 288). “Mena, what are we actually doingdown here?”“Well you heard my mom. Perfect impressions rolls. Durability, anyone using the object suffers a one-die penalty. of different topics, and is up-to-date on the latest ideas within many different fields. A character who has taken drugs,
willingly or not, must fight off the effects of the drug. Maybe the players’ characters need to stop a monster menacing the community.Spend the following amounts of Experiences to Maybe they’re trying to uncover a mystical cure to a familyimprove your character. Loaning out of a book Sometimes, waiting and subtlety just aren’t warranted,wouldn’t
be a breaking point, nor does it prevent him from desired, or possible. 73). After anumber of hours equal to the character’sStamina, he takes bashing damage, once perhour. It mayPotency. Given a little bitfrontation, reveal information they don’t want to share, or of time, he can find a tack that will get someoneget them to cooperate against their
better judgement. Breaking Points 29• What is the worst thing your character has ever done? It a reflexive Stamina + Resolve roll. This means that generally, you can dangerous Storytellerfigure out who is faster without dice. If the context of the scene changes significantly, redeter-mine who has the Edge. He can can run confidence games. A
character must Break Covering Fire Free before rising. Dawn was angry, notscared, so she must need time.Mena paused and tried to catch Mrs. If Cassidy next suffered a point of aggravated damage, 96). 75.) Usually, the Inspired Condition is the If your character has no dots in an applicable Skill, themost appropriate. Clues are different from most
Investigation is still an integral Skill in investigation ef-equipment in that their advantages are resources which can forts. feet per dot of Athletics as an instant action, rather than the normal 10 feet.Parkour (• to •••••, Style) Expert Traceur (••••): Parkour has become second na- Prerequisites: Dexterity •••, Athletics •• ture for your character. Onan
uprooted street sign. Three successes allowsemploy a personal item of a local spirit in the meditation, for a single point of aggravated damage.she’s haunted afterward. You can have ana more useful activity. That, of course, might complicate her intendedhis private library. When grappling, your character can use theChoke move: Effect: Your
character is trained in avoiding damage in • Choke: If you rolled more successes than twice the vic- combat. “No, this door is weird and it’s not the rightone anyway. Failure means the vehicle fails to hit. Put my daughter’s ghost to rest. •••• Expert: A character at this rank is extremely danger- He is an absolute expert in the behaviors of even ous
with just about any hand-to-hand weapon, and wild animals, and can soothe or cow an angry bear can stand toe to toe with some of the best fighters or a hunting cougar. if the character has Strength 2 and Brawl 4, the player can choose between 1 and 4 points as her maximum damage.Reloading If she would deal more damage with the attack, any

extra is ignored. Using this optional rule, any character that takesmore than his Stamina in bashing damage or any amount of Roll Resultslethal damage gains the Beaten Down Tilt (see p. What do you mean?”Mena gestured at the metal detritus around them.“I mean that they didn’t just take the knob off, theywrecked it. The Empathy Skill ispaired
with Physical or Mental Attributes, such as when you simply the ability to understand and work with the emotionsroll Strength + Intimidation for a show of force. You can subject him to the effects of a failed roll,the chase, each represented by its own individual chase. Use only the to maneuver than a mysterious stranger. Let the player’s answers
guide the search for a Clue. They kept pushingthrough all around her, grabbing at her sleeves and threading theirfingers into her hair. to zero or fewer dice, you may make a chance roll on a single die. A sharp suit might give you bonus dice when try-Most modifiers are within the range of +3 to -3, though they ing to convince the CEO that your
character knows the bestcan range as low as -5 or as high as +5. Otherwise, an between one and three. the world. For example, if your character is using a sniper rifle (four Effect: Your character is trained with small hand-to- damage weapon), and attacking an arm (-2 to hit), you couldhand weapons which favor finesse over raw power. This allows
you further customization, and lets your character grow and develop in mechanical terms. Once per game session,ball, through a drug-induced trance, with esoteric computer usually in a time of extreme stress, the Storyteller may delivermodels, or any other reasonable method. She avoids any official authoritativeinfluence in her affairs. This group
could be other PCs, a company, a mentor girlfriend, “Reconcile with Jane” is a fine Aspiration.or family member, their country, or any other group thatmakes sense. So, Storytellers, be sure to pay attention to whather happier than crossing the finish line first, and nothing Aspirations your players have selected. When something deals aggravated
damage leftmost point of bashing damage to lethal — turn one of thedirectly, it’s quite obvious. When the group’s support is available, Cults are far more common than people would like toyou benefit from the 9-again quality on rolls involving the admit.. ter’s next-best category. Meditation is anextended action with a pool of Composure + Wits,target
successes of 4, and an interval of 30 minutes.After successfully meditating, the character gets a+1 bonus to her next breaking point roll. The questions can be asked atany time within the same scene. For example, Note that a breaking point is not necessarily somethingif your character has an Aspiration of “reconcile with my that the character
considers wrong. Resolving this Condition gives damage, the weapon pierces the opponent’s heart, the character a Beat. Doing this any bonus for the gun, minus the appropriate penalty.allows him to come to her rescue, which in turn lets him soakup some praise; this would allow him to regain Willpower Influencing Groupsthrough his Vice, and as
such is enough of a temptation toraise the impression level back to good. The Medicine Skill can be used to speed up healing. beyond hunting. age as normal. Most of the time, you roll a number of dice equal to an Attribute plus a Skill. During character creation, the player should answer the following five questions. If anand complications are headed
her way. Effect: Your character’s passion inspires those around herto greatness. Characters can gain Conditions as a result ofmany events or circumstances. These restricts the player’s options. Luz had beena picture of decrepit old age, with furrows of looseskin bunched along her face and arms, crowding herfaint features; squeezed into a baggy
dress and dullsupport hose. The player rifice Defense for one such action at a time; for instance, hecan choose to delay his character’s action, waiting for a better couldn’t give up Defense to perform an All-Out Attack andmoment to act later in the turn. be called Sex Appeal, Bruiser, or Trustworthy, and give the exact same game advantages. it Ward,
and while it does the same thing in game terms, the And it is her town. Boil it down into a simple sentence that startscharacters want things that are mutually exclusive. Each instance of this Merit represents one type ofto escape a threat or hunt down a rival, she’s always geared ally. This may inspire scrutiny. Dramatic failure causes Knocked Down;
Drive rolls are at -5 and half Acceleration.is a premeditated attempt to end a sentient life without the Using an improvised weapon reduces your attack pool bytarget having a chance to do anything about it. (If Success: Add the successes scored on the roll to your arguing with a crowd, use the highest Resolve in the crowd.)running total. If she knows a
character’s Mentor, Resources, Retainer, Contacts, or Allies, she can block their Prerequisites: Presence ••• usage. By spending a point of Willpower when hit, she can sniper, able to sit in position and steel her wits. They gain an Occult Specialty in The God-Machine.•• Small cells of the Brothers and Sisters network through a handful of active
initiates. If your character gives upmay be direct or subtle, complex or simple. AspirationsVices Aspirations are quick routes to influence. The Brothers and Sisters tend toward universities and other places of learning, where a bit ofesoteric knowledge can bleed through the mundane and open eyes to the truths of the universe.Cultists: God-Machine
survivor, librarian-turned-networker, militant defender (Sister Machine Gun),second-generation mentor, tech expert (Brother Bomb)Initiation Benefits• New recruits, while not yet trusted, receive training to better spot the influence of the God-Machine. The bedroom’s even worse than the hall — Grandma was87, how’d she even get to bed? If a
character takes damage in a temporary Health boxcontain aggravated damage. This dice pool has to make to “Seize the Edge” during each turn of the chase. They’verepurposed artifacts and reverse-engineered their power into more technological weapons to fight backthe darkness. wound — A marked Health point, denoting an injury from damage. •
Novice: A character with this level knows how to find a shadowy corner to hide in, or how to blend This Skill includes most of the tasks involving actually into a crowd.defeating physical security, or the sleight of hand requiredto pick a pocket or palm an item. By usingSecondary Target, your character opts not to hit her target, Warding Stance (••••):
Your character holds her weaponbut instead strike them with any collateral objects that might in such a way as to make attacks much harder. We’ll talk more free. A character might kill Committing premeditated murder –5someone in a clear-cut, unambiguous case of self-defense, butthe experience is probably still a breaking point, even if the Killing
in self-defense –4player (and the character) feels the act was entirely justified.Actions take a toll on the psyche, regardless of whether the Killing by accident (car wreck, e.g.) –4actions were righteous. She cannot scry a disturbing message to your character from the other side.without that tool or methodology. Mental Skills 35Sample actions: Assess
variables (Intelligence + Science), Sample actions: Acrobatics (Dexterity + Athletics),Perform experiment (Wits + Science), Recall formula Climbing (Strength + Athletics), Running (Stamina +(Intelligence + Science) Athletics) Sample Specialties: Biology, Chemistry, Genetics, Optics, Sample Specialties: Acrobatics, Basketball, MarathonParticle
Physics Running, Rock Climbing, Throwing Sample contacts: Experimental Physicist, Geology Sample contacts: Parkour Enthusiast, Physical Therapist,Professor, Mad Inventor Running Club BuddyLevels: Levels:• Novice: The character is a hobbyist or knowledge- • Novice: A character at this level is fit and takes able student of the sciences.
Whenever applying such resistance requiresharmed. If there are multiple parties of the chase to her advantage. Everyone is responsible for… One player, the Storyteller, is responsible for portrayingcharacters who don’t belong to specific players, and present- …giving other players chances to highlight their charac-ing fictional situations that
challenge the other players’ ters’ abilities and personal stories, whether that’s by showingcharacters. At three dots, character has maintained good relations or done favors forshe gains +2. Half Defense until the character next acts. seen, and vanish without a trace. Any time you make a Perception roll (usually Wits + Composure), you benefit from the
9-again Effect: Your character knows how to pace herself and take quality. Consider whatmatters, what the character already knows, and what she The dice pool depends on how the characters approachvalues. acter with a high Wits responds quickly to new information and situations. Serial murder? Suffered when you roll a three-die penalty, while a
Physical or Social Skill applies aa 1 on a chance die. For every success, your character writesthe case, mention them to your players and encourage them a single statement or clue about something occurring in theto consider these Merits. that someone is feeling.Animal Ken Sample actions: Determine intentions (Wits + Empathy), Sense Deception
(Wits + Empathy), Soothe nerves Animal Ken represents a character’s understanding of (Manipulation + Empathy)animal behavior. Fell, by Warren Ellis and Ben Templesmith. weapon suffer your character’s Weaponry score as a pen- The Touch of Death (•••••): Your alty. You Effect: This Merit gives your character a teacher thatcan reroll one failed
Subterfuge roll per scene. The char- acter can find extremely obscure information by •••• Expert: A PhD at a prestigious school or an correlating data from many sources, and can track acknowledged expert. Depending on the group, this could be limited bya Dexterity + Larceny roll, penalized by the Safe Place dots. (Exception: A chance roll must
produce a 10 to succeed.)ter’s ability to respond to sudden surprise, determined by In an instant action, a player must roll at least one successadding Dexterity + Composure. Going through one die. You needtotal, the Storyteller adds one significant complication to the only announce the initial stages, as the effort will likely occurinvestigation. Spend
a point of Willpower and roll Wits + Composurecertain Supernatural Merits as part of their hooks. around, he can catch someone by surprise almost anywhere. on Wits or Dexterity. • Dramatic Failure: You convince them of quite the Exceptional Success: Choose one of: Reduce the number opposite.of successes required by your character’s Skill dots,
reduce thetime on each following roll by a quarter, or apply the excep- • Failure: They listen, but are ultimately unaffected.tional success result of the action when you complete your goal. They probablymissed lots of stuff down here.”“Like the creepy old woman chasing us?”“Well if they’d seen her, wouldn’t they have donesomething?”Dawn shot
Ximena an irritated look.“Yeah, they wouldhave shot her and then we all would have gottenarrested for making the place look untidy. When doing so, the character deals damage equaleffects of a Tilt can easily cause a Condition. The weapon’s damage weapon’s damage rating as armor for the turn. The Storyteller convert to one Experience, which
can be used to developmay choose to award a Beat as if the character resolved it. Resisting the damagelost to bashing damage, in addition to any healing that the inflicted by a disease requires a reflexive Stamina + Resolvecharacter already does under his own power. A character may only sac-landscape of the fight before he does anything else.
Sample actions: Identify authority (Wits + Politics),Navigate bureaucracy (Resolve + Politics), Mudslinging(Manipulation + Politics) Sample Specialties: Bureaucracy, Local Politics,National Politics, Scandals, Specific Political Party Sample contacts: Personal Assistant to theGovernor, Political Blogger, Union LeaderLevels: • Novice: This character
knows the issues, both major and minor, and follows important players in the political sphere (both actual candidates, and some of the people behind them). Thisany amount down to a minimum of 0. She alwaysin a variety of social settings, from dive bars to state dinners. This is essential in a horror story, since getting away from a scare or rushing to
protect the endangered are genre staples.Bunsen burner (third-degree burns) +2 However, for creative characters, they serve as effective weap- ons against daunting threats, ways to close the gap betweenChemical fire/molten metal +3 human capability and the supernatural, and as complex tools to solve complex problems. Youlanguages. A five-dot
Mentor wouldDoor, regardless of the interval or impression level. is a college professor or PhD, or someone who is a voracious reader. rolls the most successes is the victor. If the roll is successful, the group does as requested.apply any time being smaller would be an advantage, Failed or successful, the character loses a dot of Allies. If she does so,
the player takes a Beat. It lunged, clumsy and coveredin piles of fabric and clattering everywhere withlittle bits of children’s jewelry. Causing visible serious injury to a –2Determining a Breaking Point person The Storyteller should determine whether a given action Torture –3or occurrence counts as a breaking point for a character. Kick ‘Em While
They’re Down (•••): The best enemy Redirect (•••): When your character is being attackedis one on the ground. He might feel guilty or upset about what happened, but he can cope. Composed wouldn’t work very Prioritize categories. You can fill out the sheet as you go through the steps of creating your character. Mena raised a hand to touch
it.“No.” Dawn grabbed Mena’s hand and started pullingher away. In addition to the normal effects manifestations, use of Psychokinesis does not cost Willpower.of Numbing Touch –which do not receive a contested roll–the victim loses Willpower points equal to your character’s Psychometry (•••)Numbing Touch dots. yards or meters. Characters’
Defense cannot normally be used against firearm attacks, although targets can penalize an dramatic failure — A result of 1 on a chance roll causes a opponent’s accuracy by going prone or taking cover.dramatic failure, a catastrophe worse than a normal failure.The character’s gun might jam or he might wind up shooting reflexive action — An
instinctual task that takes no appre-a friend by accident. It’s abstract, and means different things ining the investigation to determine the results. Duck and Weave (•): Your character has been beaten all Like a Book (•): Your character can read his opponents,to hell more than a few times. This is asof Clues, this doesn’t require a roll; they have pieced
together simple as stating what you want the subject to do, and howthe puzzle. • The culprit has plausible deniability. • Novice: A character at this rank always seems toIntimidation know the right words. Her fingers reaching through the gaps where shards fellaway. a commensurate favor in return), and if a roll is required, the Mentor is
automatically considered to have successes equalHobbyist Clique (••) to his dot rating. a pinch, or to send smoke signals. She can treat most illness and injuries and care for people with serious or •••• Expert: A character with four dots in Occult is obscure health problems. They didn’t look because they didn’twant to find anything.”“Maybe they knew
there was something down here?I saw the cop who handcuffed your dad talking to thelawyer who’s been hassling papi to sell this place.”Dawn shuddered. Effect: Normally, when Uncovering a Clue (see p. Onfailure when Dodging leaves the character off balance; reduce a success, both characters are grappling. When your character is grap- ••,
Firearms ••pling someone, he can bounce them off a hard surface witha Damage move. Theseharsh conditions hinder and endanger unpre-pared characters. frightening leaves and shivered as he found Chapterswhat a grotesque thing a rose is and how raw Chapter One: The Face in the Mirror describes how to create your protagonists. My lastfew
seconds of life would definitely be spent silentlymourning you, though. (rounded up), your character suffers a single point of the same type of damage. Sample actions: Losing a tail (Wits + Stealth), ShadowingLarceny (Wits + Stealth), Sneaking (Dexterity + Stealth) Larceny covers the generally-illegal skills of breaking and Sample Specialties:
Crowds, Hiding, Moving Quietly,entering, lock picking, pickpocketing, safecracking, and Shadowing, Stakeoutssimilar activities. •••• Expert: Special forces soldiers or champion MMA Firearms fighters have Brawl at this level. He may go for runs regularly, standing of scientific principles and theories, can constantly play sports with friends, be a
regular perform basic experiments, and can make practical backpacker or hiker, or just make an effort to stay use of basic physics and chemistry (designing a in shape. Against an unwilling subject, roll Intelligence + • Manifest his force. This isn’t an excuse to ditch a goal that Put myself in mortal danger. Mena, we’ve got to have run at least a mileby
now and we haven’t even turned a corner. We represent this conspiracy. If an Aspiration no longer makes sense for a character, a Indulge my addiction. This may requirequestions truthfully. On a successful roll, the Storyteller must give a relevant fact or detail aboutMental Merits the issue at hand. impossible to decipher. 73 for more on breaking
points). If your character is on the receivingsuccesses rolled. relevant Skill, she adds one die, which stacks with other situ- ational modifiers. Maybe she’s picking on people weaker than her. On an exceptional success, Drawback: In addition to the lower Health, your character she doesn’t lose the dot.might be overlooked or not taken seriously by some
people. It represents attendant is probably at this level.the ability to think laterally and make useful intuitive leaps,find meaningful patterns in confusion, and draw conclusions ••• Experienced: The character has an excellent eyefrom the available data. This may reflect formal Defensive Strike (••): Your character excels in defend- training, or lessons
from a skilleding herself while finding the best time to strike. Players roll dice to see how well their characters succeed — or how John Dies at the End miserably they fail — at overcoming obstacles and achieving their goals. When using the Covering Fire maneuver (p. Willpower point, the Storyteller can call on his abilitiesThese penalties fade by one
every turn, until they are gone to manifest spontaneously. In all, Size, and acts like Health. If she’d shot him the leg to let himalso learns that his Vice is Vanity; he likes to see himself as know she was serious, the breaking point modifier wouldthe hero. • Failure: You turn up a lot of promising leads, but • Extra Successes: Assuming your roll succeeds,
you get they’re all dead ends. The last group requires at least an excellent level impression, or forcing their Doors, unless the group meets regularly. The roll might be maneuvering, resolve this stage as a negotiation with two pos-different each time, depending on the character’s tactics. Giant (•••) Effect: Your character is massive. story told by the
players. 285). A breaking point can fall into one of the following Breaking Point Modifierscategories: Breaking Point Modifier • The character performs an action that either violates his personal moral code or that is considered unac- Character is protecting himself +1 ceptable in society. he uses equipment to Restrain the opponent, he can He can
avoid the attack, either running to cover within range leave the grapple. cleanup that you won’t find out about until later.• Success: The other party swallows your story. Sample Specialties: Dance, Journalism, Music •••• Expert: The toughest criminals crack after tenComposition, Painting, Speeches minutes in interrogation with him. You can also use
Aspirations as a way to connect A character starts with one dot in each Attribute forplayer characters, by giving them similar goals. While picking CHARACTER CREATION 25Size primary category, seven dots for you secondary, and four dots for your tertiary. Establish a dice pool pertaining torequired Clues for the investigation. They may not add to
other rolls or be used as part of an effort to solve the final investigation. are impeccable.Occult Politics The Occult Skill is a character’s knowledge of myth, Politics represents a character’s knowledge of politicalfolktales, and urban legends about the strange things that bodies, figures, and issues. On a dramatic failure, she takessuccesses from
Dodging before adding any weapon modifier. It covers writing and spoken com- Levels:munication, art like painting or sculpture, and performanceslike acting, music, and dance. A character’s Initiative helps for his character to accomplish a task. A Skill Specialty is a more focused ap- A character at this level knows how to conductplication of a Skill,
representing a specific subcategory of the effective research and probably did well in school.Skill that the character is particularly talented or trained in. something that you need to avoid. Sources of HarmMedical care is an extended action, requiring successes equal tothe total number of points of damage suffered by the patient. When purchasing
this Merit, Asset Skills, she benefits from the 9-again quality.choose a Mental Skill. When dodging, if your Defenseso long as she’s not already spent Willpower. With the Piloting Specialty, the character can handle small, private aircraft. Often, preparationhighest modifier for a specific category. His command of doesn’t just involve forcing a character
to change how they language is careful and effective. For example, your character uses an alias with a simple Each dot in this Merit represents a sphere or organization withcostume and adopts an accent. Contested rolls don’t require a resistance trait. over a gun, for instance, the gun goes off. The Mentor commits to the favor (often asking forservice
by one dot.
The Dice Sets are exactly what you need to be prepared for everything during your games. Embrace your inner Dice Goblin with our wide selection of designs, both universal and dedicated to a particular setting! Content oriented: traditional 7-pieces sets, essential kits, sets with special additions Color variations: from classic themes, through curious
mixes, up to mind-blowing … A free HTML preview of a published game: complete but with no illustrations, imperfect formatting, etc. The game is about immortal humans similar to those of Highlander, in the near future (a "Techno-Gothic" world). ~225 pages HTML. Legendary Beta Version by Marty Vance (aka Dracos) of Dragon's Forge
Coruscant's surface as seen from orbit. Coruscant was known to have the tallest buildings in the Galaxy. Coruscanti skyscrapers dwarfed all the original natural features, including mountains, as well as floors of oceans which once covered a large portion of Coruscant's surface. 31/10/2021 · Czech Games Edition. Czech Games is offering a print and
play edition of Under Falling Skies (Rules | Regular Size Cards | Oversized Cards).. They have also released single-player variant rules for both Adrenaline and Sanctum.. As well, they have put out a video that details instructions for playing Codenames over the internet (you need to own a copy of the game), as … White Wolf Publishing was an
American roleplaying game and book publisher. The company was founded in 1991 as a merger between Lion Rampant and White Wolf Magazine (est. 1986 in Rocky Face, GA; it later became "White Wolf Inphobia"), and was initially led by Mark Rein-Hagen of the former and Steve Wieck and Stewart Wieck of the latter. White Wolf Publishing, Inc. …
A Canadian online board game store that carries different type of board games and card games. ... RPG Deluxe Core Rulebook (Book) $26.05 (0) In stock, 2 units. Kurz vor Knapp (Import) $48.88 (0) Sold out. ... Free Shipping for order over ... 24/05/2022 · GamesRadar+ takes you closer to the games, movies and TV you love. Appendix B: Apocrypha of
the Clans This section features bonus content, some new game traits, some additional fiction, and other material to offer some depth to your V20 Dark Ages chronicles ... 22/05/2022 · As Games Workshop gears up for a new start to Warhammer 40K, it put the 9th Edition rules up online for free. Cover Description The 41st Millennium is an age of war
and darkness. Today, Games Workshop put out an announcement with the core rules of their flagship game Warhammer 40,000's ninth edition. I started in 3rd edition in the way before ...
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